UNITED STATES

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20549-4561
DIVISION OF
CORPORATION FINANCE

June 28, 2012

Landey Strongin

Dornbush Schaeffer Strongin & Venaglia, LLP
strongin(qdssvlaw.com

Re: Forest Laboratories, Inc.
Incoming letter dated April

9, 2012

Dear Mr. Strongin:
This is in response to your letters dated April

9, 2012, April

11, 2012,

May 15,2012, May 22,2012, and June 19,2012 concerning the shareholder proposal
submitted to Forest by Kenneth Steiner. We also have received letters on the proponent's
behalf dated May 6, 2012, May 8, 2012, May 21,2012, May 22,2012, May 30, 2012,
all ofthe correspondence on
June 14,2012, June 18,2012, and June 19,2012. Copies of
which this response is based wil be made available on our website at htt://ww.sec.gov
/divisions/corpfin/cf-noaction/14a-8.shtml. For your reference, a brief discussion ofthe
Division's informal procedures regarding shareholder proposals is also available at the
same website address.
Sincerely,

Ted Yu
Senior Special Counsel

Enclosure
cc: John Chevedden
*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***

June 28, 2012

Response of the Offce of Chief Counsel
Division of Corporation Finance

Re: Forest Laboratories, Inc.
Incoming letter dated April

9, 2012

The proposal requests that the board amend Forest's governing documents ''to

allow shareowners to make board nominations" under the procedures set fort in the
proposaL.

We are unable to conclude that Forest has met its burden of establishing that it
may exclude the proposal under rule 14a-8(i)(3). Based on the arguments you have
presented, we are unable to conclude that the proposal- in particular, paragraph 5 ofthe
proposal - is so inherently vague or indefinite that neither the shareholders voting on the
proposal, nor Forest in implementing the proposal, would be able to determine with any
reasonable certinty exactly what actions or measures the proposal requires. Weare also
unable to conclude that Forest has met its burden of establishing that it may exclude the
your counsel
proposal under rule 14a-8(i)(2). In this regard, we note that the opinion of
impermissibly modify the
the proposal would.
includes an assumption that paragraph 5 of
directors' fiduciar duties by requiring the board to justify any different treatment of

director nominees or directors as "both fair and necessar." In our view, this is an

assumption about the operation of the proposal that is not necessarly supported by the

language ofthe proposal. Accordingly, we do not believe that Forest may omit the
proposal from its proxy materials in reliance on rule 14a-8(i)(2) or 14a-8(i)(3).

We are unable to conclude that Forest has met its burden of establishing that it
may exclude the proposal under rule 14a-8(i)(1) or 14a-8(i)(6). Accordingly, we do not
believe that Forest may omit the proposal from its proxy materials in reliance on
rule 14a-8(i)(1) or 14a-8(i)(6).

We are unable to concur in your view that Forest may exclude the proposal under
rule 14a-8(i)(7). In our view, the proposal focuses primarily on establishing a procedure
shareholders in Forest's proxy materials, not the
for including director nominees of
conditions of employment affecting hiring, promotion, and termination of employees.
Accordingly, we do not believe that Forest may omit the proposal from its proxy
materials in reliance on rule 14a-8(i)(7).
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We are unable to concur in your view that Forest may exclude the proposal under
rule 14a-8(i)(8). Accordingly, we do not believe that Forest may omit the proposal from
its proxy materials in reliance on rule 14a-8(i)(8).

Sincerely,

Sebastian Gomez Abero
Special Counsel

DIVISION OF CORPORA TIöN FINANCE
INFORMAL PROCEDURES REGARING SHAHOLDER PROPOSALS

The Division of Corporation Finance believes that its responsibility witn. respect to
matters arising under Rule l4a-8 (17 CFR 240.14a,.8), as with other matters under the proxy
.rules, is to aid those who must comply With the rule by offering informal advice and suggestions
andto determine, initially, whether or not it may be appropriate in a paricular matter to.
recomnend enforcement action to the Commission. In connection with a shareholder proposal
~der Rule 14a-8, the Division's
staff considers the information furnished
to ¡thy the Company
in support of

its intention to exclude the proposals from the Company's proxy materials, a'\ well

as aly information fushed by the proponent or.the proponent's representative.
. Although Rule 14a-8(k) does not require any communications from shareholders to the

. .

Cormisslon's sta, the staff will always

consider information concerning alleged violations of
activities
of
the
statute or
nile involved. The receipt by the staff

the statutes administered by theCómmission, including argument as to whether or not
proposed to be taken

would be violative

of such information; however, should not be construed as changing the staffs informal

procedures and proxy review into a fontal or adversar procedure.

. .

It is importt to note that the stafr s and. Commission's no-action responses to
Rule 14a-8G) submissions reflect only inforral views. The determinations
Teached in these no-

action letters do not and canot adjudicate the merits of a company's position with respect to the
proposaL. Only

a court such as a U.S. District Court

can decide whether

a company is obligated

proposals in its proxy materials. Accordingly a discn~tionar .
determination not to recommend or tae Commission enforcement action, does not preclude a
proponent, or any shareholder of a
company, from pursuing any rights he or she may have against
the company in
court, should the management omit the proposal from
the company's
proxy
to include shareholder.

materiaL

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***

DORNUSH SCHAR STRONGIN & VENAGUA, LL
747 TH AVE
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NY 10017
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June 19,2012

BY EMAL (shareholder.roposals~sec.gov)
U.S. Secuties and Exchange Comnssion
Division of Corporation Finance
Offce of Chief Counsel

100 F Street, N.E.
Washigton, D.C. 20549

Re: Forest Laboratories, Inc. - Section 14(a), Rule 14a-8 Stockholder Proposal

Submitted by Kenneth Steiner
Ladies and Gentlemen:

On Apri 9, 2012, we submitted a letter (the ''No-Action Request'') on behalf of our client,
Forest Laboratories, Inc., a Delaware corporation ("Forest" or the "Company''), notifyg the staff
of the Division of Corporation Finance (the "Staff') of the Securities and Exchange Comnssion
(the "Commission'') that the Company intends to omit from its proxy statement and form of proxy
(collectively, the "2012 Proxy Materials'') for its 2012 Annual Meetig of Stockholders (the "2012
Annual Meeting'') a stockholder proposal (the "Proposal'') and statements in support thereof (the
"Supportng Statement'') received from Kenneth Steiner (the "Proponent''), namigJohn

Chevedden as his designated representative (the "Representative''). The Supportg Statement
describes the Proposal as a "standard proxy access" proposal.
On May 15,2012, we submitted a supplemental No-Action letter on behalf of the Company
we submitted another supplemental No
(the "First Supplemental Letter") and on May 22, 2012,
Action letter on behalf of the Company (the "Second Supplemental Letter", and together with the

No-Action Request and the First Supplemental Letter, the ''No-Action Letters").
On June 14, 2012, the Representative submitted a letter to the Staff captioned "#6 Rule 14a

8 Proposal" ("Response #6"). Among other thgs, Response #6 requests that the Company
forward al correspondence to hi electronicaly, requests the opportunity "for the fial (sic)
rebuttal since FRX had the opportnity of the first argument' and requests additional tie to make
such rebuttal since "the company induced delay in the delivery of critical

letters." Our records

confi that the Representative has promptly received copies of al correspondence relatig to ths

matter that the Company has sent to either the Staff or the Representative, includig al the NoAction Letters. In particuar, attached hereto as Exhbit A are the Federal Express delivery
confiations evidencing the prompt delivery of (i) the No-Action Request (sent Apri
delivered Apri

9, 2012 and

10, 2012), (ü) the First Supplemental Letter (sent May 15, 2012 and delivered May 16,

u.s. Secuties and Exchange Comnsion
Office of Chief Counsel
June 19, 2012
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2012) and (ii) the Second Supplementa Letter (sent May 22, 2012 and delered May 23, 2012) to
the Representative. Simy, we note that the Representative is not alegi that he has not receied
the Company's correspondence on ths matter, includi but not lited to the No-Action Letters,

but rather tht he has not received electonic copies of the No-Action Letter.

Because we have bee unble to con tht correspondence that is sent to the

is acty beig

***(Le.,olmst
FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***

Representative though hi desigated em address

receied by the Representatie, we have maed copies of al corresondence to the Representative
vi Feder Express so tht we could conf receipt. We have advied the Representative of ths

issue, and have oray requested that he evdence receipt of our em by respondig to them. As of
ths date, the Representatie has decled to do so.
Finy, with resect to the Representative's request for additiona tie in Response #6 to

rebut the No-Acton Letter because "the company induced dely in the deler of crtica1etters,"

we note tht the lat No-Acton Lett was delvered to the Representatie by May 23, 2012, or over
3 week prior to the date the Representatie submitted Response #6. In addition, we alo note tht

in al caes, each No-Action Lett ha been delivered to the Representatie vi Feder Exress

with 1 day of our submision of such No-Acton Letter to the Commion. As such we
resecty submit tht we have provided .the Representative prompt notice of al such No-Action

No-Acton Letters (and

Letter, and tht the Representative has had sufcient tie to consider such

has responded in wrtig, repeatedly, to such No-Acton Letter).

CONCLUSION
Based upon the analsis set fort in the No-Action Request and Second Supplementa
Letter, we resecty request that the Staff concu that it wi tae no action if the Company
excludes the Proposal from its 2012 Proxy Maters.
If we can be of any fuer assistace, or if the Staff should have any questions, please do

not hesitate to contact me at (212) 759-3300 or vi em atstto:Q(gdssvlaw.com.

r=k
Landey Sttong

cc: Kenneth Steier
John Chevedden

Herschel S. Weiste, Esq.

JOHN CHEVEDDEN
*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***

June 18,2012
Offce of Chief Counsel

Division of Corporation Finance
Securities and Exchange Commssion
100 F Street, NE
Washington, DC 20549
# 7 Rule 14a-8 Proposal

Forest Laboratories, Inc. (FRX
Proxy Access

Kenneth Steiner
Ladies and Gentlemen:
This furter responds to the supplemented April

9, 2012 company request to avoid ths rule 14a-

8 proposaL.

This is to request tht the company forward any fuer letters electronically to the proponent.
par. The company has stll failed to send any no action request letters electronicaly to the
proponent par and yet it forwds all such letters electronicaly to the Staff.

The latest no action request related letter recived from the company was dated May 22,2012. If
the company forwards any no action request related letter afr the May 22, 2012 lettr, it is
respectful requested that the shaeholder par have the opportity for the finial rebutt since

FRX had the opportty of the first argument.

This is to request that the Offce of Chief Counsel alow ths resolution to stand and be voted
upon in the 2012 proxy.

Sincerely,

~d:.ecc:

Kenneth Steiner

Herschel S. Weinstein ~Herschei.Weintein~rx.com:;
Corporate Secreta

Fran 1. Murdolo ~fran.murdolo(f.com:;

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***

June 14,2012
Offce of Chief Counsel

Division of Corporation Finance
Securities and Exchane Commission
100 F Street, NE
Wasgton, DC 20549

# 6 Rule 14a-8 Proposal

Forest Laboratories, Inc. (FRX
Proxy Access

Kenneth Steiner
Ladies and Gentlemen:
This fuer responds to the supplemented April 9,2012 company request to avoid ths rue 14a-

8 proposal.

The attached message was forwarded to the company today.
Ths is to request that the company forward any fuer letters electronically to the proponent
par. The company has stll failed to send any no action request letters electronicaly to the
proponent par and yet it forwards all such lett electronicaly to the Sta

This is to request the

opportty for the finial rebuttl since FRX had the opportity of

the first

arguent. Plus the needed time to make up for the company induced delay in th~ delivery of
critical letters.

This is to request that the Offce of Clief Counsel alow ths resolution to stand and be vote
upon in the 2012 proxy.
Sincerely,

~~_.-

~

cc:

Kenneth Steiner

Fran J. Murdolo ..fran.murdolo(q.com?

------ F
From:

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***

Date: Thu, 14 Jun 2012 12:27:03 -0700

To: "Fran 1. Murdolo" ~fran.murdolo(q.com;:
Cc: Offce of Chief Counsel ~shaeholderproposas~sec.gov;:
Subject: # 6 Rile 14a-8 Proposal- Forest Laboratories, Inc. (FRX'
Mr. Murdolo,
Pleae confirm today that you received at leas one of the two electronic copies eah of

my letters #3 and #4 that were rorwarded previously. I will be glad to resend electronic
copies if you have not received them.

Meawhile please forward electronic copies of the company April 9, May 17 and May 22
letters. No electronic copies have been received of any of these letters.
Sincerely,
John Chevedden
cc:
Kenneth Steiner
Offce of Chief Counsel

Division of Corporation Finance
Securities and Exchange Commssion

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***

May 30,2012

Offce of Chief Counel
Division of Corporation Finance

Securties and Exchage Commssion
100 F Street, NE
Washgton, DC 20549

# 5 Rule 14a-8 Proposal

Forest Laboratories, Inc. (FRX
Proxy Access

Kenneth Steiner
Ladies and Gentlemen:
This responds to the supplemented April 9, 2012 company request to avoid ths rue l4a-8

proposal.
Where a resonse is waranted, I respond to issues in the order they are raised in our company's

most recet lettr, using the same heaings.
I. Company's letter Section m claims "The Proposal MayBe Excluded Pursuant to Rule

14a-8(i)(2) Because Implementation ofthe Proposal Would Violate State Law."
1. Our Company Claims the Proposal is Excludable Because it Would Impermissibly
Discriminate Against Stockholders Depending on Whether or Not They are Directors or Offcers
of

the Company.

Ths is a precatory proposal that leaves the board discretion on the maner of implementation. In
its latest letter, our Company agrees tht the indicated provisions can legally be implemented as
conditions of employment for executives and board members. There is no issue here.
Such conditions of employment may be made effective only after the next board electon, if the
board feels ths is legally necessar.

Our Company is attemptig to confuse the question of whether the Proposal addresses an issue
how the proposal would be
appropnate for shareowner action with the different question of
implemented. The Proposal is about proxy access, not employment matters. Ultimately, most if
not al shaeowner proposals, if adopted by the board, are enforced as conditions of employment

for the board and executives. In accepting their offcial positions with the Company, board
members and executives agree to uphold the Company's governng documents. Doing so is a
condition of their employment. There is nothg new or unque about the currnt Proposal

similarly imposing, though amended governing documents, similar condtions of employment.
2. Our Company Claims the Proposal is Excludable Because it Would Caue the Board to
Violate its Fiduciary Duties.

Here, all our Company does is reiterate their previous arguments, which are fully addressed in
my earlier response letter. There is no issue here. .

3. Our Company Claims the Proposal is Excludable Because it Could be Interpreted as
Impermissibly Prohibitng an Eligible Stockholder Group From Nominating More Thn One

Candidate for Director Election.
Again, our Company merely reiterates their earlier arguments, which are addressed in my earlier
respons letter. The Proposal would not and could not limit shareowners' legal right under stte

and federal law to run an independent proxy solicitation for a ful slate of board candidate. The
do so, without the Proposal saying anything that would imply
suggestion tht the proposal would
such a thng, is ridiculous. There is no issue here.

ID. Company's letter Section V claims "The Proposal May Be Excluded Pursuant to Rule
14a-8(i)(3) Because the Proposal is Vague and Indermite and, Thus, Materially False and
Misleading in Violation of

Rule 14a-9."

1. Our Company Claims the Proposal is Excludable Because it "is Subject to Multiple
Interpretations, Such That Stockholders Would Be Unable To Determine the Scope of the

Proposal"
Here, al our Company does is reiterate their previous arguents, which ar fuly addressed in
my ealier response lettr. They are fuer addressed in my response to item 3 above, which

reads as follows:
"The Proposal would not and could not liit shareowners' legal right under stte and
board candidate.
federa11aw to ru an independent proxy solicitation for a full slate of

The suggestion that the proposal would do so, without the Proposa saying anyt tht

would imply such a thg, is ridiculous."
There are no plausible alternative interpretations.
2. Our Company Claims the Proposal is Excludable Because it "Contains Vaguely Worded
Mandates, Such Thi Stockholders and The Company Cannot Determine What Actions Would Be
Required. "

To argue that a proposal is vague, a company must cite one or more examples of how it is vague.
our Company
In their origi no-action request, our Company cited five examples, but now
the
afrms that "the Company never made the arguent in the No-Action Request that any of
five examples of potential mandates arsing out of the Proposal's equa treatment requiement set

fort on Page 11 was vague." Accordingly, our Company has failed to provide a single example
of

how the Proposal is "vague." Essentially, our Company is arguing tht the proposal is vage

because it leaves the board discretion in implementing a paricular provision. A precatory
proposa is not vague merely for leavig matters to board discretion-dscretion the board would
have anyway.

Company's leter Section VII claims "The Proposal May Be Excluded Pursuant to Rule
Board Members
14a-8(i)(8)(iü) Because the Proposal Questions the Business Judgment of
the Company Expects to Nominate for Reelection at the 2012 Annual Meeting of
Stockholders."

Here, all our Company does is reiterate their previous arguents, which are fully addressed in

my earlier response. There is no issue here.

This is to request that the company forward any fuer letters electronically to the proponent
par. The company ha stil failed to send any letters electonically to the proponent par and
yet it forwards all letters electronically to the Staf.

Ths is to request the opportity for the fial rebutt since FRX had the opportty of the first
arguent. Plus the needed time to make up for the company induced delay in the delivery of
critical

letts.

This is to request that the Offce of Chief Counsel alow this resolution to stad and be voted.
upon in the 2.012 proxy.

~J~~
Sincerely,

¿;ohn Chevedden

cc:
Kenneth Steiner
Fran J. Murdolo

(FRX: Rule 14a-8 Proposal. March 20, 2012J
3* - Pro:l Access

WHAS, Most long-term shaeowners have no reasnable mea to make board nomiatons,
this is bas on a standad Ilproxy access'l proposal, as described in

ht://proxyexchage.orglstdard_004.pdf.
WHREAS, The Corprae Librar, an independent investment research firm rated our compay
un" with "High Goverance Rik," an l1High Concernll in exeutve pay - $8 mion for our

CEOI Chaian Howad Solomon. age 83. Anua bonuses continue to be discretonar and
long-term equity pay wa tie-ve - not perormce-base. Four diectors had long tenue
resectively of 14, 14, 35 and 48 year - inependence concern Three dirctors were inders or

inside-relate - more independence concern. Three diecors were age 71 to 83 - succession
plang concern Only one diecto had curent experience on an outside boar - qucatons
concer. Three diecors owned no stock -lak ofincentive concern

RESOL YEn, Shawners as our boar, to the fulest extnt permttd by law, to amend our
governg documents to alow sharowner to mak board nominations as follows:
1. The Compay proxy stateent, form of proxy, and voting intrction forms shall include,
name, nominees of:

listed with the board's nominee, alphaeticay by last

a. Any pa of one or more shareowners that ha collectively held, contiuously for two
yeats, one pecent of the Company's securties eligíble to vote for the electon of directors,

andor
b. Any par of shaeowner of whom fift or more have each held continuously for one year
a numer of shaes of the Company's stock that, at some point with the precedng 60 days,

was wort at leat $2,000.
2. Any such par may mae one nomition or, if greater, a
12% of

the curl)t numbe of

number of nomion equa to

board members, romiding down.

3. For any board elecon) no shaeownr may be a member of more th one such nomitig
the Company may not be membes of any such par.
par. Board membrs and offcers of

4. All members of any par nomiti under item i (a), and at least fi members of any par

nomiti under item 1 (b). must af in wrtig that they are not awae, and have no rean to
suspect, th any member of their par has an explicit or implicit, direct or indiect ageement
regadig any nomiation with any membe of another nominatig pa, includig the

Company's board.

5. All board caidat and members origialy nominate under these provisons shall be
the boad's nomiees.
afforded treatment equivalent, to the fules extnt possible. to tht of
Should th board determne that aspects of such treatment canot be equivalen the board shal
estalish and make public procedures reasonably desgned to ensur that su dierences ar .

both far an nec. Nominee may include in the proxy statement a 500 word suportg

sttemet
6. Each proxy stement or special meeting notice to elect board membes sh include

insctons for nominang under these provisions fuly explaining a1legal requiements for
nominator and nomiee under federa

law, ste law and th governg documents of our

company.
Pleae encourage our board to adopt tls proposal

Notes:
Keneth Steiner, 1

3* .

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***

Pleae note that the title of

the proposal is part of

sponsored ths proposal

the proposal.

*Number to be assigned by the compay.
This proposa is believed to coorm with Sta

Legal Bulletin No. 14B (CF), September 15,

200 includg (emphass added):

Accordingly, going forward, we believe that it would not be appropriate for
companies to exclude supporting statement language and/or an entire proposal in
reliance on rule 14a-8(I)(3) in the following circumstances:

. the company objec to factual assertions because they are not supported;
. the company objects to factual assertons that, while not materially false or
misleading, may be disputed or countered;

. the company object to factual assertions because those assertons may be
interpreted by shareholders in a manner that is unfavorable to the company, its

direcors, or its ofcers; and/or
. the copany objects to statements because they represent the opinion of the

shareholder proponent or a referenæd source, but the statements are not
identified specifically as such.

We believe that it is appropriate under rule 148-8 for companies to address

these objections in their statements of oppositon.
See also: Sun

Micrstms, Inc. (July 21, 2005).

Stock will be held unl afr the anua meetig an the propo
meeti. please acknowledge this proposal prompty by e

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***
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BY EMAL (shareholderproposals&¿sec.gov)

U.S. Securties and Exchange Cotnssion
Division of Corporation Finance
Office of Chief Counsel
100 F Street, N .E.
Washigton, D.C. 20549

Re: Forest Laboratories, Inc. - Section 14(a), Rule 14a-8 Stockholder Proposal

Submitted by Kenneth Steiner
Ladies and Gentlemen:

9, 2012, we submitted a letter (the ''No-Action Request") on behalf of our client,
On Apri
Forest Laboratories, Inc., a Delaware corporation ("Forest" or the "Company"), notifyg the staff
of the Division of Corporation Finance (the "Staff') of the Securities and Exchange Cotnssion

(the "Commission'') that the Company intends to omit from its proxy statement and form of proxy
(collectively, the "2012 Proxy Materials'') for its 2012 Annual Meetig of Stockholders (the "2012
. Annual Meeting'') a stockholder proposal (the "Proposal") and statements in support thereof (the

"Supporting Statement') received from Kenneth Steiner (the "Proponent'), namigJohn
Chevedden as his designated representative (the "Representative''). The Supportg Statement
describes the Proposal as a "standard proxy access" proposal.

The No-Action Request reflects our belief that the Proposal could be excluded from the
2012 Proxy Materials pursuant to:
. Rule 14a-8(i)(1) because the Proposal is not a proper subject matter for action

by the Company's stockholders under Delaware law (please see Section IV of
the No-Action Request);
. Rule 14a-8(i)(2) because implementation of the Proposal would violate

Delaware law (please see Section III of the No-Action Request);
. Rule 14a-8(i)(3) because the Proposal is vague and indefinite and, therefore,
materialy false and misleadig in violation of

Rule 14a-9 (please see Section V

of the No-Action Request);
. Rule 14a-8(i)(6) because Forest lacks the power or authority to implement the

Proposal (please see Section VI of the No-Action Request); and
. Rule 14a-8(i)(8)(ii) because the Proposal questions the competence, business

judgment and character of diectors that Forest expects to nomiate for
reelection at the upcomig 2012 Annual Meetig (please see Section VII of the
No-Action Request).
On May 8, 2012, the Representative submitted a letter to the Staff captioned "#2 Rule 14a-8

u.s. Securties and Exchange Commssion

Office of Chief Counsel
May 22, 2012
Page 2

Proposal" respondig to the No-Action Request, which is attached hereto as Exhbit A (the
"Representative's Letter"). We submit ths letter in response to the arguents raised in the
appear in the
Representative's Letter, and wi address these issues in the order in which they
Representative's Letter, using the headigs and sub-headigs set forth in the Representative's Letter.

For the reasons discussed below and in the No-Action Request, we contiue to believe the Proposal
may be excluded pursuant to Rules 14a-8(i)(1), 14a-8(i)(2), 14a-8(i)(3), 14a-8(i)(6) and 14a-8(i)(8)(iü).

In addition and as set forth below in Section 1(1), we also believe that there are adequate grounds to
exclude the Proposal under Rule 14a-8(i)(7) based on the arguents raised in the Representative's

Letter.

i. Company's letter Section III claims "The Proposal May Be Excluded Pursuant to Rule
the Proposal Would Violate State Law."
14a-8(i)(2) Because Implementation of
1. Our Company Claims the Proposal is Excludable Because it Would ImpermissiblY Discrminate Against
Stockholders Depending on Whether or Not Thry are Directors or Offcers of the Company.
The Representative acknowledges the valdity of the Delaware doctre of equal treatment,

which generaly requies that holders of shares of the same class of stock be provided equal rights
and restrctions in accordance with their pro rata share ownership, and asserts that such doctre
would not be violated if the provision in Paragraph 3 of the Proposal barg otherwse eligible

diectors and officers from servg as members of a stockholder nomiation group were interpreted
as a condition of employment. The Representative's proposed solution fais for a number of
reasons, the fist of which is that ths proposed solution is not disclosed anywhere in the Proposal.
As a result, the Company's stockholders wi not be aware that by votig for the Proposal, they are
also votig to impose ths employment condition on the Company's curent and futue officers and
diectors. Consequently, the absence of ths disclosure renders the Proposal vague and indefinite

and, therefore, both materialy false and misleadig in violation of Rule 14a-9 and excludable under
Rule 14a-8(i)(3).

Second, Forest lacks the power or authority to enforce such an employment condition
Moms, Nichols, Aisht
& Tunnell LLP ("MNAT") attached as Exhibit B hereto (the "May 22 MNAT Opinion''), under
agaist its diectors. Specificaly, as set forth in the May 22, 2012 opiron of

Delaware law, incubent diectors can only be unseated if they are removed by a company's

stockholders, they voluntary resign or they are not re-elected. Accordigly, the Company could not
uniaterally enforce such an employment condition without violatig Delaware law, and therefore
the Representative's proposed solution renders the Proposal excludable under Rules 14a-8(i)(2) and
14a-8(i)

(6).

Thd, although Forest has the power and authority to impose the Representative's proposed
solution on current and future officers of the Company, the proposed solution renders the Proposal
excludable under Rule 14a-8(i)(7) because it deals with a matter relatig to the Company's ordiar
business operations. In Exchange Act Release No. 40018 (May 21,1998) (the "1998 Release"), the

Commssion expressly cited conditions of employment affecting the hig, promotion, and
termation of employees as examples of matters that relate to an issuer's ordiary course business
operations, and the Staff has consistently concured in the exclusion of proposals relatig to such
matters. See The Southern Co. Gan. 19,2011) (concurig in the exclusion of a proposal under Rule
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14a-8(i)(7) that related to the terms of the company's employee benefits plan); Willis Group Holdings
Public Limited Co. (Jan. 18, 2011 ) (concurrig in the exclusion of a proposal under Rule 14a-8(i) m
that related to the terms of the company's ethcs policy).
2. Our Compa1l Claims the Proposal is Excludable Because it Would Cause the Board to Violate its
Fiduciary Duties.

The Representative's response does not address the fact that Paragraph 5 of the Proposal
would impose novel and heightened standards for diector action, not only requig that the

Directors (the "Board") notify stockholders, through published procedures, if
Company's Board of
and how they intend to treat proxy access board members ("Stockholder Directors'') unequaly
after determnig that treatment "cannot" be equivalent, but also requig that such differences in

treatment set fort in those procedures be both "fai and necessar. As set fort in both the (i)
9, 2012 :MAT legal opinon attached as Exhbit D to the
May 22 :MAT Opinon, and (ü) Apri
with the May 22 :MAT Opinon,
9 MNAT Opinion" and together
No-Action Request (the "April
the "MNAT Legal Opinions") and attached hereto as Exhbit C, the "fai and necessar
heightened stadad requied by the Proposal violates Delaware law. Specificaly, and as set fort in
differential
the :MAT Legal Opinons, Delaware law does not requie that the Board justify
treatment for diector candidates or diectors under the Proponent's novel "fai and necessar

standard, but instead only requies that the Board decide in its good faith judgment that differential
treatment is advisable. The Representative's Letter does not rebut ths issue, and therefore the
Proposal remais excludable under Rules 14a-8(i)(2) and 14a-8(i)(6). Moreover, the Representative's

Letter presents additional varyg standards for board action that would need to be met by, for
example, calg for differential treatment to be justified by the Board's "best business judgment."
The Representative's Letter also makes it clear that the Representative recognes that the Board wi
have to develop procedures to govern when and how it may treat Stockholder Directors unequaly,
but does not address the fact that such procedures wi not be avaiable for review at the tie the

stockholders wi be requied to vote on the Proposal. As such, the existence of the "savigs clause"
in Paragraph 5 of the Proposal renders it vague and indefite and, therefore, both materialy false
and nusleadig in violation of

Rule 14a-9 and excludable under Rule 14a-8(i)(3).

3. Our Compa1l Claims the Proposal is Excludable Because it Could be Interpreted as ImpermissiblY
Prohibiting an Eligible Stockholder Group From Nominating More Than One Candidate for Director Electon.

The Representative's Letter does not address the fact that there are several plausible

interpretations regardig the scope of the Proposal, the most literal of which contradicts the
interpretation now being advanced by the Representative the Representative's Letter. In parcular,

Paragraph 1 of the Proposal states that nonunatig par's candidates for diector election "shal" be
included on the Company's proxy materials, whie Paragraph 2 of the Proposal

lits such

nomiatig par to one candidate for diector election. Accordigly, the most literal readig of the
Proposal is that it requies stockholders who satisfy the Proposal's eligibilty criteria (an "Eligible
Stockholder Group'') to exclusively use the procedures set fort in the Proposal to subnut
stockholder diector nomiations, in which case the Proposal would lit the absolute number of

diector candidates any Eligible Stockholder Group may nomiate for election to the Board in
violation of Delaware law.

U.S. Secuties and Exchange Commssion
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We agree with the Representative that the ''Proposal never even mentions independent
proxy solicitations," but we view that onussion as one that supports the interpretation that the
Proposal restrcts Eligible Stockholder Groups to one nomiee. Specificaly, as pointed out in the

Apri 9 :MA T Opinon, the Proponent could have (but did not) draft his Proposal to offer a
nomiatig part a choice either to (i) have its nomiee included in the Company's proxy materials

and be subject to the one-nomiee litation or (ü) forego access to the Company's proxy matenals

and nomiate as many candidates as there are diector seats up for election by conductig an
independent proxy solicitation.
4. Our Compa'! Claims thc Proposal is Excludablc Bccausc it Could bc Intcrpretcd as R£quiring thc
Incorporation, Which thc Board Locks thc Powcr or Authority to

Board to Amcnd thc Compa'!'s Ccrtficatc of

UnilatcrallY Implcmcnt.

The Company withdraws its comment with respect to ths point now that the Representative
has clarfied that the Proposal is not intended to requie the Company to amend its Certficate of
Incorporation.

II. Company's letter Section IV claims "The Proposal May Be Excluded Pursuant to Rule
14a-8(i)(1) Because the Proposal Is Not a Proper Subject for Action by the Company
Stockholders Under Delaware Law."
The Representative's arguments with respect to the points described in Section 1(1)-(3)

above not only fai to satisfactoriy address the points raised in the No-Action Request, but (as noted
above) also highlght several additional reasons why the Proposal violates Delaware law, and
therefore why it is not a proper subject for action by the Company's stockholders under Delaware
law.

III. Company's letter Section V claims "The Proposal May Be Excluded Pursuant to Rule
14a-8(i)(3) Because the Proposal is Vague and Indefinite and, Thus, Materially False and
Misleading in Violation of Rule 14a-9."
1. Our Compa'! Claims thc Proposal is Excludablc Bccausc it "is Suijcct to Multiplc Intcrpretations,
Such That S tockholdcrs Would Bc U nablc To Dctcrminc thc S copc of thc Proposal"

In contrast to his response in Section 1(3) above, the Representative appears to acknowledge
the possibilty that the scope of the Proposal may be subject to "varous interpretations", but argues
that even if that were the case, it would not be vague or nusleaclg because "(e)xcept for the
intended interpretation, al of the proposed interpretations would be blatantly ilegal under state and
federal
law." In doing so, the Representative acknowledged that under one or more plausible
interpretations of the Proposal, the Company could be forced to undertake actions in violation of
law and, by extension, that the Proposal is therefore excludable under Rules 14a
state and federal
8(i)(2) and 14a-8(i)(6).
2. Our Compa'! Claims thc Proposal is Excludablc Bccausc it "Contains VagucIY Wordcd Mandatcs,
Such That S tockholdcrs and Thc Compa'! Cannot Dctcrminc What Actions Would Bc R£quircd "

U.S. Secuties and Exchange Commssion
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The Representative's Letter attempts to rebut our view that the Proposal is excludable
because it contais vaguely worded mandates by argug that none of the five examples that the
the No-Action Request on Page 11 are vague. As a
Company set forth in Section V(2) of
preliar matter, it should be noted the Company never made the arguent in the No-Action

Request that any of the five examples of potential mandates arsing out of the Proposal's equal
treatment requiement set forth on Page 11 was vague. Instead, the position advanced in the NoAction Request was that it was unclear what would be requied by the Proposal's equal treatment

requiement, and the No-Action Request attempted to demonstrate ths by listig five potential
obligations that could result from implementig the Proposal's equal treatment requiement.
With respect to the fist example, the Representative's Letter clarfies that equivalent

treatment does not requie non-partisan treatment when it comes to reconuendig candidates for
election (though, based on the Representative's later arguments, would apparendy requie non
partisan treatment in other respects). Unfortunately, the text of the Proposal itself does not contai
ths clarfication, and as such, the Company's stockholders wi not be aware of ths clarfication
when they vote on the Proposal.

Regardig the thd and four examples, the Representative's Letter indicates that the
Representative agrees with the Company's interpretation that the Proposal's equal treatment
provision could requie (i) the Company's proxy solicitor to devote equal attention to solicit votes
for an Eligible Stockholder Group's candidate as is devoted to the Board's candidates; and (ii) the
Board to include references to, and reconuendations for election of, the Eligible Stockholder
Group's candidate in any "road shows" and other investor presentations made by the Company

durg the election contest. For the reasons set fort in the MNAT Lega Opinons, each of these
requiements would cause the Board members to violate their fiduciar duties and, as such, the
Representative's Letter reinforces the points made in the No-Action Request that the Proposal is
excludable under Rules 14a-8(i)(2) and 14a-8(i)(6) because it would requie the Company to violate
Delaware law.

Regardig the fifth and last example, the Representative's Letter clarfies that the Board
would be perrtted to request a Stockholder Director with actual or potential conflcts from
abstaig from board deliberations on the transaction givig rise to the actual or potential conflct,
but agai, the text of the Proposal itselfdoes not contai ths clarfication. The Representative's

Letter, however, does not diecdy address the points raised in the No-Action Request that the
Proposal's equal treatment requiement could requie the Company to appoint a Stockholder .
Director as a co-Presidig diector (and accordigly instal multiple Presidig Directors) irespective
of such member's qualfications and appoint a Stockholder Director as a co-chaian and/or

member of each Board commttee to which the Board has appointed diectors nomiated by the
Company without regad to independence requiements associated with such commttees (or
whether having multiple chaiersons or expanding commttee sizes were advisable). Instead, the
Representative attempts to address these latter two points by notig that the Board could avoid such
issues by publishig procedures governg if and how the Board may treat proxy access members

differendy (and, even then, only where treatment "could not' be equivalent and differential
treatment was both "fai and necessary"). For the reasons discussed in both the No-Action Request
and in Section 1(2) above, the existence of the "savigs clause" in Paragraph 5 of the Proposal
renders it vague and indefite and, therefore, both materialy false and misleadig in violation of
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Rule 14a-9 and excludable under Rule 14a-8(i)(3).

Company's letter Section VI claims "The Proposal May Be Excluded Pursuant to Rule 14a
8(i)(6) Because the Company Lacks the Power or Authority to Implement the ProposaL."
For the reasons discussed above and in the No-Action Request, the Proposal remais
excludable under Rule 14a-8(i)(6) because it would requie the Company to violate Delaware law.

Company's letter Section VII claims "The Proposal May Be Excluded Pursuant to Rule 14a
8(i)(8)(ii) Because the Proposal Questions the Business Judgment of Board Members the
Company Expects to Nominate for Reelection at the 2012 Annual Meeting of Stockholders."

The Representative argues that the Proponent did not criticize the competence of all of the
Company's Board members other than Mr. Chrstopher J. Coughl, al of whom the Company
expects to renonuate for election at the 2012 Annual Meetig, by statig that "Only one diector
had curent experience on an outside board - qualfications concern", in the second whereas clause
of the Proposal. Instead, the Representative argues that the Proponent was just makg a factual
point regardig the Board's composition that did not "alude" to the competence of the individual
his response
Board members. The Representative expands on ths point in the last 2 sentences of
when he states: "Al the members might individualy be fuy competent to serve. The problem
would be with, not the individuals, but with the board's overall composition."

The Representative seems to be argug that Rule 14a-8(i)(8)(ii) only precludes proponents
from questionig the competence of individual candidates for the Board. Ths interpretation fais
Rule 14a-8(i)
because it contradicts the plai text of
(8) (ii), which provides that a proposal may be
excluded if it ". . . Questions the competence, business judgment, or character of one or more
nonuees or diectors..." In the instant case, the fist sentence of the Representative's Letter, which

states, "The preamble discusses the composition of the board, notig, among other causes for
concern, that only one board member has concuent duties on another board.. .", makes it clear
that the Proponent is questionig the competence of "one or more nonuees or diectors."

The Representative also attempts to offer a faily nuanced arguent that one could criticize
the competency of the board itself, without criticizing the competency of the members which

comprise that board. This arguent also fais because ths nuanced arguent does not appear
anywhere in the literal text of the Supportg Statement. Instead, the natual readig of the
Supportg Statement, particularly when buttressed by the Representative's clarfication that the

curent composition of the Board raises "other causes for concern", is that one or more of the
Board members other than Mr. Coughli needs to be replaced in order to address the "deficiencies"
in its composition highlighted in the Supportig Statement.

CONCLUSION
Based upon the foregoing analysis and the Company's No-Action Request, we respectfuy
request that the Staff concur that it wi take no action if the Company excludes the Proposal from
its 2012 Proxy Materials.
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If we can be of any fuer assistace, or if the Staff should have any questions, please do

not hesitate to contact me at (212) 759-3300 or vi em atstrongl(ßdssvlaw.com.

~-

Landey Stron~" . ..,
cc: Keneth Steier
John Chevedden

Herchel S. Weistei Esq.

I,

EXHIBIT A
REPRESENTATIV'S MAY 8, 2012 RESPONSE LETTER

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***

May 8,2012
Offce of Chief Counsel

Division of Corporation Finace
Securities and Exchange Commssion
100 F Street, NE
Washigton, DC 20549

# 2 Rule 14a-8 Proposal

Forest Laboratories, Inc. (FRX
Proxy Access

Kenneth Steiner
Ladies and Gentlemen:
Ths responds to the April

9, 2012 company request to avoid ths rue 14a-8 proposal.

Our Company proposes grounds for exclusion under five sections of

Rule 14a-8. None of

these

grounds have merit I address each in the order they are rad in the Company's April 9, 2012
letter.

Company's letter Section II claims '~The Proposal May Be Excluded Pursuant to Rule
14a-8(i)(2) Because Implementation ofthe Proposal Would Violate State Law."
Section II of the Company's letter presents four arguents tht the proposa, if implemented,
would violate state law. These are addressed below:
1. Our Company Claims the Proposal is Excludable Because it Would Impermissibly
Discriminate Against Stockholders Depending on Whether or Not They are Directors or Offcers

of the Company.

the April 9, 2012 legal opinon obtaed by
the Company (the "Legal Opinon"). That legal opinon chooses to interpret Paraph 3 of the
Proposal as an ilegal condition on the Company-shareowner relationship between the Company

Ths argument is basd on one made on pp. 4-6 of

and a certin class of shaeownersthose shareowners who happen to also be Company board
members of offcers. As explaied in the Legal Opinion, Delaware Law requies equal rights for
Paragraph 3 is inead interpreted as a condition
all holders of a given clas of stock. However, if

on the Company-inider relationship between a Company and its board members and offcers,
then it is imediately evident that Pargraph 3 is legal. A company can impose, as terms of
board members' of offcers' rights.
employment, limitations on the exercise of
As a very simple example, under Delaware employmentlcontractor law, any citizen-and hence

any sheowner of our Company-has a right to provide consulting servces to competitors of

our Company. Our Company can impose on our board members and offcers an employment
condition that they not exercise that specific right during the tenure of their servce.

Similarly, Paragaph 3 does not deny board members' and offcers' right to parcipate in proxy

access. Rather, it imposes on them an employment condition that they not exercise that specific
right durg the tenure of their service. Seen in this light, Paragaph 3 is perfectly reasonable and
legaL.

2. Our Company Claims the Proposal is Excludable Because it Would Cause the Board to
Violate its Fiduciary Duties.

The Legal Opiion argues tht exercise of fiduciar duty may require tht the board treat cern
of its members unequally, although such unequa treatment may not techncally be necessar.
Nonsens. If

such treatment, then it is necessar. If, according to the

fiduciary duty requires

should treat a certain board member unequaly, and

board's best business judgment, they .

fiduciar duty requies them to act on their best business judgment, then it is necessar that they
so treat tht board member unequaly. In ths light, all Paragraph 5 realy does is requir the
board to notify shareowners, though published procedures, if and how they intend to treat proxy
access board members unequally. Then shaeowners ca decide if

they are comfortble that such

unequa treatment is really in the best interests of the Company.

3. Our Company Claims the Proposal is Excludable Because it Could be Interpreted as
Impermissibly Prohibiting an Eligible Stockholder Group From Nominating More Thn One

Candidate for Director Election.

The Legal Opiion clais that the Proposal could be interpreted as prohibiting shaeowners from
running a ful slate of candidates under an independent proxy solicitation. It is dicult to see

what this claim is basd on. Nowhere does the Proposal say such a thng. The Proposal never
even mentions independent proxy solicitations. Perhaps the company is arguing that, becaus the
Proposal does't mention indepndent proxy solicitations, that implies that it would disallow

them. Tht would be like argug that, because the Proposa doesn't mention shareowner' rights
to receive dividends when issued, that implies tht it would disallow shareowners from receiving
dividends as well.

4. Ou Company Claims the Proposal is Excludle Because it Could be Interpreted as
Requiring the Board to Amend the Company's Certifcate of Incoporation, Which the Board
Locks the Power or Authority to Unilaterally Implement.
The Proposal clealy does not requie the board to amend the arcles of incorporation. It leaves it
up to the board to choose the specific governg documents to amend, and it leaves it up to the
board what form the specific amendments should tae in order to implement the proposaL.

Company's letter Section iv claims "The Proposal May Be Excluded Pursuant to Rule 14a
8(i)(1) Because the Proposal Is Not a Proper Subject for Action by the Company
Stockholders Under Delaware Law."
As described in our Company's letter. ths claim is predicated on the four clai addressed in the
preceding section above. As those claim are false, so is ths one.

Company's letter Section V claims "The Proposal May Be Excluded Pursuant to Rule 14a
8(i)(3) Because the Proposal is Vague and Indefiite and, Thus, Matenally False and
Misleading in Violation of

Rule 14a-9."

Section V of the Company's letter presents two aruments that the proposal is vague and
indefinte. These are addressed below:

1. Our Company Claims the Proposal is Excludable Because it "is Subject to Multiple
Interpretations, Such That Stockholders Would Be Unable To Determine the Scope of the

Proposal"
Here, our Company invokes their ealier flawed argument that, because the Proposal doesn't
mention shareowners' right to nomiate a full slate of candidates via an independent proxy
solicitation, the proposal might be interpreted as extingushing that right. The earlier
counterarguent applies: The Proposal also doesn't mention shaeowners' right to receive

dividends when anounced, so why shouldn't the proposal be deemed vague for failig to clarfy
its impact on shareowners' nght to receive dividends?

Our Company actually prèsents thee interpretations of the Proposa tht would purortedy
impact some or all shareowners' rights to nominate via an independent proxy solicitation. All of
these succumb to the above counterargument
the proposal were subject to the varous interpretations proposed by our Company, it
would not be vague or misleading. Except for the intended interpretation, all of the proposed
interpetations would be blatatly ilegal under state and federal law. If a proposa is subject to
multiple interretations, but clearly only one is legal, the proposal is not vag or misleading.
Even if

2. Our Company Claims the Proposal is Excludable Because it "Contains Vaguely Worded
Mandates, Such That Stockholders and The Company Cannot Determine What Actions Would Be

Required. "
Our Company argues tht Pargraph 5 is vague, but all Paragaph 5 does is ask tht the board
establish and enforce some stdard of equa treatment for board candidates and members
onginally nointed under the Proposal. Paragraph 5 is worded to provide the board broad

discretion in implementi this. A proposal is not vage for merely granting the board broad
discretion. It is the natue and purose of

boards th they have discretion anyway.

For our Company to prove their clai that Paragaph 5 is vague, they must demonstrate how it is
vage. They propose five different ways it might be considered vague. Let's consider each of
these.

First, our Company clais that Paragraph 5 might be interpreted to requie the board to
recommend the election of an Eligible Stockholder Group's candidates. Ths would be an
unusual interretation. Equivalent treatment is not the same thg as non-parsa treatment. A

more reasonable interpretation would be tht the board may support or oppose candidates as it
sees fit, and that other nomiatig pares may also do so as welL. If the board included in proxy

materials arguments for voting agaist candidates it opposed, equa treatment would then require
tht other nomiatig paries also be allowed to do so. If the board were uncertain about what

would consitute equivalent treatment in thee regards, it could clar its decisions in its
published procedures on the matter. Agai a proposal is not vage if it leaves matters to the
board's discretion.

Second, our Company clais that Paragraph 5 might be interpeted to requie the Board to
provide as much inormation and background material on the Eligible Stockholder Group's

candidate as is provided on the Board's candidates. That would be a reasonable interpretation of
equivalent treatment. Ou Company points out nothg vague about ths, so it is not clear why
they mention it.

Thd, our Company clais that Paragraph 5 might be interpreted to requie the Company's
proxy solicitor to devote equal attention to solicit votes (e.g., mailings, phone calls, etc.) for an
Eligible Stockholder Group's candidate as is devoted to the Board's candidates. The legitiate

purose of a proxy solicitor is to solicit proxies to ensure a company has a quoru at its anual
meeting. For the board to spend Compan resources to have a proxy solicitor actively promote
their own candidates over those of share

owners would not constitute equivalent treatment. Our

Company points out nothg vague about this, so it is not clear why they mention it

Four our Company clas that Paragraph 5 might be interpreted to requie the board to include
references to, and recommendations for election of, the Eligible Stockholder Group's candidate
in any "road shows" and other investor presentations made by the Company durg the election
contest. For the board to spend Company resources on a "road show" to promote their candidates
would clearly violate equal treatment. Our Company points out nothg vague about ths, so it is
not clear why they mention it.

Fift, our Company clais that Paragraph 5 might be interpreted to require that, "afer a director
election, directors who were candidates ofan Eligible Stockholder Group (a "Stockholder
Director") must be aforded 'equivalent treatment' compared to all other directors, and ths

requiement could eaily be read to require the Board to: (a) refrai from askig Stockholder
Directors with actu or potential conficts from abstanig from board deliberations on the

transation givig rise to the actua or potential conflct; (b) appoint a Stockholde Direcor as a
co-Presiding diector irrespective of such Stockholder Director's quaifcations; (c) appoint a

Stockholder Director as a co-chairan and/or member of each Board commttee to which the
Board ha appointed diectors nomiated by the Company without regard to independence
requiements associated with such commttees." This is al quite bize. For example, if the

board would ask any other member with a potential confict to absta, equivalent treatment
would requie that they also ask any "stockholder diector" with a confict to abstai. Agai ff

the board were uncert about what would constitute equivalent trent, it could clarify its
decisions in its published procedurs on the matter. Aga~ a proposal is not vague if it leaves

matters to the board's discretion.

Based on the above, our Company has failed to identify a single way in which Paragaph 5 is
vague.

Company's letter Section VI clais "The Proposal May Be Excluded Pursuant to Rule 14a
8(i)(6) Because the Company Lacks the Power or Authority to Implement the Proposal."
As described in our Company's lettr, this clai is predicated on the four claims raised in
that letter and addressed earlier in ths lettr. As those claims ar false, so is this
Section III of
one.

Company's letter Section VI claims "The Proposal May Be Excluded Pursuant to Rule
Board Members
14a-8(i)(8)(il) Because the Proposal Questions the Business Judgment of
the Company Expects to Nominate for Reelection at the 2012 Annual Meeting of
Stockholders. "

The preamble discusses the composition of the board, noting, among other causes for concern,
tht only one board member has concurent duties on another board. Ths is a factu sttement

about the board's composition. It does not allude to individual board members. Even if it did,
that would not constitute questionig a board member's competence, as servng on other boards

is just one of many possible contributors to a board members' competence. For exaple, it is not
necessar that a board member have trai in accunti in order to be competent to serve. If a
board had just one member with tring in accounting, that might be cause for concern but it
would not be a critique of individual board members' competence. All the members might
individualy be fully competent to serve. The problem would be with not the individuas, but
with the board's overall composition.

This is to request that the Offce of Chief Counsel alow ths resolution to stand and be voted
upon in the 2012 proxy.
Sincerely,

~

.k

~

cc:
Kenneth Steiner

Fran J. Murdolo .:fran.murdolo(q.com)o

(FRX: Rule 14a-8 Proposal, March 20,2012)
3* -Proxy Access

WHREAS, Most long-term shaeowners have no reasonable mean to make board nomitions,
this is based on a standard "proxy accesslt proposal, as described in

htt://proxyexchage.org/standad_004.pdf.
WHREAS, The Corporate Librar, an independent investment research fi rated our company
ItDIt with "High Governance Risk," and "High Concern" in executve pay - $8 milion for our
CEO! Chaan Howad Solomon, age 83. Anua bonuses continued to be discretionar and
long-term equity pay was tie-vestd - not perormce-based. Four diectors had long tenure

respectively of 14, 14,35 and 48 years - independence concern. Thee diectors were insiders or
inside-related - more independence concern. Thee diectors were age 71 to 83 - succession

plang concern. Only one director had curent experience on an outside board - quacations
concern. Three diectors owned no stock -lack of incentive concern.
RESOLVED, Shareowners ask our board, to the fullest extent permtted by law, to amend our
governg documents to alow sliareowners to make board nomintions as follows:

1. The Company proxy statement, form of proxy, and votig instruction forms shall include,
listed with the board's nominees, alphabeticaly by last nae, nominees of:
a. Any par of one or more share
years, one percent of

owners tht ha collectively held, continuously for two
the Company's securities eligible to vote for the election of directors,

and/or

b. Any par of shareowners of whom fift or more have each held contiuously for one year
the Company's stock that, at some point withi the preceding 60 days,
a number of shres of
was wort at least $2,000.

2. Any such par may mae one nomiation or, if greater, anumber of nominations equa to
board members, roundig down.
12% of
the curent number of
3. For any board election, no shareowner may be a member of more th one such nomiti
the Company may not be members of any such par.
par. Board members and offcers of

4. All members of any par nomitig under item l(a), and at least fift members of any par
nomiating under item 1 (b), must af in wrting that they are not aware, and have no reason to

suspect, tht any member of their par ha an explicit or implicit, direct or indirct ageement
regardig any nomiation with any member of another nominatig par, includig the

Company's board.

5. All board cadidates and members originaly nominated under these provisions shall be
aforded treatment equivalent, to the fullest extnt possible, to that of the board's nominees.
Should the board determne that asects of such treatment canot be equivalent, the board shall
establish and make public procedures reasonably designed to ensure that such diferences are
both fair and necessar. Nomiees may include in the proxy statement a 500 word supportg

sttement.
6. Each proxy sttement or special meetig notice to elect board members shall include

legal requiements for
law, state law and the governng documents of our

insctions for nominating under these provisions, fuly explaining al
nominators and nomiees under federal

company.
3* .

Please encourage our board to adopt ths proposal

Notes:
Kenneth Steiner,

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***

sponsored ths proposaL.

Pleae note that the title of the proposal is part of the proposaL.

*Number to be assigned by the company.
This proposa is believed to conform with Sta

Legal Bulletin No. 14B (CF)) September 15,

2004 including (emphasis added):
Accordingly, going forward, we believe that it would not be appropriate for
companies to exclude supporting statement language and/or an entire proposal in
reliance on rule 14a-8(1)(3) in the following circumstances:

. the company object to factual assertions because they are not supported;
. the company objects to factual assertions that, while not materially false or

misleading, may be disputed or countered;
. the company objects to factual assertions because those assertions may be
interpreted by shareholders in a manner that is unfavorable to the company, its
directors, or its offcers; and/or
. the company objects to statements because they represent the opinion of the
shareholder proponent or a referenced source, but the statements are not
identified specifically as such.

We believe that it is appropriate under rule 14a-8 for companies to address
these objections in their sttements of opposition.
See also: Sun Microsystms, Inc. (July 21) 2005).

Stock wil be held until afr the anua meetig and the propos
meetig. Please acknow~edge ths proposal promptly by email (olmsed7p

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***
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May

22, 2012

Forest Laboratories, Inc.
909 Thrd Avenue
New York, New York 10022
Re: Stockholder Proposal Submitted by Kenneth Steiner

Ladies and Gentlemen:

On April 9, 2012, we delivered an opinion concludig that a "proxy access"
proposal (the "Proposal") submitted to Forest Laboratories, Inc. (the "Company") by Kenneth

Steiner (the "Proponent") would (among other thngs) violate Delaware law if it were
implemented. We have reviewed a letter dated May 8, 2012 that the Company received from

John Chevedden, the Proponent's proxy. We wrte ths letter to confrm that nothing in Mr.

ths letter,
we briefly restate the relevant terms of the Proposal and respond to certn arguments raised in
Mr. Chevedderi's letter.
Chevedden's letter changes the conclusions in our April

9th opinon. In the balance of

The Proposal urges the Company's board of directors to adopt provisions that

would requie the Company to include in its proxy materials a director candidate nominated by
certain defined groups of stockholders (i.e., any pary of one or more stockholders who have
collectively held at least 1 % of the Company's stock for two. years and any par of 50 or more

stockholders who have held at least $2,000 of stock for one year), which we referred to in our
April 9th opinon as "nominating paries." The Proposal would prohibit directors and offcers
from being or joining a nominating par. The Proposal would also require the Company's board
to treat nominating pary candidates and board candidates equally uness treatment "canot" be
equivalent and disparate treatment is "fair and necessar."
To briefly respond to certin of

the points raised by Mr. Chevedden:

. Mr. Chevedden concedes that the Proposal would requie the Company's proxy solicitor

"to devote equal attention to solicit votes (e.g., mailings, phone calls etc.)" for a
nominating par candidate as is devoted to the nominees of the board of directors and
would also require the board to give nominating par candidates equal attention in
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investor presentations and "road shows.") As we explained in our April 9th opinion, the
Delaware Supreme Cour's decision in CA, Inc. v. AFSCME Employee Pension Plan, 953
A.2d 227 (DeL. 2008), held that a Delaware corporation canot adopt a bylaw that forces

the board to spend corporate time and resources on stockholder-nomiated candjdates if
the board determnes that expenditue is not appropriate in specific circumstances.2 Mr.

Chevedden has conceded that the Proposal would require the very actions that would
cause the Company to violate Delaware law.

. We noted in our April 9th opinion that the Proposal would violate the Delaware common
law doctrne of equal treatment because it would prohibit stockholders who are either
directors or officers from being or joining a nominating par, and therefore they cannot
use the proxy access right afforded to other stockholders. Mr. Chevedden acknowledges
the doctre of equal treatment,4 but he argues that the Proposal "merely" asks the

Company to revise its governance, employment and code of conduct policies to impose,
as a condition for a person to become or continue as a diector or offcer, that he or she

waive any right to proxy access.5 The Proposal does not mention the Company's

employee or director recriting policies, nor does it contemplate asking directors or
offcers to voluntarly waive a right of proxy access. Compare the Proposal (in which
paragraph 3 provides, "Board members and officers may not be members of any"
nominatig par) with Mr. Chevedden's description (noting paragraph 3 "imposes on

them (i.e., directors and officers) an employment condition that they not exercise that

specific right (of proxy access) durg the tenure of their service"). Mr. Chevedden
canot defend the terms of the Proposal, and intead has chosen to adopt a different
interpretation that bears no resemblance to what the words of the Proposal provide.

Also, to the extent Mr. Chevedden reads the Proposal as asking that curent directors be
forced to waive a right of proxy access, the Company lacks the power to effect that
request. Incumbent directors may only be unseated if they are removed by the
stockholders, they voluntarly resign or they are not re-elected.6 The Company lacks the

See Mr. Chevedden's letter, pA.
2

See April 9th Opinion, pp. 7-9. The Delaware General Assembly adopted an exception to the AFSCME rule by
adopting a new Section 112 of the Delaware General Corporation Law, which permits a corporation to adopt
bylaws that require the corpration to include stockholder candidates on the corporation's proxy materials.

8 Del. C. § 112. As explained in our April 9th opinion, Section 112 does not authorize bylaws that require a
corporation to actively solicit votes for stockholder-nominated candidates. April 9th Opinion, p.9.
:l

April 9tli Opinion, pp. 4-6.

4

Mr. Chevedden's letter, p.I.

5

Mr. Chevedden's letter, pp. 1-2.
See 8 Del. C. §§ 141(b) & (k).
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power to force a "waiver" on a director,7 and canot remove a director if he or she refuses
to grant the "waiver."
. As noted above, the Proposal would require that nomiating par candidates and board
nominees

be ''teated equally" by the Company durg the proxy contest (and, if an

access nominee is elected, durng the access nominee's tenure on

the board), unless the

board determines tht (i) treatment "canot" be equivalent and (ii). disparate treatment is
"fair and necessar." We pointed out in our April 9th opinion that the board may treat
access nomiees and board nominees differently in any circumstace where the board
believes disparate treatment is advisable.8 Mr. Chevedden tres to defend ths equa
treatment requirement by argug that disparate treatment is "necessar" any time

disparate treatment would be requied in order for the directors to comply with their
fiduciar duties, and therefore the Proposal does not violate Delaware law because the

Proposal would not require directors to breach their fiduciar duties.9 Ths arguent
misses the point: under Delaware law, the directors have the freedom to treat director

nominees differently any time they believe that disparate treatment is advisable. A board
is seldom required by fiduciar duties to take any specific course of action among

alternatives; rather, under Delaware law, it need only make an inormed and good-faith

judgment tht the course of action chosen is advisable. The "fair and necessar"
requirement would create an additional burden that directors must satisfy to treat
nominees differently, and therefore violates Delaware law.

. In our April 9th opinon, we noted that the literal terms of the Proposal provide that it is
the exclusive means by which a nominating par may nominate candidates for director

election (i.e., regardless of whether or not that nominating par wishes to forego "proxy

access" and conduct its own proxy contest to elect its nominees), and therefore the
Proposal violates Delaware law because it would limit a nominating part to presenting
only one candidate for director election.10 Mr. Chevedden assert that the Proposal does
not cover "independent proxy solicitations," by which we assume he means that the onedirector limitation does not apply if a stockholder is willing to forego proxy access and
independently solicit votes for his own nominees. i i But that is not what the Proposal

provides. The Proposal specifies that the Company's proxy statement "shall include" the

nominees of any nominating. pary (i.e., any stockholder or group of stockholders who
satisfy the definition of a nomiating par, regardless of whether they are seekig proxy

access), and "such par" may nomiate only one candidate for election to the
7

K

9

Unit Owners, 453 A.2d 450, 456 (Del. 1982) (waiver is a ''voluntar
and intentional relinquishment of a known right").

See e.g. Realty Growth ¡nv. v. Council of

April

9th Opinion, pp. 10-12.

Mr. Chevedden's letter, p. 2.

io April9lh Opinion, pp. 12-15.

II Mr. Chevedden's letter, p. 2.
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Company's ten-person board. By the Proposal's plai language, a nomiating par

canot escape the Proponent's proxy access regime, so nominating paries are, in fact,

. limited to nominating only one candidate even if they would otherwse be willng. to
conduct an "independent proxy solicitation." Accordingly, the one-candidate limitation
does apply to stockholders who might otherwise conduct an independent proxy

solicitation and therefore violates Delaware law.
We continue to be of the opinion that the (i) the Proposal, if implemented, would

cause the Company to violate Delaware law, (ii) the Proposal is not a proper subject for
stockholder action.under Delaware law and (Üi) to the extent the Proposal asks the Company's
board to unlaterally amend the Company's certificate of incorporation, the Company lacks the

authority to implement the Proposal.
Very try yours,

iJ~) ~)~~ O¿:J~ u¡d
5926225.3
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April 9, 2012

Forest Laboratories, Inc.

909 Third Avenue
New York, New York 10022
Re: Stockholder Proposal Submitted by Kenneth Steiner

Ladies and Gentlemen:

This letter confirms our opinion regarding a stockholder proposal (the "Proposal")
submitted to Forest Laboratories, Inc., a Delaware corporation (the "Company"), by Kenneth
Steiner (the "Proponent") for inclusion in the Company's proxy statement and form of proxy for
its 2012 anual meeting of stockholders. For the reasons set forth below, it is our opinion that (i)

the Proposal, if implemented, would cause the Company to violate Delaware law and (ii) the
Proposal is not a proper subject for stockholder action under Delaware law. In addition, to the
extent the Proposal asks the Company's board of directors to unilaterally amend the Company's
certificate of incorporation, the Company lacks the power and authority to implement the
ProposaL.

L Summary Of The Proposal
The Proposal asks the Company's board of directors to amend the Company's

governing documents to require that candidates for director election nominated by one of two
selective groups of stockholders must be included in the Company's proxy materials.l These

The Proposal provides,

RESOLVED, Shareowners ask our board, to the fullest extent permitted by law,
to amend our governing documents to allow shareowners to make board

nominations as follows:

(Continued. . .)
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two groups of stockholders are defined as (i) any "pary" of one or more stockholders who have
collectively held at least 1% of the Company's voting stock continuously for at least two years
and (ii) any "par" of 50 or more stockholders who have each held continuously for one year a

number of shares of voting stock that, "at some point within the preceding 60 days, was worth at
these two types of stockholder groups as a "nominating pary"
least $2,000." We refer to each of
in this opinon. Stockholders who are directors or offcers of the Company canot be a par of
any nominating pary.

(Continued. . .J
i. The Company proxy statement, form of proxy, and voting instrction

forms shall include, listed with the board's nominees, alphabetically by last
name, nominees of:
a. Any par of one or more shareowners that has collectively
held, continuously for two years, one percent of the Company's

securities eligible to vote for the election of directors, and/or
b. Any part of shareowners of whom fift or more have each

held continuously for one year a number of shares of the Company's
stock that, at some point within the preceding 60 days, was worth at
least $2,000.

2. Any such par may make one nomination or, if greater, a number of
nominations equal to 12% of the curent number of board members, rounding
down.

more than
one such nominating par. Board members and offcers of the Company may
3. For any board election, no shareowner may be a member of

not be members of any such par.
4. All members of any part nominating under item i (a), and at least fift

members of any party nominating under item i (b), must affirm in writing that
they are not aware, and have no reason to suspect, that any member of their
part has an explicit or implicit, direct or indirect, agreement regarding any

nomination with any member of another nominating part, including the
Company's board.
5. All board candidates and members originally nominated under these

provisions shall be afforded treatment equivalent, to the fullest extent possible,
such
the board's nominees. Should the board determine that aspects of
treatment cannot be equivalent, the board shall establish and make public
procedures reasonably designed to ensure that such differences are both fair and

to that of

necessar. Nominees may include in the proxy statement a 500 word supporting

statement.
6. Each proxy statement or special meeting notice to elect board members
shall include instrctions for nominating under these provisions, fully explaining

all legal requirements for nominators and nominees under federal law, state law
and the governing documents of our company.
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When any nominating party nominates a candidate for director election, that
nominee "shall" be included in the Company's proxy statement and proxy card, along with the

Company's nominees. The Proposal also limits the number of candidates that a nominating
party is permitted to submit for any director election. Any "such pary" ''may make one
board
the current number of
nominations equal to 12% of
nomination or, if greater, a number of
members, rounding down."
The Proposal would also dictate how the Company's board will conduct itself
during the director election contest and how any director elected under ths process wil be
he or she is elected. Under the Proposal, "All board candidates and members originally
treated if

nominated under these provisions shall be afforded treatment equivalent, to the fullest extent
possible, to that of the board's nominees." If the board determines that it should provide for
differential treatment, the board must "establish and make public procedures reasonably designed
to ensure that such differences are both fair and necessar."
II. Summary Of Our Opinion.

The Proposal would violate Delaware law in three respects if it were
implemented.
First, the Proposal would impermissibly discnminate against stockholders

the Company. Under the Proposal,
stockholders who are directors or offcers canot be a par of a nominating par, so they would
depending on whether or not they are directors or officers of

not be given the same right of access to the Company's proxy materials that is given to other

stockholders. Delaware law imposes a doctrne of equal treatment on corporations: i.e.,
stockholders own a pro rata share of

the Company, and that pro rata share must provide identical

rights and restrictions to every stockholder. The Company canot include a provision in its
governing documents that discriminates against stockholders depending on whether or not they
are directors or offcers.
Second, the Proposal would cause the Company's board of directors to violate its
fiduciar duties by requiring that a nominating pary candidate be treated the same as other

director candidates and by requiring that, once elected, directors who were nominating pary
all other directors. Under Delaware law, the board cannot
give a stockholder candidate the same support as the board candidates if the board believes that
the stockholders should not elect the stockholder candidate. Similarly, if the board determines
candidates must be treated the same as

that equivalent treatment of a director who was a nominating party candidate poses a theat to the

Company, the board must be permitted to defend the Company by treating that director

differently from the other directors. Furhermore, although the Proposal would permit
differential treatment where it is "fair and necessary," this heightened standard itself violates
Delaware law. Delaware law does not require that the board justify differential treatment for
director candidates or directors under the Proponent's novel "fair and necessar" standard. The
board need only decide in its good faith judgment that differential treatment is in the best
interests of the Company. The Proponent's "fair and necessar" requirement would also force

the board to favor the interests of a nominating par and its director candidates over the interests

of all other stockholders by imposing a heightened test that must be satisfied before those
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candidates can be treated differently. But, under Delaware law, the directors owe fiduciar
duties to tae any action they deem advisable and in the best interests of all stockholders, and

this duty canot be modified by the Company's governng documents.
Third, the Proposal would impermissibly prohibit a nominating party from
nominating more than one candidate for director election (or, if

more. up to 12% of

the number

of directors up for election). Under Delaware law, each stockholder possesses a fudamental
right, independent of any access to the company's proxy materials, to nominate director
candidates equal to the number of director seats subject to election. The Proposal would prevent
a nominating pary from presenting a slate of candidates to change a majority of the members of
the board. Delaware law does not permit ths tye of encroachment on the stockholder franchise.

Neither of the Company's "governing documents," i.e., neither its certificate of
incorporation or bylaws, may include a provision that contravenes the Delaware common law.2
Each of the thee objections just mentioned comprises a separate and independent reason that the
Proposal would violate Delaware common law.3

For these reasons, and as explained in more detail below, the Proposal would

violate Delaware law if it were implemented, and the Proposal is not a proper subject for
stockholder action under Delaware law. In addition, to the

extent the Proposal asks the

Company's board of directors to unilaterally amend the Company's certificate of incorporation,

the Company lacks the power and authority to implement the ProposaL. Certificate of
incorporation amendments must be approved by both the board and the stockholders under
Delaware law.
III. The Proposal Impermissibly Discriminates Among Stockholders.

The Proposal violates Delaware law because it discriminates against stockholders
who serve as directors or officers. The Proposal specifies that directors and offcers canot be a
;I

See 8 Del, C. § 102(b)(l) ("(T)he certificate of incorporation may. . . contain. . . (a)ny provision for the
management of the business and for the conduct of the affairs of the corporation, and any provision creating,
dèfining, limiting and regulating the powers of the corporation, the directors, and the stockholders. . . if such
provisions are not contr to the laws of this State."); 8 Del. C. § 109(b) ("The bylaws may contain any

provision, not inconsistent with law. . . ."); Sterling v. Mayflower Hotel Corp., 93 A.2d 107, i 18 (DeL. 1952)
("(T)he stockholders of a Delaware corporation may by contract embody in the certificate of incorporation a
the common law, provided that it does not transgress a statutory enactment

provision deparing from the rules of

or a public policy settled by the common law or implicit in the General Corporation law itself."); see also Jones
Apparel Group, Inc. v. Maxell Shoe Co., 883 A.2d 837, 843-46 (DeL. Ch. 2004) (approvingly citing the
approach ariculated by the Sterling court).
.;J

In providing our opinion, we have considered the opening language in the Proposal, which asks the board to
adopt the Proponent's director nomination system "to the fullest extent permitted by law." This language does
not save the Proposal from violating Delaware law. An ilegal provision does not somehow become legal when
it is prefaced with savings language. Including the savings language at best means the Proposal is non-sense,
asking the board "to violate Delaware law, to the fullest extent permitted by law."
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par of a nominating pary. Accordingly, stockholders who are directors or offcers could not
avail themselves of the right to proxy access afforded to other stockholders by the Proposal.
This discrimination violates the Delaware law doctrne of equal ,teatment. Under

ths doctrine, holders of shares of the same class of stock mustnavé èqtl~ ri-gts inäccordance
with their pro rata share ownership.4 The Delaware Cour of Chac.eiyha:$ s,p.eømçallY applied
the equal treatment doctrine to corporate actions that would resuaw aiffet~ntìá1v.ótirig;power for

different stockholders. In Telvest, Inc. v. Olson, the Court enjoined a dividend, in which shares
of voting preferred stock were to be distributed to the common stockholders, because the

dividend would be issued on a rounded basis (i.e., rounding "up" the number of preferred shares
to be received by some common stockholders) and would result in some stockholders having
"slight(ly)" more voting power than other stockholders.s The Cour found that there was no de
minimis exception to the equa treatment doctrine.6

The doctrne applies with equal force here, and its application is confirmed by the
the Delaware General Corporation Law (the "DGCL"), Delaware's proxy
text of Section i 12 of
access statute. Section 112 of the DGCL permits a corporation to include in its bylaws
provisions granting stockholders a proxy access right to include nominees on the corporation's

proxy materials. Section i 12 specifically authorizes a limited form of discrimination by
permitting a corporation to adopt bylaws that deny proxy access based on the number of shares
4

See, e,g., In re Sea-Land Corp., 642 A,2d 792, 799 n. I 0 (DeL. Ch. 1993) ("It has long been acknowledged that

absent an express agreement or statute to the contrar, all shares of stock are equal."); Jedwab v. MGM Grand
Hotels, Inc., 509 A,2d 584, 593 (DeL. Ch. 1986) ("At common law and in the absence of an agreement to the
contrary all shares of

stock are equal."); Penington v. Commonwealth Hotel Canst, Corp., 155 A, 514, 520 (DeL.

Ch. 1931) (same).

s

Telvest, Inc. v. Olson, 1979 WL 1759, *7 (DeL. Ch. 1979).

While there is no "de minimis" exception, there are two exceptions to the equal treatment doctnne, but neither
of them applies to the Proposal. One exception permits disparate treatment where it is expressly contemplated
by the Delaware General Corporation Law (the "DGCL"). See, e.g., Providence and Worcester Company v.
Baker, 378 A.2d 121, 123 (DeL. 1977) (upholding a certificate

of

incorporation provision that limited the voting

rights of certain stockholders because Section 212 of tMOOCl' $P'e.ci.fCl,Uy Pl:rmitstlCorpon\tion to adopt a

certificate of incorporation provision that deviates fromtle.~I1~'"y~te.perslliiedet'ultrule), t\.Snoted above,

there is no statute that permits discrimination for pro~YaØÇtSŠOr nOl1ati'ond$hts iiasedoii whether a
stockholder is a director or offcer. The second exceptiotip~rritša.bøarCito,taeiictiQi:¡thjlt nlltle effect of
treating stockholders differently where the disparate treatment is necessar for the board to fulfill its fiduciary
duties to defend against specific theats to the corporation or to advance a specific transaction with a proper

business purose. See Unocal Corp. v. Mesa Petroleum Co., 493 A.2d 946,958 (DeL. 1985) (board could make

an offer to repurchase stock from everyone other than a would-be hostile acquiror in response to the acquiror's
coercive bid to acquire the company); Applebaum v. Avaya, Inc., 812 A,2d 880, 882-83 (DeL. 2002) (board

could effect cost savings through a series of stock splits that had the effect of cashing out stockholders who
owned very small amounts of stock). However, this line of case law is limited to discrete actions taken by a
board of directors, and has not been applied to permit a permanent form of discrimination in the corporation's

certificate of incorporation or bylaws, i.e., where the discrimination is not limited to specific, discrete
transactions and therefore cannot be evaluated on a case-by-case basis. In contrast, the Proposal would impose
a permanent form of discrimination in the Company's governing documents.
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held by a stockholder, the duration of the stockholder's ownership, whether or not the

stockholder intends to acquire additional shares of the corporation and whether the stockholder
has previously sought to include nomiees in the corporation's proxy materials.? These specific
provisions serve as statutory exceptions to the doctrine of equal treatment. Indeed, these

exceptions would not have been necessary but for the existence of the doctrine of equal
treatment. Importantly, Section 112 does not permit a corporation to condition a proxy access

right on whether or not a stockholder is a director or officer. The terms of Section 112 do not
condone the discrimination envisioned by the ProposaL.8

The Proposal's discrimination is also offensive on a broader policy basis. The

Proposal effectively renders the position of director or offcer as a status crie in the Company's
governance strcture. Were ths discrimination permissible, a faction of stockholders who are

unappy with management's curent policies could adopt a variety of measures in the bylaws
that would have the effect of punishing management by denying them the same rights as other
stockholders. When rights are conferred on stockholders, they must be conferred on all
stockholders. Because the Proposal seeks to discriminate among stockholders, it would violate
Delaware law if implemented.
iv. The Proposal's Requirement For "Equivalent Treatment" Of Directors Would Cause

The Board To Violate Its Fiduciary Duties.
The Proposal asks the Company's board to amend the Company's governing

documents to requie that the board aford "equivalent treatment" to "all board candidates and
members originally nominated" under the Proposal as compared to "the board's nominees." If
the board determines that director candidates or directors should be treated differently, the

Proposal requires that the board adopt, and publicly disclose, policies that are reasonably
designed to ensure that the differences are "both fair and necessary."

The scope and intent of this par of the Proposal is vague. Clearly, the
"equivalent treatment" extends beyond simply including a nominating pary's nominees in the
Company's proxy materials, because that requirement is addressed in another par of the
ProposaL. However, it is unclear whether the board is required to provide this "equivalent

treatment" to nominating pary candidates only during the contest leading to the election of
directors or also to provide equivalent treatment to a nominating pary candidate after he or she is,
elected to the board. Under either reading, the Proposal violates Delaware law because the board
canot promise to provide equivalent treatment to all director candidates, or even all directors
once elected. Depending on the circumstances and the identity of the director candidate or
7

8

8 DeL. C. § 112(1)-(4).

We note that Section 112 includes a catchall provision that allows a corporation to include in its proxy access
bylaw "any other lawful condition." 8 Del. C. § 112(6). However, for the reasons set fort in this Part II of
our opinion, the discrimination imposed by the Proposal is not a "lawful" condition within the meaning of
Section 112.
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director, a board's fiduciary duties may require that a director candidate or a director be treated
differently from others. Moreover, under Delaware law, the board may treat candidates and
directors differently whenever they determine, based on their own good faith business judgment,
that differential treatment is waranted. There is no requirement under Delaware law that the
board justify differential treatment as "fair and necessar." Moreover, the Company's governng
documents canot be amended to impose such a new duty on the board of directors.
1. The Board Cannot Be Forced To Treat All Director Candidates The

Same.

the Proposal's "equivalent treatment" requirement is
unclear. The reference to treating director "candidates" the same suggests that the Proponent
As noted above, the scope of

intends to regulate the conduct of the board of directors during the election contest. This
equivalent treatment requirement could easily be read to: (í) require the board to recommend the

election of a nominating pary's candidates (i.e., in order to provide them "equivalent" treatment
since the board will make such a recommendation for its own candidates); (ii) require the board
to provide as much information and background material on the nominating pary candidates as
is provided on the board's candidates; (ii) require the Company's proxy solicitor to devote equal
attention to solicit votes (e.g., mailngs, phone calls, etc.) for the nominating pary candidates as
is devoted to the board's candidates; and (iv) include references to, and recommendations for
election of, the nominating pary candidates in any ''road shows" and other investor presentations
made by the Company during the election contest.

The board of directors canot be forced to recommend the election of a
nominating pary candidate if the board determnes that other candidates are more suitable for
election. Delaware law recognzes that contests between competing slates of director nominees
are often not mere conflcts of personalities. Rather, a director election can, and most often does,

involve questions of corporate policy: "Indeed it often happens in practice as it necessarly must

that questions of policy come up not as abstract propositions which are referred to the
stockholders for a yes or no vote, but in the form ofwljtheftb:øôirttotswho stand for the given

policy should be re-elected to office.,,9Bëcaûsethë:CQrprate, ~1ìcy and direction of the
Company may depend on the election, no mattçr CQul4 PeItòrl;Inp.òrláht than which nominees
will be elected. The board therefore canot be required to provide a recommendation to

nominating party candidates equivalent to the recommendation it provides to the board's own
candidates. The board owes a fiduciary duty to provide trthfu communications to the

stockholders. i 0 The Delaware Cour of Chancery has specifically held that this duty includes
providing an honest recommendation on how the board believes the stockholders should vote on
!I

Hall v. Trans-Lux Daylight Picture Screen Corp., 171 A. 226, 228 (DeL. Ch. i 934).

10 Malone v, Brincat. 722 A.2d 5, 12 (DeL. 1998) ("Directors are required to . . . provide a balanced, trthful
all matters disclosed in the communications with shareholders."); Gantler v. Stephens, 965 A.2d 695,
account of
710 (DeL. 2009) ("(D)irectors of Delaware corporations have a fiduciary duty to disclose fully and fairly all
material information within the board's control when it seeks shareholder action.").
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a paricular matter. 1 i In fact, the Delaware Cour of Chancery has specifically held that, in
selecting director candidates, the board canot restrict its abilty to freely choose candidates for
election, and must use its "own best judgment" in selecting candidates.12 The stockholders
the board's "best

would be deprived of

judgment" on director candidates if

the board is forced to

recommend in favor of the election of nominating pary candidates.
The board also canot be required to engage in other "equivalent treatment"

activities (e.g., providing equal solicitation efforts, or providing equal "air time" in investor
presentations or Company proxy materials) because this activity would mislead the stockholders
into thinking the Company supports the nominating pary candidates. The equivalent treatment
requirement would effectively force the Company's board to deliver an implicit endorsement of
the nominating par candidates. Boilerplate disclaimers that the Company does not support the
election of a nominating par candidate would not suffice to correct the misimpression.13 The
fiduciar duties of

the board are intended to ensure proxy solicitation activities that clarify, rather

than confuse, stockholders.

11

See In re Berkshire Realty Co., Inc., 2002 WL 31888345, *4 (DeL. Ch. 2002) (holding that although a certificate

of incorporation provision required a board of directors to submit a liquidation plan to stockholders, the board
had no duty to recommend that the stockholders approve the plan; "if the board, in the exercise of its business
judgment, determined that liquidation was not in the best interests of the corporation and its stockholders, it

could not have recommended a liquidation without violating its fiduciar duty to the stockholders"); cf 8 Del.
e. § 146 ("A corporation may agree to submit a matter to a vote of its stockholders whether or not the board of
directors determines at any time subsequent to approving such mattr that such matter is no longer advisable
and recommends that the stockholders reject or vote against the mattr.").
12 Chapin v. Benwood Foundation, Inc., 402 A.2d 1205, 121 I (DeL. Ch. 1979) (invalidating an agreement

requiring directors of a non-stock corporation to commit themselves, years in advance, to fill board vacancies
with certin named persons).
13

In one Delaware Court of Chancery decision, the Cour enjoined the solicitation of proxies by an insurgent
groiip where the solicitation materials gave stockholders the false impression that the board supported the
insurgent's nominees. In that case, the Court stated that

(it cannot be implied) that the law wil assume each stockholder wil read and examine the various
(proxy material) documents through the eyes of one who is placed on guard as to the possible existence
of misleading statements. To expect or to require such a procedure of stockholders would remove the
law beyond reason or reality. The accepted and desirale tendency has been to place the burden of
candor upon those who would communicate with stockholders rather than to require the stockholders
to be eternally vigilant.
Empire Southern Gas Co. v. Gray, 46 A.2d741, 747 (DeL. Ch. 1946) (finding that the insurgent par sent out a

notice of annual meeting on the company's letterhead which was signed by the company's secretary and listed
the insurgent nominees in the same list as the incumbent directors without indicating that such nominees were
being proposed for the first time as directors and had not been nominated by the board).
The equivalent treatment requirement urged by the Proponent would impermissibly force the stockholders to be
"eternally vigilant" in determining which candidates are supported by the board and which are supported by the
nominating part.
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The equivalent treatment urged by the Proponent would also impermssibly force
the board to expend resources, beyond the inclusion of nominating pary candidates on its proxy

materials, in violation of the board's fiduciar duties. In a recent decision certifed to the
Delaware Supreme Court by the Securities and Exchange Commssion, CA, Inc. v. AFSCME
Employees Pension Plan, the Cour held that a proposed bylaw requiring a corporation to

reimburse a stockholder for its proxy solicitation expenses would violate Delaware law if
adopted because it would have prevented the board from discharging its fiduciar duties if the
board determined that it should not provide reimbursement. 14 The AFSCME decision rested on
the common law principle that a board canot be forced to use corporate resources if the board
determnes, in accordance with its fiduciary duties, that the expenditure wil har the
15

corporation or is otherwse not appropriate.

Following the AFSCME decision, the Delaware General Assembly adopted
Sections 112 and 113 of the DGCL, which permit the adoption of bylaws that require a
corporation to include stockholder candidates on its proxy materials (Section 112) or to

reimburse a stockholder for its proxy solicitation expenses (Section 113).16 Neither statute
authorizes a corporation to take the additional, drastic step of requirig the board of directors to
devote corporate time and resources to actively seek the election of stockholder nominees, which
would be required to satisfy the equivalent treatment obligation in the ProposaL. To the contrar,
the board's fiduciar duties require the directors to take action to promote only the election of

the

nominees the board believes should be elected. The Delaware cours favor narow readings of
statutes that are in derogation of the common law.17 Accordingly, we believe a cour would not
read the new DGCL provisions expansively to require a board to take action on behalf of
stockholder candidates beyond what is expressly provided for in Sections 112 and 113 of the
DGCL.

Because the Proposal's equal treatment requirement ventures well beyond what is
authorized by Sections 112 and 113 and is contrary to the common law under AFSCME and the

other cases cited above, the Proposal violates Delaware law for ths reason as well.
14 CA, Inc. v. AFSCME Employee Pension Plan, 953 A.2d 227, 238 (Del. 2008).

is AFSCME, 953 A.2d at 240 (noting the proposed reimbursement bylaw was invalid "because the Bylaw contains

no language or provision that would reserve to (the corporation's) directors their full power to exercise their
fiduciar duties to decide whether or not it would be appropriate, in a specific case, to award reimbursement at
all").
16 See

8

Del. C. §§ 112& 113.

17 See, e.g., A. W Financial Services, SA. v, Empire Resources, Inc., 98 i A.2d 1114, 112 i -22 (DeL. 2009) (finding

that Delaware cases consistently apply the principle that "'the common law is not repealed by statute unless the
legislative intent to do so is plainly or clearly manifested', and that 'any such repeal is not effected to a greater
language used. "') (citations omitted). Unlike other pars
extent than the unmistaable import of the (statutory )
of the Delaware Code, the DGCL does not contain a provision opting out of the rule that statutes in derogation
of the common law are to be strictly construed. Compare 6 DeL. C. § 18-1 lOl(a) ("(t)he rule that statues in
derogation ofthe common law are to be strictly constred shalI have no application to this chaptet').
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2. Requiring The Board To Treat All Directors The Same Would Cause

The Board To Breach Its Fiduciary Duties.

The Proposal also appears to require that, afer a director election, directors who
were nominating par candidates must be afforded "equivalent treatment" compared to all other
directors. This requirement would also violate Delaware law because circumstances may arse
where it is advisable to treat directors differently. For example, if a director has a conflct of
interest, or even just a potential conflct of interest, the board may decide it is advisable to ask
that director to abstai from board deliberations on the conflict transaction. In more extreme
circumstances, the board may deem it advisable to form a committee of the board that excludes

the conficted director in order to consider the transaction free of conflcts of interest or
otherwise take action to deny a director access to inormation for an improper purose.
Although directors are fiduciares of a corporation, their conduct can in some circumstances
present threats to the corporation, paricularly given a director's access to sensitive information

about the Company and a director's potential influence over management. In one notable
example, the Delaware Cour of Chancery enjoined a bylaw that would have forced the
18
dissolution of a board committee that purposefully excluded the director/majority stockholder.

The Cour found that the dissolution of the committee would have been inequitable because the
director had breached agreements with the corporation and likely usurped a corporate

opportunity belonging to the corporation.19 The Proposal would prohibit the Company from
taking the same type of action against a conflicted director because of the Proponent's insistence
on "equivalent treatment" of directors.2o
3. The Proposal Would Impermissibly Force The Board To Justify
Diferential Treatment Of Directors As "Necessary."

The Proposal would permit the board to treat directors differently only if the

board adopted, and publicly disclosed, policies "reasonably designed to ensure" that the
differential treatment is "fair ,and necessar." This par of the Proposal also violates Delaware
law because it impermissibly attempts to modify the fiduciary duties of directors and to whom
those duties are owed.

18 Hollnger International Inc. v. Black, 844 A.2d 1022, 1080-81 (DeL. Ch. 2004), af'd Black v. Hollnger
Internationallnc., 872 A.2d 559 (DeL. 2005).

19 ld.
20 The Proposal could also be read to require that directors who were nominating part candidates be provided an
opportnity to serve on every board committee and to be offered the position of chairperson (or co-chairperson)
of the board and each committee, ie., to provide that candidate treatment that is the same as every other director
on the board. In this respect, the "equivalent treatment" requirement would actually provide a nominating par
candidate greater entitlements than other directors. The board is entitled to make a good faith business

the board and its committees. The'
board cannot be required to provide any director this tye of favored position over other directors.

judgment as to committee assignments and who wil serve as chairpersons of
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Under Delaware law, each director owes a duty to use his or her "own best
making
board decisions.21 The standard for determining whether the board should
judgment" in
tae action is based on whether each director believes, in good faith, that such action is
Proposal would alter ths standard
advisable22 and in the best interest of all stockholders.23 The
in two respects when the board is considering whether to treat director candidates differently

from other directors. First, the differential treatment must be "fair and necessar," not merely
advisable. Second, by imposing this "fair and necessar" standard as a threshold to treating
nominating pary candidates for director differently, the Proposal creates a special rue that
would advance the interests of the nominating par and its director candidates over the interests
of all other stockholders. Both aspects of

the Proposal violate Delaware law.

It is easy to see how the "fair and necessary" stadard would lead to different

results in the context of the Proposal when compared to the "advisabilty" standard under
Delaware law. For example, the board may determine that it is not advisable (i.e., it is not
prudent or desirable i4 to use company time and resources to solicit votes for a nominating pary

candidate for director during an election contest. But, denying a candidate the use of those
resources may not be "necessary" (i.e., absolutely needed or required)25 in the sense that the
board could pay the expenditures and still continue the company's business. Similarly, to avoid
litigation for breach of fiduciary duty, it
the appearance of impropriety, and to avoid potential
may be advisable for the board to take action that excludes a director from deliberations on a

transaction where the director has a conflct of interest. However, taking that action would not

be "necessar" since, under Delaware law, directors are permitted to vote on transactions
21

Quick/urn Design Systems, Inc. v. Shapiro, 721 A2d 1281, 1292 (DeL. 1998) (noting that "each" director owes a
duty to "exercise his own best judgment on matters that come before the board"). .

22

Indeed, the most fundamental corporate actions can be approved by the board so long as the board deems the
action "advisable." See, e.g., 8 DeL. C. §§ 242(b) (board can adopt and recommend for stockholder approval
amendments to the certificate of incorporation if the board declares the amendment "advisable"); 251 (b) (board
may adopt and recommend for stockholder approval a merger agreement if the board adopts a resolution
declaring the "advisabiliy" ofthe agreement); 275 (board may adopt, and recommend for stockholder approval,
a resolution to dissolved the corporation ifthe board deems the dissolution "advisable").

23

See, e,g., Philips v. lnsituiorm DiN. America, 1987 WL 16285, *10 (DeL. Ch. 1987) (stating, in the context of
analyzing the duties of directors elected by different classes of stock, "(I believe that) the law demands of
directors. . . fidelity to the corporation and all of its shareholders and does not recognize a special duty on the
par of directors elected by a special class to the class electing them"); Gilbert v. El Paso Co., 1988 WL 124325,

*9 (Del. Ch. 1988) ("(T)he directors' fiduciary duty runs to the corporation and to the entire body of
shareholders generally, as opposed to specific shareholders or shareholder subgroups."), ajJ'd, 575 A.2d 1131
(DeL. 1990).

24 See Merriam-Webster's Dictionar (Online Edition) (Defining "advisable" as "fit to be advised or done:
Prudent").

25 See Merram-Webster's Dictionary (Online Edition) (Defining "necessary" as "of an inevitable nature:
Inescapable" and "Compulsory" and "absolutely needed: Required").
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regardless of whether they have a conflct of interest.26 It is also easy to see how imposing ths
"necessary" standard forces the board to favor the interests of a nominating pary and its director
candidate over the interests of other stockholders, because a board that is acting in good faith
would not have treated the director candidate equally but for the Proposal's novel standard.
The Proposal's attempt to modify the board's fiduciar duties is not permitted by

Delaware law. Unlike non-corporate entities (such as limited liability companies, limited
parerships and other "alternative entities"), a Delaware corpration canot modify the fiduciar

its certificate of
the DGCL permits the adoption of certificate of
incorporation or bylaws.27 Section 102(b)(7) of
incorporation provisions that eliminate director liabilty for monetary damages for breach of the
fiduciar duty of care, but the commenta surrounding Section 102(b )(7) makes clear that the

duties of directors, or to whom those duties are owed, through a provision in

fiduciary duties themselves canot be eliminated or modified?S
The Proposal asks the Company's board (and a majority of

the stockholders of

the

Company, to the extent an amendment to the certificate of incorporation is contemplated by the
Proposal) to adopt provisions that favor the interests of some stockholders over others. The

prohibition on modifying fiduciary duties of directors in a bylaw or certificate of incorporation
the majority: the board and a majority faction of
exists precisely to avoid ths potential tyrany of
stockholders canot take actions that condone a course of conduct where directors favor one
group of stockholders over another. Accordingly, the Proposal violates Delaware law.
~ The Proposal Impermissibly Limits The Nomination Rights Of Stockholders.

As noted above, the terms of the Proposal state that a nominating pary's
candidates for director election "shall" be included on the Company's proxy materials, and
"such" nominating party is limited to nominating only one candidate for director election. In
other words, the Proposal does not give a nominating par a choice of whether to seek access to
the Company's proxy materials. Instead, a nominating pary's nominee "shall" be included in

26 See 8 Del. C. 144(b) ("Common or interested directors may be counted in determining the presence ofa quorum
the board of directors or of a committee which authorizes the contract or transaction.").
at a meeting of
27 Sutherland v. Sutherland, 2009 WL 857468, *4 (DeL. Ch. 2009) (finding that ifthe defendants' contention were

tre, namely that a certificate of incorporation provision acted to sterilze director interest when approving self-

dealing transactions, such a provision "would effectively eviscerate the duty of loyalty for corporate directors as

it is generally understood under Delaware law. While such a provision is permissible under the Delaware
Limited Liability Company Act and the Delaware Revised Uniform Limited Parership Act, where freedom of

contract is the guiding and overriding principle, it is expressly forbidden by the DGCL."). See also Siegman v.
Tri-Star Pictures, lnc" 1989 WL 48746, *8 (DeL. Ch. May 5, 1989, revised May 30, 1989), rev'd in part on
other grounds, In re Tri-Star Pictures, 684 A.2d 319 (DeL. 1993).

28 Lewis S. Black & A. Gilchrist Sparks, Analysis of the I986 Amendments to the Delaware Corporation Law,
(1986) ("(I)t should be noted that Section 102(b)(7) only provides directors with relief from judgments for
monetary damages for breaches oftheir duty of care. It does not do away with the duty.").
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the proxy statement, and, based on the curent ten-director board, any nominating pary wil be
limited to nominating only one candidate for director election.

The Proposal would violate Delaware law because it would prevent a nominating

pary from exercising its right, outside of a proxy access system, to nominate more than one

candidate for director election.29 Delaware law views a stockholder's abilty to make
nominations as a fundamental right that is necessar to make the stockholder franchise

meaningfuL. Because only the directors, and not the stockholders, possess the authority to
manage the business and afairs of a corporation,30 stockholders who wish to change the course
of management can do so only though the ballot box, by nominating competing candidates for

election. The "ideological underpining" for director power rests on the stockholders' right
either to affrm curent mangement's business plan by re-electing incumbents or to reject
management's business plan by replacing the incumbents with new directors.31 Accordingly, the
courts zealously protect the fudamental right of stockholders to nominate candidates
Delaware
for director election:

Because of the obvious importce of the nomination right in our

system of corporate governce, Delaware cours have been
reluctant to approve measures that impede the ability of
stockholders to nominate candidates. Put simply, Delaware law
recognizes that the "right of shareholders to paricipate in the

voting process includes the right to nominate an opposing slate."

And "the unadorned right to cast a ballot in a contest for
(corporate J office . . . is meaningless without the right to

paricipate in selecting the contestants. As the nominating process
circumscribes the range of choice to be made, it is a fudamental
29 Had the Proposal been drafted as providing a stockholder the option of either (i) nominating, and soliciting its

own proxies for, nominees up to the number of director seats subject to election or (ii) seeking access to the
Company's proxy materials while subject to the limitation on nominees, the stockholders' nomination rights
would not be abridged. Section 112 of the DGCL expressly permits bylaws that condition a stockholder's
persons nominated by
eligibilty to gain access to a company's proxy materials on the number or proportion of
the stockholder. 8 Del. C. § 112(3). Under the Proposal, however, the only means for a nominating part to

nominate a director is to avail itself of proxy access and the limitation on nominees. Accordingly, it violates a

stockholder's broader right, independent of proxy access, to nominate a number of candidates up to the total
board seats subject to election.

number of

30 See 8 Del. C. § 141(a) ("The business and affairs of every corporation organized under this chapter shall be
managed by or under the direction of a board of directors. . . ,"); Aronson v. Lewis, 473 A.2d 805, 811 (DeL.

1984) ("A cardinal precept of the General Corporation Law of the State of Delaware is that directors, rather
the corporation.").

than shareholders, manage the business and affairs of

31 See Blasius Indus. v. Atlas Corp., 564 A.2d 651, 659 (DeL. Ch. 1988) ("The shareholder franchise is the

ideological underpinning upon which the legitimacy of directorial power rests. Generally, shareholders have
only two protections against perceived inadequate business performance. They may sell their stock, . , or they
may vote to replace incumbent board members.").
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and outcome-determinative step

in the election of officeholders.

To allow for voting while maintaining a closed selection process
thus renders the former an empty exercise.,,32

To date, the Delaware cours have only permitted one type of limited
encroachment on the stockholders' right to nominate director candidates: a corporation may
adopt an "advance notice" provision in its certificate of incorporation or bylaws that requires
stockholders to submit to the corporation names of nominees and certin information about them

in advance of the stockholder meeting. However, these advance notice provisions are only
permitted when they impose reasonable limitations on the stockholders' right to nomiate
candidates, and in all events advance notice provisions must "afford the shareholders a fair
opportty to nominate candidates.,,33

The Proposal would violate Delaware law if implemented because it clearly does
not afford a nominating pary a fair opportity to nominate more than one candidate for director

election. Because all stockholders of the Company possess a right to vote in the election of all
director seats up for election, Delaware law requires that the stockholders possess a

corresponding right to nomiate alternative candidates for all of those director seats. Under the
Proposal, a nominating par canot nominate more than one director candidate, and therefore
canot ru a contest to replace a majority of the board. This arbitrar limitation deprives all
the chance to vote in favor of an alternative slate fielded by a nominating pary.
stockholders of
The Proposal could have the effect of perpetuating the incumbent directors while depriving the

stockholders of a meaningfl right to replace a majority of the board.

The Proponent could have (but did not) draf his Proposal to offer a nomiating
par a choice either to (i) have its nominee included in the Company's proxy materials and be

subject to the one-nominee limitation or (ii) forego access to the Company's proxy materials and
nominate as many candidates as there are director seats.34 Had the Proposal been drafed in this
32 Harrah's Entertainment Inc. v. JCC Holding Co., 802 A.2d 294, 310-11 (DeL. Ch. 2002) (citations and
footnotes omitted). This opinion does not address the very different circumstance where stockholders have

voluntarily entered into arrangements that restrict their voting and nomination rights. See ¡d. (interpreting a
certificate of incorporation provision pursuant to which two large groups of stockholders negotiated and
approved a series of checks and balances relating to their individual voting and nomination rights). The
Proposal, in contrast, would force the one-nominee limitation on all stockholders.

33 Hubbard v, Hollywood Park Realty Enterprises. Inc., 1991 WL 3151, *11 (Del. Ch. 1991) ("(p)recedents
the shareholders' right to exercise their frnchise, which include the right to
nominate candidates for the board of directors. That those rights are fundamental does not mean that their
exercise cannot be restricted for valid corporate purposes by board-created procedural rules. However, those
reaffrm the fudamental nature of

restrictions must not infringe upon the exercise ofthose rights in an unreasonable way. From these principles it

may be inferred that an advance notice by-law wil be validated where it operates as a reasonable limitation
upon the shareholders' right to nominate candidates for director.") (internal citations omitted).

34 Because the Proposal is titled "proxy access," we recognize that it might leave stockholders who do not read the

terms of the Proposal with the misimpression that the Proposal offers nominating parties a choice instead of
imposing a mandatory regime that nominating parties cannot "opt out" of. When members of the press or the
(Continued. . .)
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fashion a stockholder would stil be afforded the option to nominate as many candidates as there
are directorships up for election.35 However, the Proposal requires a nominating pary to accept

proxy access along with ths limited nomination right. The Proponent cannot force this trade-off
on other stockholders without violating their franchise rights under Delaware law.
VL The Proposal

Is Not A Proper Subject For Stockholder Action.

Because the Proposal, if implemented, would cause the Company to violate
Delaware law, we believe the Proposal is also not a proper subject for stockholder action under
Delaware law.

VII. The Company Lacks The Power And Authority To Implement The Proposal As It
Concerns Amendments To The Certifcate Of Incorporation.
The Proposal calls on the Company's board of directors to amend the Company's

"governng documents" to implement the Proposal. To the extent the Proposal is asking the
board to unilaterally amend the Company's certificate of incorporation, the board lacks the
power to do so under Delaware law. Section 242 of the DGCL requies that amendments to the
certificate of incorporation be approved by the board and the holders of a majority of the stock
entitled to vote on such amendments.36 Accordingly, the Company lacks the power and authority
to implement the Proposal to the extent the Proponent is asking the ComFïany's board to

unilaterally amend the certificate of incorporation without stockholder approval. 7
* * *

(Continued. . .)
corporate governance community discuss ''proxy access" they are typically referrng to an optional right of
access to a company's proxy materials. However, the literal terms of

the Proposal do not provide an option to

nominating paries. A nominating par candidate "shall" be included in the Company's proxy materials and
they may only nominate one candidate.

35 The Proposal would stil violate Delaware law, however, for the reasons set forth in Parts II and iv of this
Opinion.

36 See 8 Del. C. § 242(bXl) (providing that the board must adopt a resolution "setting forth the amendment
proposed, declaring its advisabilty, and either callng a special meeting of

the stockholders entitled to vote in

respect thereof. . . or directing that the amendment proposed be considered at the next annual meeting of the
stockholders" before the stockholders vote on the amendment).
37 Such a request that the Board unilaterally amend the certificate of incorporation would also cause the Company

to violate Delaware law and is not a proper subject for stockholder action under Delaware law.
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VIIL Conclusion.
For the foregoing reasons, it is our opinon that (i) the Proposal, if implemented,

would cause the Company to violate Delaware law, (ii) the Proposal is not a proper subject for

stockholder action under Delaware law and (ii) to the extent that the Proposal asks the
Company's board to unlaterally amend the Company's certficate of incorporation, the
Company lacks the power and authority to implement the Proposal.
Very trly yours,

/J~)I!~) A/ &- 0~ LLf
5853961.4

JOHN CIlVEDDEN
*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***

May 22. 2012

Offce of Chief Counl
Division of Corporation Finance
Securties and Exchange Commssion
100 F Street NE
Washigton. DC 20549

# 4 Rule 14a-8 Proposal

Forest Laboratories, Inc. (FRX
Proxy Access

Kenneth Steiner
Ladies and Gentlemen:
Ths responds to the supplemented April 9, 2012 company request to avoid ths rue 14a-8

proposal. The company now says tht it wants to submit another letter "no later than the week of
May 21, 2012."
Thís is to request that the company 'forward any fuer letts electronically to the proponent

par. The company ha failed to send any letters electronicaly to the proponent par and yet it
letters electronicaly to the Staff:

. forwards all

Thís is to request the opportty for the finial rebuttl since FR had the opportty of the first
argument. Plus the needed tie to make up for the company induced delay in the delivery of
letters.
critical

This is to request that the Offce of Chief Counsel allow ths resolution to stand and be voted
upon in the 2012 proxy.

~r~

ohn Chevedden .

cc:

Kenneth Steiner

Fran J. Murdolo ~fran.murdolo~fr.com)-

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***

May 21, 2012
Offce of Chief Counel
Division of Corporation Finance
Securities and Exchage Commission
100 F Street, NE
Washington, DC 20549
# 3 Rule 14a-8 Proposal

Forest Laboratories, Inc. (FRX
Proxy Access

Kenneth Steiner
Ladies and Gentlemen:
This reponds to the supplemented April

9, 2012 company reque to avoid ths rule 14a-8

proposal. The company now says that it wants to submit another letter '~o later th the week of
May 21, 2012."
This is to request the opportty for the finial rebutt since FRX had the opportunty of the first

arguent
This is to request that the Office of Chief Counsel allow this resolution to stand and be voted
upon in the 2012 proxy.
Sincerely,

p~

""-

ohn Chevedden

cc:

Keneth Steiner
Fran J. Murdolo ':fran.murdolo(qfrx.com:;

DORNUSH SCHA $TlNGIN k VENAGl,u.P
74c7'l.VE

NEwY~NY'Jøort
;iel-t21~) 759.330

WW.dswlå;àdm

Fa (212) 153 7613

BY EMAL (shareholdeiroposals~sec.gov)
U.S. Secuties and Exchange Commssion

Division of Corporation Finance
Office of Chief Counsel
100 F Street, N.K
Washion, D.C. 20549

Re: Forest Laboratories, Inc. - Secton 14(a), Rule 14a-8 Stocolder Proposal
Submitted by Kenneth Steiner
Ladies and Gendemen:

On Apri9, 2012, we submitted a letter (the "No-Action Request') on beh of our client,
Forest Laboratones, Inc., a Delware corporation ("Forest' or the "Company"), noti the staff
of the Division of Corporation Fince (the "Staff") of the Secuties and Exchan Commssion (the

"Commssion'') tht the Company intends to omit from its proxy statement and form of proxy

¡

Stocolders (the "2012

¡
.j.

Anual Meeti'') a stocolder proposal (the "Proposal) and statements in support thereof (the
"Support Statement') received from Keneth Steier (the "Proponent'), nagJohn

j
¡
i
i
I

Chevedden as hi desigted representative (the "Representative'').

!

(collectely, the "2012 Proxy Materi'') for its 2012 Anua Meetig of

On May 8, 2012, the Representative submitted a letter to the Staf captioned ''#2 Rule 14a-8

Proposal" respondi to the No-Acton Request, which is attched hereto as Exbit A (the
"Representative's Letter''). The Company hereby advies the Staff tht it is in the process of
ptepan a rebutt to the Representatie's Letter, and exect to submit such tebutt1etter to the
Staff no later than the week of May 21, 2012.
If we can be of any fuer assistace, or if the Staff should have any questions, please do not

hesitate to contact me at (212) 759-3300 or vi em atstrongji!dssvlaw.com.

sùi::Y/Ç_
L Sttong
cc: Keneth Steiner
John Chevedden
Herchel S. Weistei, Esq..

199,757

EXHIBIT A
REPRESENTATIV'S MAY 8,2012 RESPONSE LETTER

199,757

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***

May 8, 2012
Offce of Chief Counsel

Division of Corporation Finace

Securties and Exchange Commssion
100 F Street, NE
Wasgton, DC 20549

# 2 Rule 14a-8 Proposal

Forest Laboratories, Inc. (FRX
Proxy Access

Kenneth Steiner
Ladies and Gentlemen:
Ths responds to the April

9, 2012 company request to avoid ths rue 14a-8 proposal.
Rule 14a-8. None of

Our Company proposes grounds for exclusion under five sections of

these

grounds have merit I address each in the order they are rased in the Company's April 9, 2012

lettr.

Company's letter Section il claims "The Proposal May Be Excluded Pursuant to Rule
14a-8(i)(2) Because Implementation ofthe Proposal Would Violate State Law."
Section II of the Company's letter presents four arguents that the proposa, if implemented,

would violate state law. These are addressed below:
1. Our Company Claims the Proposal is Excludable Because it Would Impermissibly
Discriminate Against Stockholders Depending on Whether or Not They are Directors or Offcers

of the Company.

the April 9, 2012 legal opiion obtaed by
the
the Company (the "Legal Opinon"). That legal opinon chooses to interpret Paragaph 3 of
Ths arguent is based on one made on pp. 4-6 of

Proposal as an ilegal condition on the Company-shareowner relationship between the Company
and a cert class of shareowners-those shareowners who happen to also be Company board

members of offcers. As explaied in the Legal Opinion, Delaware Law requies equal rights for
Paragraph 3 is inead interpreted as a condition
al holders of a given clas of stock. However, if

on the Company-inider relationship between a Company and its board members and offcers,

then it is imediately evident tht Pargraph 3 is legal. A company ca impose, as tenus of
employment, limitations on the exercise of

board members' of offcers' rights.

As a very simple example, under Delaware employment/contractor law, any citizen-and hence

any sheowner of our Company-has a right to provide consulting servces to competitors of

our Company. Our Company can impose on our board members and offcers an employment
condition that they not exercise that specifc right during the tenure oftheIr servce.

Similarly, Paragaph 3 does not deny board members' and offcers' right to parcipate in proxy

access. Rather, it imposes on them an employment condition that they not exercise tht specific
right durg the tenure of their service. Seen in this light, Paragaph 3 is perfectly reasonable and
legal.
2. Our Company Claims the Proposal is Excludable Because it Would Cause the Board to
Violate its Fiduciary Duties.
The Legal Opinon argues tht exercise of fiduciar duty may require tht the board treat cern
of its members unequally, although such unequa treatment may not techncally be necessar.

Nonsens. If fiduciary duty requies such treatment, then it is necessar. If, according to the
board's best business judgment, they should treat a cert board member unequaly, and
fiduciar duty requies them to act on thei best business judgment, then it is necessar tht they
so treat that board member unequally. In ths light, all Paragraph 5 realy does is requir the
board to notify shaeowners, though published procedures, if and how they intend to treat proxy

access board members unequally. Then shaeowners can decide if they are comfortble tht such
unequal treatment is realy in the best interests of the Company.
3. Our Company Claims the Proposal is Excludable Because it Could be Interpreted as
Impermissibly Prohibiting an Eligible Stockholder Group From Nominating More Thn One
Candidate for Director Election.

The Legal Opinon clais that the Proposal could be interpreted as prohibiting shaeowners from
runing a ful slate of candidaes under an independent proxy solicitation. It is dicult to see
what this claim is based on. Nowhere does the Proposal say such a thg. The Proposal never
even mentions independent proxy solicitations. Perhaps the company is arguing that, because the
Proposal does't mention indepndent proxy solicitations, that implies that it would disallow

them. Tht would be like argug that, because the Proposa doesn't mention sheowner' rights
to receive dividends when issued, that implies tht it would disallow sheowners from receiving
dividends as well.

4. Ou Company Claims the Proposal is Excludble Because it Could be Interpreted as
Requiring the Board to Amend the Company's Certifcate of lncoporation, Which the Board
Locks the Power or Authority to Unilaterally Implement.
The Proposal clealy does not requie the board to amend the aricles of incorporation. It leaves it

up to the board to choose the specific governg documents to amend, and it leaves it up to the
board what form the specific amendments should tae in order to implement the proposal.

Company's letter Section iv claims "The Proposal May Be Excluded Pursuant to Rule 14a
8(i)(1) Because the Proposal Is Not a Proper Subject for Action by the Company
Stockholders Under Delaware Law."
As described in our Company's letter, ths claim is predicated on the four clai addressed in the
preceding section above. As those clai are false, so is ths one.

Company's letter Section V claims "The Proposal May Be Excluded Pursuant to Rule 14a
8(i)(3) Because the Proposal is Vague and Inde:lite and, Thus, Materially False and
Misleading in Violation of Rule 14a-9."
V of
the Company's letter presents two arments that the proposal is vague and
Section
indefinte. These are addressed below:

1. Our Company Claims the Proposal is Excludable Because it "is Subject to Multiple
the

Interpretations, Such That Stockholders Would Be Unable To Determine the Scope of

Proposal"
Here, our Company invokes their ealier flawed argument that, becase the Proposal doesn't

mention shareowners' right to nomiate a full slate of candidates via an independent proxy
solicitation, the proposal might be interpreted as extgushng that nght. The earlier
counterarguent applies: The Proposal also doesn't mention shaeowners' right to receive
dividends when anounced, so why shouldn't the proposal be deemed vage for failig to clarfy

its impact on shareowners' right to receive dividends?

Our Company actuly presents thee interpretations of the Proposa tht would purortedy
impact some or all shareowners' rights to nominate via an independent proxy solicitation. AIl

of

these succumb to the above counterargument
Even if the proposal were subject to the varous interpretations proposed by our Company, it

would not be vague or misleading. Except for the intended interpretation, all of the proposed
law. If a proposa is subject to
interpetations would be blatatly ilegal under state and federal
multiple interretations, but clearly only one is legal, the proposal is not vag or misleading.

2. Our Company Claims the Proposal is Excludable Because it "Contains Vaguely Worded
Mandates, Such That Stockholders and The Company Cannot Determine What Actions Would Be

Required. "
Our Company argues tht Pargraph 5 is vague, but all Paragaph 5 does is ask tht the board
establish and enforce some stdad of equal treatment for board candidates and members
originally nomited under the Proposal. Paragraph 5 is worded to provide the board broad

discretion in implementin this. A proposal is not vage for merely granting the board broad
discretion. It is the natue and purose of

boards th they have discretion anyway.

For our Company to prove their claim tht Paragaph 5 is vague, they must demonstrate how it is
vage. They propose five different ways it might be considered vague. Let's consider each of
these.

First, our Company clais that Paragraph 5 might be interpreted to requie the board to
recommend the election of an Eligible Stockholder Group's candidates. Ths would be an
unusual interretation. Equivalent treatment is not the same thg as non-parsa treatment. A

more reasonable interpretation would be that the board may support or oppose candidates as it
sees fit, and that other nomiatig pares may also do so as welL. If the board included in proxy
materials arguments for votig agaist candidaes it opposed, equa treatment would then require
that other nomiatig pares also be allowed to do so. If the board were uncertain about what

would consitute equivalent treatment in thee regards, it could clar its decisions in its
published procedures on the matter. Again a proposal is not vage if it leaves matters to the
board's discretion.

Second, our Company clais that Paragraph 5 might be interpeted to require the Board to
provide as much inormation and background material on the Eligible Stockholder Group's

candidate as is provided on the Board's candidates. That would be a reasonable interpretation of
equivalent treatment. Ou Company points out nothg vague about ths, so it is not clear why
they mention it.

Thd, our Company clais that Paragraph 5 might be interpreted to requie the Company's
proxy solicitor to devote equal attention to solicit votes (e.g., mailings, phone cals, etc.) for an
Eligible Stockholder Group's candidate as is devoted to the Board's candidates. The legitiate

purose of a proxy solicitor is to solicit proxies to ensure a company has a quoru at its anual

meetig. For the board to spend Company resources to have a proxy solicitor actively promote
owners would not constitute equivalent treatment. Our
their own candidates over those of shae
Company points out nothg vague about ths, so it is not clear why they mention it

Four our Company clais that Paragraph 5 might be interpreted to requi the board to include
references to, and recommendations for election of, the Eligible Stockholder Groupts cadidate
II and other investor presentations made by the Company dung the election
in any "road shows

contest. For the board to spend Company resource on a "road show" to promote their candidates
would clearly violate equal treatment. Our Company points out nothg vague about ths, so it is
not clear why they mention it.

Fift our Company clais that Pargraph 5 might be interpreted to require that, "afer a director
election, directors who were candidates of

an Eligible Stockholder Group (a "Stockholder

Director") must be aforded 'equivalent treatment' compared to all other directors, and ths

requirement could eaily be rea to require the Board to: (a) refrai from askig Stockholder
Directors with actu or potential conficts from abstainig from board deliberations on the

transation givig rise to the actua or potential conflict; (b) appoint a Stockholde Diector as a
co-Presidig diector irrespective of such Stockholder Director's qualifcations; (c) appoint a

Stockholder Director as a co-chairan and/or member of each Board commttee to which the
Board ha appointed diectors nomiated by the Company without regard to independence
requiements associatd with such commttees." This is al quite bize. For example, if

the

board would ask any other member with a potential confict to absta, equivalent treatment
would requie tht they also ask any "stockholder diector" with a confict to abstai. Agai, ff

the board were uncert about what would consttute equivalent trent, it could clarify its
decisions in its published procedures on the matter. Agai a proposal is not vague if it leaves
matters to the boards discretion.

Based on the above, our Company has failed to identify a single way in which Paragaph 5 is
vague.

Company's letter Secton VI claims "The Proposal May Be Excluded Pursuant to Rule 14a
8(i)(6) Because the Company Lacks the Power or Authority to Implement the Proposal."
As described in our Company's lettr, this clai is predicated on the four claims raised in
tht letter and addressed earlier in ths letter. As those clais are false, so is this
Section ILL of
one.

Company's letter Section VI claims "The Proposal May Be Excluded Pursuant to Rule
Board Members
14a-8(i)(8)(ii) Because the Proposal Questions the Business Judgment of
the Company Expects to Nominate for Reelection at the 2012 Annual Meeting of
Stockholders. "

The preamble discusses the composition of the board, noting, among other causes for concern,
tht only one board member has concurent duties on another board. This is a factu sttement

about the board's composition. It does not allude to individual board members. Even if it did,
that would not constitute questionig a board member's competence, as serving on other boards

is just one of many possible contributors to a board members' competence. For example, it is not
necessar tht a board member have trai in acuntig in order to be competent to serve. If a
board had just one member with traig in accounting, that might be cause for concern but it
individua board members' competence. All the members might
would not be a critique of
individualy be fully competent to serve. The problem would be with not the individuals, but

with the board's overall composition. .

This is to request tht the Offce of Chief Counsel alow ths resolution to stand and be voted

upon in the 2012 proxy.
Sincerely,

~

~~



cc:
Kenneth Steiner
Fran J. Murdolo ..fran.murdolo(q.com)

(FRX: Rule 14a-8 Proposal. March 20,2012)
3* -Proxy Access

WHREAS, Most long-term shaeowners have no reasonable mean to make board nomiations,
this is based on a standad "proxy access" proposal, as described in
htt://proxyexchage.orglstandad_004.pdf.

WHREAS, The Corporate Librar, an independent investment research fi rated our company

pay - $8 mion for our
CEO/ Chaan Howad Solomon, age 83. Anua bonuses continued to be discretionar and
"DII with "High Governance Risk," and "High Concernll in executve

long-term equity pay was tie-vest - not perormance-based. Four directors had long tenure

respectively of 14, 14,35 and 48 years - independence concern Thee directors were insiders or
inside-related - more independence concern. Thee diectors were age 71 to 83 - succession

on an outside board - quacations

plang concern. Only one director had curent experience

concern. Three diectors owned no stock - lack of incentive concern.

RESOLVED, Shareowners ask our board, to the fulest extent permttd by law, to amend our
governg documents to alow shareowners to make board nomintions as follows:
1. The Company proxy statement, form of proxy, and votig instrction forms shal include,

listed with the board's nominees, alphabetically by last nae, nominees of:

a. Any par of one or more shareowners that ha collectively held, continuously for two
the Company's securities eligible to vote for the election of directors,
and/or

years, one percent of

b. Any par of shareowners of whom fift or more have each held contiuously for one year
the Company's stock tht, at some point wit1 the preceding 60 days,
a number of shres of
was wort at least $2,000.
2. Any such par may make one nomiation or, if greater, anumber of
12% of

the curent number of

nominations equa to

board members, rounding down.

3. For any board election, no shareowner may be a member of more th one such nomiati
par. Board members and offcers of the Company maY-t be members of any such par.
4. All members of

any par nomitig

under item l(a), and at

least fift members of

any

par

nomiatig under item 1 (b), must af in wrting that they are not aware, and have no reason to
suspect, tht any member of their par has an explicit or implicit, direct or indirect ageement
regarding any nomiation with any member of another nominatig par, includig the

Company's board.

5. All board cadidates and members originay nominated under these provisions shall be
the board's nominees.
aforded treatment equivalent, to the fullest extnt possible, to that of
Should the board determne that asects of such treatment canot be equivalent, the board shall
establish and make public procedures reasonably designed to ensur that such dierences are

both fair and necessar. Nomiees may include in the proxy statement a 500 word supportg
statement.
6. Each proxy sttement or special meeting notice to elect board members sha include

legal requiements for
law, state law and the governg documents of our

insctons for nominating under these provisions, fuly explaining al
nominators and nomiees under federa

company.
3* .

Please encourage our board to adopt ths proposal

Notes:
Kenneth Steiner,

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***

sponsored ths proposal.

Pleae note tht the title of the proposal is par of the proposal.

*Number to be assigned by the company.
This proposa is believed to conform with Sta

Legal Bulletin No. 14B (CF), September 15,

2004 including (emphasis added):
Accordingly, going forward, we believe that it would not be appropriate for
companies to exclude supportng statement language and/or an entire proposal in
reliance on rule 14a-8(1)(3) in the following circumstances:
. the company objects to factual assertons because they are not supported;
. the company objects to factual assertions that, while not materially false or
misleading, may be disputed or countered;
. the company Objects to factual assertions because those assertions may be
interpreted by shareholders in a manner that is unfavorable to the company, its
directors, or its offcers; and/or
. the company objects to statements because they represent the opinion of the
shareholder proponent or a referenced source, but the statements are not
identified specifically as such.

We believe that it is appropriate under rule 14a-8 for companies to address
these objections in their statements of opposition.
See also: Sun Microsystems, Inc. (July 21, 2005).

Stock will be held until afr the anua meetig and the propos
meetig. Please acknowledge ths proposal promptly by email (olmsed7p

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***

JOHN CHEVEDDEN
*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***

May 8,2012
Offce of Chief Counsel

Division of Corporation Finace
Securities and Exchange Commssion
100 F Street, NE
Washigton, DC 20549

# 2 Rule 14a-8 Proposal

Forest Laboratories, Inc. (FRX
Proxy Access

Kenneth Steiner
Lades and Gentlemen:
Ths responds to the April

9. 2012 company request to avoid ths rue 14a-8 proposal.
Rule 14a-8. None of

Our Company proposes grounds for exclusion under five sections of

these

grounds have merit I address each in the order they are raised in the Company's April 9, 2012

lettr.

Company's letter Section il claims "The Proposal May Be Excluded Pursuant to Rule
14a-8(i)(2) Because Implementation ofthe Proposal Would Violate State Law."
Section II of

the Company's letter presents four arguments tht the proposa, if

implemented,

would violate state law. These are addressed below:
1. Our Company Claims the Proposal is Excludable Because it Would Impermissibly
Discriminate Against Stockholders Depending on Whether or Not They are Directors or Offcers

of the Company.

the April 9, 2012 legal opinon obtaed by
the Company (the "Legal Opinon"). That legal opinon chooses to interpret Paragaph 3 of the
Proposal as an ilegal condition on the Company-shareowner relationshp between the Company
Ths argument is basd on one made on pp. 4-6 of

and a cer class of shareownersthose shareowners who happen to also be Company board

members of offcers. As explained in the Legal Opinion, Delaware Law requies equal rights for
al holders of a given clas of stock. However, if

Paragraph 3 is inead interpreted as a condition

on the Company-inider relationship between a Company and its board members and offcers,
then it is imedately evident that Pargraph 3 is legal. A company can impose, as terms of
board members' of offcers' rights.
employment, limitations on the exercise of
As a very simple example, under Delaware employmentlcontractor law, any citizen-and hence

any sheowner of our Company-has a right to provide consulting servces to competitors of
our Company. Our Company can impose on our board members and officers an employment
condition that they not exercise tht specific right during the tenure oftheIr servce.

Similarly, Paragaph 3 does not deny board members' and offcers' right to parcipate in proxy

access. Rather, it imposes on them an employment condition that they not exercise that specific
right durg the tenure of their service. Seen in this light, Paragaph 3 is perfectly reasonable and
legaL.

2. Our Company Claims the Proposal is Excludable Because it Would Cause the Board to
Violate its Fiduciary Duties.

The Legal Opinon argues tht exercise of fiduciar duty may require tht the board treat certn
of

its members unequally, although such unequal treatment may not techncally be necessar.

fiduciary duty requies such treatment, then it is necessar. If, according to the
board's best business judgment, they should treat a certain board member unequaly, and
fiduciar duty requis them to act on thei best business judgment. then it is necessar that they
so treat that board member unequaly. In ths light, all Paragraph 5 realy does is requir the

Nonsens. If

board to notify shareowners, though published procedures, if and how they intend to treat proxy

access board members unequaly. Then shaeowners ca decide if they are comfortble that such
unequal treatment is realy in the best interests of

the Company.

3. Our Compan Claims the Proposal is Excludable Because it Could be Interpreted as
Impermissibly Prohibiting an Eligible Stockholder Group From Nominating More Thn One
Candidate for Director Election.

The Legal Opinon clais that the Proposal could be interpeted as prohibiting shaeowners from
running a ful slate of candidates under an independent proxy solicitation. It is difcult to see
what ths claim is basd on. Nowhere does the Proposal say such a thg. The Proposal never
even mentions independent proxy solicitations. Perhaps the company is arguing tht, because the
Proposal does't mention indepndent proxy solicitations, that implies that it would disallow

them. That would be like argug that, because the Proposa doesn't mention shaeowners' rights
to receive dividends when issued, that implies that it would disallow shaeowners from receiving
dividends as well.
4. Ou Company Claims the Proposal is Excludble Because it Could be Interpreted as
Requiring the Board to Amend the Company's Certifcate of lncoporation, Which the Board
Locks the Power or Authority to Unilaterally Implement.

The Proposal clealy does not requie the board to amend the arcles of incorporation. It leaves it
up to the board to choose the specific governg documents to amend. and it leaves it up to the
board what form the specific amendments should tae in order to implement the proposal.

Company's letter Section iv claims "The Proposal May Be Excluded Pursuant to Rule 14a
8(i)(1) Because the Proposal Is Not a Proper Subject for Action by the Company
Stockholders Under Delaware Law."
As described in our Company's letter, ths claim is predicated on the four clai addressed in the
preceding section above. As those claim are false, so is ths one.

Company's letter Section V claims "The Proposal May Be Excluded Pursuant to Rule 14a
8(i)(3) Because the Proposal is Vague and Indefiite and, Thus, Matenally False and
Misleadig in Violation of Rule 14a-9."
Section V of the Company's letter presents two arguments tht the proposal is vague and

indefinite. These are addressed below:

1. Our Company Claims the Proposal is Excludable Because it "is Subject to Multiple
the

Interpretations, Such That Stockholders Would Be Unable To Determine the Scope of

Proposal"
Here, our Company invokes their ealier flawed arguent that, because the Proposal doesn't
mention shareowners' right to nomiate a full slate of candidates via an independent proxy
solicitation, the proposal might be interpreted as extgushing that right. The earlier
counterarguent applies: The Proposal also doesn't mention shaeowners' right to receive

dividends when anounced, so why shouldn't the proposal be deemed vague for failig to clarfy
its impact on shareowners' right to receive dividends?

Our Company actually presents thee interpretations of the Proposal tht would purortedy
impact some or all shareowners' rights to nominate via an independent proxy solicitation. All of
these succumb to the above counterargument
Even if the proposal were subject to the varous interpretations proposed by our Company, it.

would not be vague or misleading. Except for the intended interpretation, all of the proposed
law. If a proposa is subject to
interetations would be blatatly ilegal under state and federal
multiple interpretations, but clearly only one is legal, the proposal is not vag or misleading.

2. Our Company Claims the Proposal is Excludable Because it "Contains Vaguely Worded
Mandates, Such That Stockholders and The Company Cannot Determine What Actions Would Be

Required. "

Our Company argues tht Paragraph 5 is vague, but all Paragaph 5 does is ask that the board
establish and enforce some stdad of equa treaent for board candidates and members
originally nointed under the Proposal. Paragraph 5 is worded to provide the board broad

discretion in implementi this. A proposal is not vage for merely granting the board broad
discretion. It is the natue and purose of boards tht they have discretion anyway.

For our Company to prove their clai that Paragaph 5 is vague, they must demonstrte how it is
vage. They propose five different ways it might be considered vague. Let's consider each of

these.
First, our Company chiims that Paragraph 5 might be interpreted to requie the board to
recommend the election of an Eligible Stockholder Group's candidates. Ths would be an

unusual interretation. Equivalent treatment is not the same thg as non-parsa treatment. A

more reasonable interpretation would be tht the board may support or oppose candidates as it
sees fi, and that other nomiatig pares may also do so as welL. If the board included in proxy

materials arguments for votig agaist candidates it opposed, equa treatment would then requie
that other nomiating pares also be allowed to do so. If the board were uncertn about what

would constute equivalent treatment in thee regards, it could clar its decisions in its
published procedures on the matter. Agai a proposal is not vague if it leaves matters to the
board's discretion.

Second, our Company clais that Paragraph 5 might be interpeted to require the Board to
provide as much inormation and background material on the Eligible Stockholder Group's

candidate as is provided on the Board's candidates. That would be a reasonable interpretation of
equivalent treatment. Ou Company points out nothg vague about ths, so it is not clear why
they mention it.

Thd, our Company claims that Paragraph 5 might be interpreted to requie the Company's
proxy solicitor to devote equal attention to solicit votes (e.g., mailings, phone calls, etc.) for an
Eligible Stockholder Group's candidate as is devoted to the Board's candidates. The legitiate

purose of a proxy solicitor is to solicit proxies to ensure a company has a quoru at its anual

meetig. For the board to spend Company resources to have a proxy solicitor actively promote
their own candidates over those of shareowners would not constitute equivalent treatment. Our
Company points out nothig vague about ths, so it is not clear why they mention it

Fourt, our Company clais that Paragraph 5 might be interpreted to requie the board to include
references to, and recommendations for election of, the Eligible Stockholder Group's candidate
in any "road shows" and other investor presentations made by the Company durg the election
contest. For the board to spend Company resources on a "road show" to promote their candidates
would clearly violate equal treatment. Our Company points out nothg vague about ths, so it is

not clear why they mention it.

Fift, our Company clais that Pargraph 5 might be interpreted to require tht, "afer a director
election, directors who were candidates of an Eligible Stockholder Group (a "Stockholder
Director") must be aforded 'equivalent treatment' compared to al other directors, and ths

requirement could eaily be read to require the Board to: (a) refrai from askig Stockholder
Directors with actu or potential conficts from abstanig from board deliberations on the

transation givig rise to the actua or potential conflict; (b) appoint a Stockholder Direcr as a
co-Presidig director irrespective of such Stockholder Director's quaifcations; (c) appoint a
Stockholder Director as a co-chaian and/or member of each Board commtte to which the
Board ha appointed diectors nomiated by the Company without regard to independence
requiements associatd with such commttees." This is al quite bize. For exaple, if the

board would ask any other member with a potential confict to absta, equivalent treatment

would requie tht they also ask any "stockholder diector" with a confict to abst Agai ff
the board were uicert about what would constitute equivalent treatment, it could clarify its
deCisions in its published procedures on the matter. Again a proposal is not vague if it leaves
matters to the board's discretion.

Based on the above, our Company has failed to identify a single way in which Paragaph 5 is
vague.

Company's letter Secton VI claims "The Proposal May Be Excluded Pursuant to Rule 14a
8(i)(6) Because the Company Lacks the Power or Authority to Implement the Proposal."
As described in our Company's lettr, this clai is predicated on the four claims raised in
that letter and addressed earlier in ths lettr. As those clais are false, so is this
Section III of
one.

Company's letter Section VI claims "The Proposal May Be Excluded Pursuant to Rule
Board Members
14a-8(i)(8)(ii) Because the Proposal Questions the Business Judgment of
the Company Expects to Nominate for Reelection at the 2012 Annual Meeting of
Stockholders. "

The preamble discusses the composition of the board, noting, among other causes for concern,
that only one board member has concurent duties on another board. This is a factu sttement

about the board's composition. It does not allude to individual board members. Even if it did,
that would not constitute questionig a board member's competence, as servng on other boards

is not
many possible contributors to a board members' competence. For example, it
is just one of
necessar tht a board member have trai in acuntig in order to be competent to serve. If a

board had just one member with trg in accounting, that might be cause for concern, but it
would not be a critique of individual board members' competence. All the members might
individualy be fully competent to serve. The problem would be with, not the individuals, but
with the board's overall composition.

This is to request that the Offce of Chief Counsel alow ths resolution to stand and be voted
upon in the 2012 proxy.
Sincerely,

~.

f\f ~

cc:
Kenneth Steiner
Fran J. Murdolo ..fran.murdolo(q.com::

(FRX: Rule 14a-8 Proposal, March 20,2012)

3* - Proxy Access
WHREAS, Most long-term shaeowners have no reasonable mean to make board nomiations,
this is based on a stadard "proxy access" proposal, as described in
htt://proxyexchange.org/standad_004.pel.

WHREAS, The Corporate Librar, an independent investment reseach fi rated our company
"D" with "High Governance Risk," and "High Concern" in executve pay - $8 milion for our

CEO/ Cha Howad Solomon, age 83. Anua bonuses continued to be discretionar and
long-term equity pay was tie-vested - not perormance-based. Four diectors had long tenure

respectively of 14, 14,35 and 48 years - independence concern Thee diectors were insiders or
inside-related - more independence concern. Thee diectors were age 71 to 83 - succession

plang concern. Only one diector had curent experience on an outside board - quacations
concern. Three directors owned no stock -lack of incentive concern.
RESOLVED, Shareowners ask our board, to the fullest extent permtted by law, to amend our
governg documents to alow shareowners to make board nominations as follows:
1. The Company proxy statement, form of proxy, and votig instrction forms shal include,

listed with the board's nominees, alphabetically by last name, nominees of:

a. Any par of one or more shareowners that ha collectively held, continuously for two
the Company's securities eligible to vote for the election of directors,
and/or

years, one percent of

b. Any par of shareowners of whom fift or more have each held contiuously for one year
a number of shaes of the Company's stock tht, at some point with the preceding 60 days,

was wort at least $2,000.
2. Any such par may mae one nomiation or, if greater, a Dumber of nominations equal to
12% of

the curent number of

board members, roundig down.

3. For any board election, no shareowner may be a
par. Board members and offcers of

member of

more th one suh nominatig

the Company may not be members of any such par.

4. All members of any par nomiti under item 1 ea), and at least fift members of any par
nomiati under item 1 (b), must af in wrting that they are not aware, and have no reason to
suspect, tht any member of their par has an explicit or implicit, direct or indirect ageement
regardig any nomiation with any member of another nominatig par, includig the

Company's board.

5. All board cadidates and members originaly nominated under these provisions shall be
aforded trtment equivalent, to the fulest extent possible, to that of the board's nominees.
Should the board determne that asects of such treatment canot be equivalent, the board shall
establish and make public procedures reasonably designed to ensure that such diferences are

both fair and necessar. Nomiees may include in the proxy statement a 500 word supportg
statement.

6. Each proxy sttement or special meeting notice to elect board members shal include
legal requiements for
insctons for nominating under these provisions, fuly explaining al
law,
state
law
and
the
governng
documents of our
nominators and nomiees under federal

company.
3* .

Please encourage our board to adopt ths proposal

Notes:
Kenneth Steiner,

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***

sponsored ths proposal.

Pleae note tht the title of the proposal is part of the proposal.

*Number to be assigned by the company.
This proposa is believed to conform with Sta

Legal Bulletin No. 14B (CF), September 15,

2004 including (emphasis added):
Accordingly, going forward, we believe that it would not be appropriate for
companies to exclude supporting statement language and/or an entire proposal in
reliance on rule 14a-8(1)(3) in the following circumstances:
. the company objects to factual assertions because they are not supported;
. the company objects to factual assertions that, while not materially false or

misleading, may be disputed or countered;
. the company Objects to factual assertions because those assertions may be
interpreted by shareholders in a manner that is unfavorable to the company, its
directors, or its offcers; and/or
. the company objects to statements because they represent the opinion of the
shareholder proponent or a referenced source, but the statements are not
identified specifically as such.

We believe that it is appropriate under rule 14a-8 for companies to address
these objections in their statements of opposition.
See also: Sun Microsysts, Inc. (July 21, 2005).
Stock will be held until afer the anua meetig and the propos
meetig. Please acknowledge ths proposal promptly by emal (0lmsed7p

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***

JOHN CHEVEDDEN
*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***

May 6. 2012
Offce of Chief Counsel

Division of Corporation Finance
Securities and Exchange Commission

100 F Stret NE
Washigton, DC 20549

# 1 Rule 14a-8 Proposal

Forest Laboratories, Inc. (FRX
Proxy Access

Kenneth Steiner
Ladies and Gentlemen:

This resonds to the April 9, 2012 company request to avoid ths rule 14a-8 proposa. A rebutt
is being prepared.
note that the rue 14a-8 proposal was submitted to the company on Mach 20, 2012 and
that the company submittd its no action request very early.

It is of

And apparently ths no action request may not have been formally received by the Sta as

indicated by ths website:
htt://ww.se.gov/divisions/corpfin/cf-noaction/14a-8-incoming.shtm

A rebuttal is being prepared. This is to request tht the Offce of Chief Counl allow ths
resolution to stand and be voted upon in the 2012 proxy.

~.~
. 000 Chevedden

cc:

Kenneth Steiner

Fran 1. Murdolo ..franmurdolo(q.com~

DORNUSH SCHR STRONGIN & VENAGLIA, LL
747 TH AVE
YORK NY 10017

NEW

ww.dsvla.com

Tel (212)759330

Fax (212) 753 7673

BY EMAL (shareholderproposals0)sec.gov)
U.S. Secuties and Exchange Commssion

Division of Corporation Finance
Offce of Chief Counsel

100 F Street, N.E.
Washigton, D.C. 20549

Re: Forest Laboratories, Inc. - Section 14(a), Rule 14a-8 Stockholder Proposal

Submitted by Kenneth Steiner
Ladies and Gentlemen:

On Apri 9, 2012, we subnutted a letter (the ''No-Action Request'') on behalf of our client,
Forest Laboratories, Inc., a Delaware corporation ("Forest" or the "Company''), notifyg the Staff
of the Division of Corporation Finance (the "Staff') of the Secuties and Exchange Commssion (the

"C~mmission") that the Company intends to onut from its proxy statement and form of proxy
(collectively, the "2012 Proxy Materials'') for its 2012 Annual Meetig of Stockholders a stockholder

proposal (the "Proposal'') and statements in support thereof (the "Supportng Statement'') received
from Kenneth Steiner (the "Proponent''), namigJohn Chevedden as his designated representative
(the "Representative'').
In addition to settig fort the reasons for our belief that the Proposal could be excluded from
the 2012 Proxy Materials pursuant to Rules 14a-8(i)(1), 14a-8(i)(2), 14a-8(i)(3), 14a-8(i)(6) and
14a-8(i)(8)(üi), the No-Action Request also indicated that (a) in accordance with Rule 14a-8(f)(1), the

Company had sent a letter (the "Deficiency Notice") to the Representative on March 30, 2012
requestig a wrtten statement from the record owner of the Proponent's shares verifyg that the

Proponent had beneficialy owned the requisite number of shares of the Company's stock
contiuously for at least one year as of the date of subnussion of the Proposal (the "Ownership
Verification") and (b) as of the date the No-Action Request was subnutted to the Commssion, the
Company had not received the requied Owership Verification in response to the Deficiency Notice.

With the precedig in mid, the purpose of ths letter is to advise the Staff that the Company
has received the requied Owership Verification, which had been inadvertently nusplaced unti its

discovery earlier today. A copy of the Ownership Verification is attached hereto as Exhbit A.

Conclusion
Although it now appears that the Proponent has met the eligibilty and procedural
requiements set forth in Rules 14a-8(a)-(e), based on the analysis set forth in the No-Action Request,
we respectfully request that the Staff concur that it wi take no action if the Company excludes the
Proposal from the 2012 Proxy Materials.

199,407

u.s. Secuties and Exchange Commsion
Offce of Chief Counel
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We would be happy to provide you with any additiona information and answer any questions

tht you may have regadig ths subject. If we ca be of any fuer assistace in ths matter, please
do not hesitate to contact me at (212) 759-3300 or vi ema ~tstrongi~dssvlaw.com.

t?',l "
Landey Strong

cc: Kenneth Steier
John Chevedden

Herschel S. Weistei, Esq.

I

¡,.

EXHIBIT A
KENNTH STEINER OWNRSHIP VERIFICATION

04/04/2012 12: 55

lI Amemrade

Pos-jl- Fax Note
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Re: TO Amerltfar;e account ending in

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***
~

Dear Kenneth SiGlnér.

~

~

ThnK you fer aiiowing me to asist you today. Pursuanllo your request, thjG letter Is to confirm ~t you
have contiuously held no less th 500 shares. each of:

~

l

Medtroni (MDT) .

;!

Forest la (~X)

~

H&R Block (HRa)
*** accuri
FISMA
& OMB
M-07-161, ***
In the TO Amentrade ClGarlng, Inc.. DTC # 0188,
ending
InMemorandum
since January
2011.

If you h$ve any further quesliona, please conta 800-9-3900 to lSrieak WI a TD Amrilrae Client

Service repr&èntae. or e-mail usatcllentserv~tdamñtrø.com. We ar avalable 24 hours a

l
~

!

day, seven days a Wê1ilc

()~..,

~

~ncreJY'

l,

Dan Slffrlng

Resea Speçialist
TO Amilrada

'J19lnfoiin Ì$ fIm¡$~ as part of a siencUlllnfoiaUon 6ev\oe.and TO AmenAl~ slalloot be iile for any damag~ 4rng
oul of att Inacuracy III the lnfoiinan. Becaus9 thla infommon may (1lIIer fr yor TO Alii ronll lIi.ent yo
shod rely only on the

'TO AmIiriB inonllly statement ø. lIB ofia reÇM of you TO Amntiade acnt

'W Annlde do not provid InveSlmeni. legal of tal( adce. Pleaø oon&lilt your Investnt legsl or (ax adsor regardng tax
conGOueii~ of~oW tIEliisaçtlO"".

TO AmriIf,Inc, membe F1NRNIPC/NFA. TO Amllmde iS a tideiMkioin owned by TO Amerlli IP company, Inc.
end The Totonto-Domlnion Ilank.
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DORNUSH SCHR STRONGIN & VENAGLIA, LL

747 'lAVE
YORK NY 10017

NEW

ww.davla.com

Te (212) 759 330

Fax (212) 753 7673

BY EMAIL (shareholderproposals~sec.gov)
U.S. Secuties and Exchange Commssion

Division of Corporation Finance
Offce of Chief Counsel

100 F Street, N.E.
Washigton, D.C. 20549

Re: Forest Laboratories, Inc. - Section 14(a), Rule 14a-8 Stockholder Proposal

Submitted by Kenneth Steiner
Ladies and Gentlemen:

Ths letter is to inform you that our client, Forest Laboratories, Inc., a Delaware corporation
("Forest" or the "Company"), intends to onut from its proxy statement and form of proxy
"2012

(collectively, the "2012 Proxy Materials'') for its 2012 Annual Meetig of Stockholders (the

Annual Meeting'') a stockholder proposal (the "Proposal'') and statements in support thereof (the

"Supportng Statement') received from Kenneth Steiner (the "Proponent'), namigJohn
Chevedden as his designated representative (the "Representative''). A copy of the Proposal, the
Supportg Statement and related correspondence from the Proponent is attached hereto as Exhbit
A.1

Legal Buleti No. 14D
(November 7,2008) ("SLB 14D''), we are maig ths letter and its attachments to the Staff of the
Division of Corporation Finance (the "Staff') of the Secuties and Exchange Commssion (the
"Commission") at shareholderproposals~sec.gov no later than eighty (80) calendar days before the
date the Company expects to fie its defitive 2012 Proxy Materials with the Commssion and have
concurently sent copies of this correspondence to the Proponent and the Representative.
Pursuant to Rule 14a-8G) and in accordance with Section C of

Staff

Rule 14a-8(k) and Section E of SLB 14D provide that stockholder proponents are requied to
send companies a copy of any correspondence that the stockholder proponents elect to subnut to the
Commssion or the Staff. Accordigly, we are takg ths opportunity to inform the Proponent that if
the Proponent elects to subnut additional correspondence to the Commssion or the Staff with respect

to the Proposal, a copy of that correspondence should be fushed concurrently to the undersigned
1 After config that the Proponent was not a stockholder of record, in accordance with Rule 14a-8(f)(1), the Company

sent a letter (the "Deficiency Notice") to the Representative on Mach 30, 2012 requestig a written statement from the
record owner of the Proponent's shares verig that the Proponent had beneficiy owned the requisite number of shares
of the Company's stock contiuously for at least one year as of the date of submission of the ProposaL. Please see Exhibit
:I attached hereto. Records confim that the Representative received the Deficiency Notice at 1 :21 p.m. on Apri

2, 2012.

Please see Exhibit C attched hereto. As of the date hereof, the Company has not received the requied ownership
verification. As such, the Company reserves the right to exclude the Proposal from the 2012 Proxy Materis in the event
the Proponent fais to provide the Company a response contaig the requied ownership verification that is postmarked
or transmitted electronicaly by Apri
14a-8(f)

16, 2012, which is the last day of the 14 day response period set fort in Rule

(1).

199,302
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on behalf of the Company pursuant to Rule 14a-8(k) and SLB 14D.

i. The Proposal
The Proposal is set fort below.
WHERES, Most long-term shareowners have no reasonable means to make
board nomiations, this is based on a standard "proxy access" proposal, as
described in http://proxyexchange.org/standard 004.pdf.

WHERES, The Corporate librar, an independent investment research fi
rated our company "D" with "High Governance Risk," and "High Concern" in

executive pay - $8 mion for our CEO/Chaian Howard Solomon, age 83.
Annual bonuses contiued to be discretionar and long-term equity pay was
tie-vested - not performance-based. Four diectors had long tenure respectively of

14,14,35 and 48 years - independence concern. Thee diectors were insiders or
inside-related- more independence concern. Thee diectors were age 71 to 83 
succession planng concern. Only one diector had cuent experience on an

outside board- qualfications concern. Three diectors owned no stock - lack of
incentive concern.
RESOLVED, Shareowners ask our board, to the fuest extent penntted by law, to
amend our governg documents to

alow shareowners to make board nomiations

as follows:

1. The Company proxy statement, form of proxy, and votig instrction forms
shal include, listed with the board's nomiees, alphabeticaly by last name,
nomiees of:
a. Any par of one or more shareowners that has collectively held,
contiuously for two years, one percent of the Company's securties eligible to
vote for the election of diectors, and/or

b. Any par of shareowners of whom fifty or more have each held
contiuously for one year a number of shares of the Company's stock that, at
some point with the precedig 60 days, was worth at least $2,000.

2. Any such part may make one nomiation or, if greater, a number of
nomiations equal to 12% of the current number of board members, roundig
down.
3. For any board election, no shareowner may be a member of more than one such

nomiatig par. Board members and officers of the Company may not be

members of any such part.
4. Al members of any party nomiatig under item 1 (a), and at least fifty members
of any party nomiatig under item 1

(b), must affi in wrtig that they are not

u.s. Securties and Exchange Commssion
Offce of Chief Counsel
Apri 9, 2012
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aware, and have no reason to suspect, that any member of their par has an explicit

or implicit, diect or indiect, agreement regadig any nomiation with any member
of another nominatig par, includig the Company's board.
5. All board candidates and members origially nomiated under these provisions

possible, to that of the
shal be afforded treatment equivalent, to the fullest extent
board's nomiees. Should the board determe that aspects of such treatment
cannot be equivalent, the board shal establish and make public procedures
reasonably designed to ensure that such differences are both fai and necessar.

Nomiees may include in the proxy statement a 500 word supportg statement.

6. Each proxy statement or special meetig notice to elect board members shal
legal
requiements for nomiators and nomiees under federal law, state law and the
include instrctions for nomiatig under these provisions, fuy explaig al

governg documents of our company.
Please encourage our board to adopt ths proposal *3.

For puroses of ths letter, we refer to the criteria set forth in each of

Paragraphs 1

(a) and 1

(b)

as the "Eligibilty Criteria" and the stockholders who satisfy that criteria as an "Eligible
Stockholder Group."

II. Bases for Exclusion
We hereby respectfuy request that the Staff concur in Forest's view that it may exclude the
Proposal from the 2012 Proxy Materials pursuant to:
. Rule 14a-8(i)(1) because the Proposal is not a proper subject matter for action by

the Company's stockholders under Delaware law (please see Section IV;
. Rule 14a-8(i)(2) because implementation of the Proposal would violate Delaware

law (please see Section III);
. Rule 14a-8(i)(3) because the Proposal is vague and indefite and, therefore,
materialy false and misleadig in violation of

Rule 14a-9 (please see Section V);

. Rule 14a-8(i)(6) because Forest lacks the power or authority to implement the

Proposal (please see Section VI; and
. Rule 14a-8(i)(8)(ii) because the Proposal questions the competence, business

judgment and character of diectors that Forest expects to nomiate for
2012 Anual Meetig (please see Section VII).

reelection at the upcomig

III. The Proposal May Be Excluded Pursuant to Rule 14a-8(i)(2) Because Implementation of
the Proposal Would Violate State Law.
Rule 14a-8(i) (2) permts a company to exclude a stockholder proposal if implementation of the
proposal would cause the company to violate any state, federal or foreign law to which it is subject. As

discussed below and confied by the legal opinon of Morrs, Nichols, Arsht & Tunnell LLP
regadig Delaware law, attached hereto as Exhibit D (the "Delaware Opinion''), implementation of

U.S. Securties and Exchange Commssion
Offce of Cluef Counsel
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the Proposal would cause the Company to violate Delaware law. In parcuar, because the Proposal (i)
would impertssibly discriate agaist stockholders dependig on whether or not they are diectors

Directors (the "Board'') to
or officers of the Company; (ü) would cause the Company's Board of
violate its fiduciar duties; (il) could impertssibly prolubit an Eligible Stockholder Group from
nomiatig more than one candidate for diector election; and (iv) could requie the Company to
uniaterally amend its certficate of incorporation in violation of the General Corporation Law of the
State of
Delaware (the ''DGeL''), it may be onutted from the 2012 Proxy Materials pursuant to Rule
14a-8(i)(2) as a violation oflaw.
1. The Proposal is Excludable Because it Would ImpermissiblY Discrminate Against Stockholders Depending
on Whether or Not They Are Directors or Offcers of the Compa'!.

Under Paragraph 3 of the Proposal, stockholders who are Board members or officers of the
Company cannot be a part of an Eligible Stockholder Group, and therefore they would not be subject

to the Proponent's proxy access regie and the accompanyig nomiee litations. As more fuy
explaied in the Delaware Opinon, in doing so, the Proposal would violate the Delaware law doctre

of equal treatment. Under ths doctrne and subject to two lited exceptions that are not applicable in
ths case, holders of shares of the same class of stock must be provided equal rights and restrctions in
accordance with their pro rata share ownerslup. Consequently, the inclusion of a provision in the
Company's governg docuents that discriates agast stockholders dependig on whether or

not they are diectors or officers would violate Delaware law.

On numerous occasions, the Staff, pursuant to Rule 14a-8(i)(2), has perttted exclusion of
stockholder proposals regardig amendments to governg documents that, if implemented, would

cause the company to violate state law. See, e.g., Vail &sorts, Inc. (Sep. 16, 2011 ) (concurrg with
exclusion of stockholder proposal to amend the bylaws to "make distrbutions to stockholders a
lugher priority than debt repayment or asset acquisition" under Rule 14a-8(i)(2) because the proposal
with the exclusion
would cause the company to violate state law); BallCorp. Gan. 25, 2010) (concurg
of a stockholder proposal requestig that the company take the necessar steps to declassify its board
of diectors where such declassification would violate state law); Citigroup Inc. (Feb. 18,2009)

(concurg with exclusion of stockholder proposal to amend the bylaws to establish a board
commttee on U.S. econonuc securty under Rule 14a-8(i)(2) because the proposal would cause the
company to violate state law); AT &1: Inc. (Feb. 19, 2008) (concurg with the exclusion under Rule
14a-8(i)(2) and Rule 14a-8(i)(6) of proposals requestig that the company take the necessar steps to
amend the company's governg docuents to pertt stockholders to act by wrtten consent and that

the board adopt cuulative votig because the proposals would cause the company to violate state
law); The Boeing Co. (Feb. 19,2008) (Simar proposal seekig uniateral board action eliatig
restrctions on stockholder actions by wrtten consent violates Delaware law); Monsanto Co. (Nov. 7,

2008, mono denied, Dec. 18, 2008) (concurg with exclusion of stockholder proposal to amend the
bylaws to requie diectors to take an oath of alegiance to the U.S. Constitution under Rule 14a-8(i)(2)

because the proposal would cause the company to violate state law); General Motors Corp. (Apr. 19,

2007) (proposed bylaw amendment requig each company diector to oversee, evaluate and advise
certai functional company groups violates Section 141 (a) of the DGCL, wluch provides that al
diectors have the same oversight duties unless otherwse provided in the company's certificate of
incorporation); and Hewlett-Packard Co. Gan. 6,2005) (concurg with exclusion of a stockholder

proposal recommendig that the company amend its bylaws so that no offcer may receive annual

u.s. Secuties and Exchange Cotnssion
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compensation in excess of certai lits without approval by a vote of "the majority of the

stockholders" under Rule 14a-8(i)(2) because the proposal would cause the company to violate state

law). .

2. The Proposal is Excludable Because it Would Cause the Board to Violate its Fiduciary Duties.

Paragraph 5 of the Proposal ("Paragraph 5") asks the Board to amend the Company's
governg docuents to requie that the Board afford "equivalent treatment" to "al board candidates

and members origialy nomiated" under theProposal as compared to "the board's nomiees."
Paragraph 5 also provides that if the Board deternunes that diector candidates or diectors should be
treated differently, the Board is requied to adopt, and publicly disclose, policies that are reasonably
designed to ensure that the differences are "both fai and necessar."

The Proposal is vague and unclear as to whether it is intended to requie "equivalent
treatment' to an Eligible Stockholder Group's candidate only durg the contest leadig to the

election of diectors or also to provide equivalent treatment to an Eligible Stockholder Group's
candidate after he or she is elected to the Board. As set fort in greater detai in the Delaware Opinon,
however, in either case, the Proposal violates Delaware law because the Board cannot pronuse to
provide equivalent treatment to al diector candidates, or even all diectors once elected. In parcuar,

dependig on the cicustances and the identity of the diector candidate or diector, the Board's
fiduciar duties may requie that a diector candidate or a diector be treated differently from others.
Moreover, under Delaware law, the Board may treat candidates and diectors differently whenever
they determe, based on their own good faith business judgment, that differential treatment is
advisable and in the best interest of stockholders. Consequently, there is no requiement under

Delaware law that the Board justify differenti treatment as "fai and necessary", and the Company's
governg documents cannot be amended to impose such a new duty on the Board.
3. The Proposal is Excludable Because it Could be Interpreted as ImpermissiblY Prohibiting an Eligible
Stockholder Group From Nominating More Than One Candidate for Director Electon.

The Proposal requests that the Board amend the Company's governg docuents to alow
stockholders to nomiate, subject to certai substantive and procedural criteria that are included in the
Proposal, individuals for election to the Board. In parcular, the resolution (the "Resolution") and
paragraphs 1 and 2 ("Paragraphs 1 and 2'') set forth in the Proposal state:
RESOLVED, Shareowners ask our board, to the fullest extent permitted by law, to amend our
governing documents to allow shareowners to make board nominations as follows:

1. The Compaf! pro:K statement, form of pro:K, and voting instruction forms shaD include

. . . nominees of raf! "part" that sati-res the Eligibility Criteria)
2. Af! such part mqy make one nomination or, if greater, a number of nominations equal
to 12% of the currnt number of board members, rounding down.

The Proposal is vague and unclear as to whether it is intended to be the exclusive means by
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which Eligible Stockholder Groups may nomiate a candidate for diector election.2 In particular,

when read together, the Resolution and Paragraphs 1 and 2 literally mandate that Eligible Stockholder
Groups exclusively use the procedures set forth in the Proposal to submit stockholder nomiations
for diector election and therefore lit the absolute number of diector candidates such Eligible

Stockholder Groups may nomiate for election to the Board. As more fuy explaied in the Delaware
Opinon, under Delaware law, each stockholder possesses a fundamental right to nomiate diector
candidates equal to the number of diector seats subject to election, which in the Company's case is
cuendy 10. In contrast, the Proposal would prevent Eligible Stockholder Groups from presentig a

slate of candidates to change a majority of the members of the Board. Because Delaware law views a
stockholder's abilty to make nomiations as a fudamental right that is necessar to make the

stockholder franchise meanigful, it does not permt ths tye of encroachment on the stockholder
franchise.3
4. The Proposal is Excludable Because it Could be Interpreted as Requiring the Board to Amend the Company's
Incorporation, Which the Board Lacks the Power or Authority to UnilaterallY Implement.

Certficate of

As noted above in Section III

(2)

, the Proposal requests that the Board amend the Company's

governg docuents to facitate stockholder nomiations to the Board. The Proposal, however, is
vague and unclear as to whether the requested changes are intended to be implemented though an
amendment to the Company's certficate of incorporation, bylaws, or both.4 To the extent that the
approval of the Proposal at the 2012 Annual Meetig would requie the amendment of the Company's
certficate of incorporation, the Proposal would result in a violation of Delaware law.
As more fully explaied in the Delaware Opinon, amendments to a corporation's certficate of
2 .As discussed in greater deta in Section V(l) below, the Proposal could literaly be read as requig Elible Stockholder
Groups to exclusively use the procedures set fort in the Proposal to submit stockholder diector nomiations. Under
ths readig, stockholders other than Elgible Stockholder Groups would be excluded from the diector nomiation regie
set fort in the Proposal.

3 The Resolution includes a "savigs clause," which asks the Board, "to the fuest extent permtted by law," to amend the
Company's "governig documents" to implement the Proposal. However, a savigs clause canot rescue an otherse
ilega proposal. .As noted in the Delawae Opinon, Delaware law does not permt the tye of encroachment on the

stockholder franchise that the Proposal would impose. Includig the savigs clause at best renders the Proposal nonsen
sical since, as a practical matter, the clause effectively requies the Board "to violate Delaware law, to the fuest extent
permtted by law." In addition, for the reasons set fort below in Section V(l), we respectfuy submit that the savigs
clause provides another basis to exclude the Proposal pursuant to Rule 14a-8(i)(3).
4 As a preliar matter, we note that the Proposal is vialy identical to the "Model Proxy Access Proposal" avaible

on the United States Proxy Exchange's ("USPX") website and accessible at: htt://proxyexchange.org/standad 004.pdf
(the "Model Proposal'). The Model Proposal, in tun, is updated version of an earlier standard (the "Prior Model
Proposal') that was revised in response to the Commssion's decision on March 7, 2012 to grt Ban of .Aerica

Corporation, The Goldm Sachs Group; Inc., Textron, Inc., Chiquita Brands International, Inc., Sprit Nextel
Corporation, and MEMC Electronic Materi, Inc. approval to exclude "proxy access" proposals that were based on the
Prior Model Proposal from thei respective proxy materials. Whe the Resolution in the Prior Model Proposal requested
the boad to "amend our bylaws and governg documents", the Model Proposal was revised to request that the board
"amend our governig documents." Whe the USPX did not explai the basis for ths change, we assume that the clause
"bylaws and" was deleted to mae it clearer t;at companes could

be requied to amend their charers to implement the

proposal since the USPX could just as easily have (but did not) deleted the clause "and governg documents" instead to
make it clear that only the bylaws would be amended.
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incorporation must comply with DGCL Section 242. DGCL Section 242 requies that amendments
fist be adopted by the board of diectors and declared advisable, and then submitted for and approved
by the holders of a majority of the stock entitled to vote on such amendments. See DGCL Section
242(b)(1). Accordigly, under Delaware law, a corporation's board of diectors may not unateraly
has
amend a corporation's certficate of incorporation as contemplated by the Proposal. The Staff

previously confied that a proposal that recommends, requests, or requies the board of diectors to
amend the company's charter, rather than requestig the board to "take the steps reasonably
necessar to amend the charter, may be omitted from a company's proxy statement under Rule
14a-8(i)(1), 14a-8(i)(2) or 14a-8(i)(6). In particuar, in Section B of SLB 14D, the Staff stated:
If a proposal recommends, requests, orrcquires the board of diretors to amend the compa'!'s
charter, we mqy concur that there is some basis for the compa'! to omit the proposal in reliance on rule

14a-8 (i)(1), rule 14a-8 (i)(2), or rule 14a-8 (i)(6) if the compa'! meets its burden of establishing that

applicable state law requires a'! such amendment to be initiated by the board and then approved by
shareholders in order for the charter to be amended as a matter of law. In accordance with longstanding
staf practice, however, our response mqy permit the proponent to revie the proposal to provide that the

board of directors ''take the steps necesar" to amend the compa'!'s charter. If the proponent revies the

proposal in this manner within the time frame specified in our response letter, we do not believe there
would be a basisfor the compa'! to exclude the proposal under rule 14a-8(i)(1), rule 14a-8(i)(2), or

rule 14a-8(i)(6).

On numerous occasions, the Staff, pursuant to Rule 14a-8(i)(2), has permtted exclusion of
stockholder proposals requestig that a company amend its certficate of incorporation. See, e.g., SBC
Communications Inc. a an. 11, 2004) (concug in the omission under Rule 14a-8(i) (2) and Rule

board seats from twenty one
to fourteen uness revised as a recommendation or request that the board of diectors take the steps
14a-8(i)(6) of a proposal requig the company to reduce the number of

necessar to implement the proposal); Sears, Rnebuck and Co. (Feb. 17, 1989) (concug in the

omission under the predecessor Rule 14a-8(c)(2) and 14a-8(c)(6) (now Rules 14a-8(i)(2) and

14a-8(i)(6)) of a proposal requig the company to declassify the board unless revised to urge that the
board of diectors take the steps necessar to effect the proposal).

As in the letters cited above, the Proposal, if implemented, could requie the Company to
Company has neither the power nor
unaterally amend its certficate of incorporation, wmch the
authority to do. Therefore, the Proposal is excludable pursuant to Rule 14a-8(i)(2).5

iv. The Proposal May Be Excluded Pursuant to Rule 14a-8(i)(1) Because the Proposal Is Not
a Proper Subject for Action by the Company Stockholders Under Delaware Law.
Rule 14a-8(i)(1) permts an issuer to exclude a proposal if it "is not a proper subject for action by
5 Although the Proposal "asks" the Boad to amend the Company's governg documents to facitate stockholder

nomiations to the Board, the Staff has indicated that it wi not recommend enforcement action even if a company ex
AT&T Inc. (Feb. 7,2006)
cludes a precatory proposal because the recommended action would violate state law. See
(fidig a basis for exclusion, under Rule 14a-8(i)(2), of a proposal "recommendig" that a board of diectors adopt
cumulative votig as a by-law or a long-term policy, where the company contended that, under Delaware law, cumulative
votig could only be adopted though an amendment to the certficate of incorporation, and that, even if such an
amendment were requested, diectors could not implement such an amendment unateraly).
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shareholders under the laws of the jursdiction of the company's organization." As described both
above in Section III and in the Delaware Opinon in greater detai, the Proposal would cause the
Company to violate Delaware law because it (i) would impermssibly discriate agast stockholders
dependig on whether or not they are diectors or officers of the Company; (ü) would cause the Board

to violate its fiduciar duties; (il) would impermssibly prohibit an Eligible Stockholder Group from
nomiatig more than one candidate for diector election; and (iv) could requie the Company to
unaterally amend its certficate of incorporation in violation of the DGCL. Because the Proposal, if
implemented, would cause the Company to violate Delaware law, we believe the Proposal is also not a
proper subject for stockholder action under Delaware law.6

V. The Proposal May Be Excluded Pursuant to Rule 14a-8(i)(3) Because the Proposal is
Vague and Indefinite and, Thus, Materially False and Misleading in Violation of Rule 14a-9.
Pursuant to Rule 14a-8(i)(3), a company may exclude a stockholder proposal if the proposal or
supportig statement is contrar to any of the Commssion's proxy rules, includig Rule 14a-9, which
prohibits materialy false or misleadig stàtements in proxy solicitig materials. In Staff

Lega Buleti

No. 14B (September 15,2004) ("SLB 14B''), the Staff stated that a proposal wi violate Rule
14a-8(i) (3) when "the resolution contaied in the proposal is so inerently vague or indefinte that

neither the stockholders votig on the proposal, nor the company in implementig the proposal (if
adopted), would be able to determe with any reasonable certaity exactly what actions or measures

the proposal requies." Because the Proposal (i) is subject to varous interpretations with respect to the
scope of the Proposal; and (ü) includes vaguely worded mandates, the Proposal may be omitted from
the 2012 Proxy Materials pursuant to Rule 14a-8(i)(3).
1 The Proposal is Excludable Because the Proposal is S uiject to Multile Interpretations,
the Proposal

Such That Stockholders Would Be Unable to Determine the Scope of

The Staff

has concured that a proposal is excludable under Rule 14a-8(i)(3) where a material

provision of the proposal is drafted such that it is subject to multiple interpretations. For example, in
Bank Mutual Cop. Oan. 11,2005), the Staff concured with the exclusion of a proposal that "a

mandatory retiement age be established for al diectors upon attaig the age of 72 years" because it
was unclear whether the mandatory retiement age was to be 72 years or whether the mandatory
retiement age would be determed when a diector ~ttais the age of 72 years. Simarly, in
Britol-Myers Squibb Co. (Rossi) (Feb. 19,2009), the proposal requested that the company amend its

governg documents to grant stockholders the right to cal a special meetig of stockholders and
further requied that any "such bylaw and/or charer text wi not have anYexception or exclusion

conditions (to the fuest extent permtted by state law) applyig to shareowners only and meanwhie
not apply to management and/or the board." The Staff concurred with the company's arguent that
6 Simar to the Company's argument to exclude the Proposal pursuant to Rule 14a-8(i)(2), although the Proposal "asks"
has
the Board to amend the Company's governi docuents to facitate stockholder nomiations to the Board, the Staff
indicated that it wi not recommend enforcement action even if a company excludes a precatory proposal because the
recommended action is not a proper subject for stockholder action under state law. Pennzoil Corp. (Mar. 22, 1993) (statig

that the Staff would not recommend enforcement action agaist Pennoil for excludig a precatory proposal, under Rule
14a-8(i)(1), that asked diectors to adopt a by-law that could be amended only by the stockholders because, under Delawae

law, "there is a substantial question as to whether. . . the diectors may adopt a by-law provision that specifies that it may
be amended only by shareholders.").
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the proposal was vague and indefinte because it was drafted ambiguously such that it could be
interpreted to requie either: (i) a stockholder right to cal a special meetig with a prerequisite stock

ownership theshold that did not apply to stockholders who were members of "management and/ or
the board"; or (ü) that any "exception or exclusion conditions" applied to stockholders also be applied
to "management and/or the board." See also The Dow Chemical Co. (Rssi) (Feb. 17, 2009) and General

Electrc Co. Oan. 26, 2009) (same as Bristol-Myers Squibb Co. above); Fuqua Industries, Inc. (Mar. 12, 1991)
(concurg that "any action ultiately taken by the Company upon implementation (of the proposal)

could be signficantly different from the actions envisioned by shareholders votig on the proposal'');
International Business Machines Corp. (Feb. 2, 2005) (concurrg with the exclusion of a proposal regardig

executive compensation as vague and indefite because the identity of the affected executives was
susceptible to multiple interpretations); Philadelphia Electc Co. Oul. 30, 1992) (notig that the proposal,
which was susceptible to multiple interpretations due to ambiguous syntax and gramar, was "so

inherently vague and indefite that neither the shareholders ... nor the (c)ompany ... would be able to
determe with any reasonable certaity exactly what actions or measures the proposal requies''); and
Capital
One Financial Corp. (Feb. 7, 2003) (concug in the exclusion of a proposal under Rule

14a-8(i) (3) where the company argued that its shareholders "would not know with any certaity what
they are votig either for or agast'').

As a preliar matter, whie the first whereas clause of the Proposal implies that its purpose

is to provide Company stockholders a "reasonable means to make board nomiations", the process by
which the Proposal wi accomplish ths goal is vague and unclear since the Proposal could literaly be
read a number of different ways. Under a literal readig of the Proposal, it requies Eligible
Stockholder Groups to exclusively use the procedures set forth in the Proposal to submit stockholder
diector nomiations, in which case the Proposal would lit the absolute number of diector

candidates any Eligible Stockholder Group may nomiate for election to the Board.7 The Proposal

could also literaly be read as actualy prohibitig any Company stockholder who does not meet the
Eligibilty Criteria from makig any nomiations.8 Yet another potential readig of the Proposal is
that it is intended solely as a proxy access mechansm and therefore intended to serve as an optional
means for Eligible Stockholder Groups to submit candidates for diector elections but does not
otherwse restrct a stockholder who wishes to forego proxy access and solicit its own proxies for its
candidates.9 Correspondigly, the Proposal raises simar interpretative issues with respect to

whether it is intended to preclude stockholders who are officers and diectors from submittig
candidates for diector elections altogether, or to simply exclude them from diector nomiation
regie set forth in the Proposal.

7 The Proposal states that Elible Stockholder Group nomiees "shal" be included in the Company's proxy materis and
"such" Eligible Stockholder Groups may only nomiate the greater of one candidate or a number equal to 12% of the
Board (rounded down).

8 In other words, when the openig clause of the Resolution specifies that stockholders may make board nomiations in
accordance with the Proposal, it could be read to mean stockholders may onlY mae nomiations in accordance with the
Proposal.
9 11s readig of the Proposal is not supported by its literal terms, but by titlg the Proposal "proxy access" a stockholder
might read the Proposal as providig an optional rather than mandatory regie, since members of the wider corporate
governance community often th of proxy access as an optional regie that would not preclude stockholders from
solicitig their own proxies (i.e., separate from a right of access to the company's proxy materials).
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Simarly, both Paragraph 5 and the Resolution contai "savigs clauses" which are intended to
prevent the Proposal from violatig applicable laws by providig that the procedures set fort in the

Proposal wi be modified to address any legal conflcts. However, if the Proponent were permtted to
qualfy the Proposal with the entie corpus of Delaware law, stockholders would have no way of

knowig what, consistent with Delaware law, would remai of the Proposal on which they are being
asked to vote. More to the point, the "savigs clauses" render the language set forth in Paragraph 5 and
the Resolution indetermate since the natue of those changes, if any, wi not be clear at the tie the
Company's stockholders wi be asked to vote on the Proposal.

Consistent with the precedent cited above, the Company's stockholders cannot be expected to
make an informed decision on the merits of the Proposal if they are unable "to determe with any
reasonable certaity exacdywhat actions or measures the proposal requies." SLB 14B. Accordigly,
as a result of the vague and indefite natue of the Proposal, the Proposal is impermssibly misleadig
in violation of

Rule 14a-9 and, thus, excludable in its entiety under Rule 14a-8(i)(3).

2. The Proposal Is Excludable Because The Proposal Contains VaguelY Worded Mandates, Such That

Stockholders and The Company Cannot Determine What Actions Would Be &quired.

Rule 14a-8(i)(3) also applies where a proposal requies a specific action but the proposal's

description or reference to that action is vague and indefite such that neither stockholders nor a
company would be able to determe with any reasonable certaity exacdy what actions or measures
the proposal requies. The precedent for the exclusion of such proposals is legion. PetSmart Inc. (Apr.

12,2010) (concug with exclusion under Rule 14a-8(i)(3) of a proposal requestig the board to
requie that company suppliers bar the purchase of anals for sale from distrbutors that have
violated or are under investigation for violations of "the law," notig specifically that the proposal
does not explai what the reference to "the law" means); Cascade Financial Corp. (Mar. 4, 2010)

(concurrig in exclusion of a proposal requestig that the company refrai from makg any monetar
chartable donations and otherwse eliate al "non-essential expenditues," where the company
argued that the proposal did not defie "non-essential expenditures"); Bank of Amerca Corp. (Feb. 22,

2010) (concug with exclusion of a proposal to amend the company's bylaws to establish a board
'commttee on "US Economic Secuty," where the company argued that the proposed bylaw did not
adequately explai the scope and duties of the proposed board commttee); General Electric Co. (Dec.

31,2009) (concurig with exclusion of a proposal specifyg that each board member with at least
eight years of tenure wi be "forced ranked" and that the "bottom ranked" diector not be
re-nomiated); General Motors Corp. (Mar. 26, 2009) (concurrig with exclusion of proposal assertg

that the company's "CEOS and diectors" are overpaid and requestig eliation of "al incentives

for the CEOS and the Board of Directors," where the company argued that the proposal did not
defie what constituted an "incentive" and, when combined the supportg statement, was unclear
regarding which executives' compensation would be affected); Alaska Air Group Inc. (Apr. 11,2007)

(concurg with the exclusion of a stockholder proposal requestig that the company's board amend
the company's governg instrments to "assert, affir and defie the right of the owners of the
company to set standards of corporate governance" as vague and indefite); NSTAR Qan. 5,2007)

(concurg in the omission of a proposal requestig standards of "record keeping of fuiancial
records" as inherendy vague and indefite because the proponent faied to defie the terms "record
keeping" or "fiancial records"); Peoples Energ Corp. (Nov. 23,2004 mono denied

Dec. 10,2004)

(concurrig in the exclusion as vague of a proposal requestig that the board amend the charter and
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by-laws "to provide that offcers and diectors shal not be indemnfied from personal liabilty for acts

or omissions involvig gross negligence or reckless neglect' where the proponent faied to defie
"reckless neglect").

Paragraph 5 and the Resolution are each vague and indefite in that they requie the Company
to take certai actions but those actions are not adequately defied or described, so that neither
stockholders nor the Company can determe the natue or scope of actions requied. Specifically,
Paragraph 5 and the Resolution state, respectively:

"5. Al board candidates and members origialy nomiated under these
provisions shal be afforded treatment equivalent, to thefullest extentJ)ossible, to that of
the board's nomiees. Should the board determine that aspects of such treatment cannot be
equivalent. the board shall establish and make J)ublic procedures reasonablY designed to ensure that such

difrences arc both fair and necessary. Nomiees may include in the proxy statement a 500

word supportg statement." (emphasis supplied).
"RESOLVED, Shareowners ask our board, to thefullest extcnt.Dermitted l( law, to amend

our governg documents to alow shareowners to make board nomiations as
follows:" (emphasis supplied); and
The Staff previously has concured that a proposal settg forth broad and vaguely defied

mandates simar to those in the Proposal was vague and indefite, resultig in the proposal being
excludable under Rule 14a-8(i)(3). In Comshare, Inc. (Aug. 23,2000), the Staff concued that the
company could omit a proposal requestig that: "the board of diectors should endeavor not to
discriate among diectors based upon when or how they were elected."

The company argued that the quoted provision was so broadly worded that it would affect
matters unelated to those discussed in the proposal, with sweeping ramfications as to how the board

and the company conducted its affais, such that stockholders would not be able to comprehend
everythg that would be affected by the proposal. The mandates in Paragraph 5 are comparable to
those in Comshare and are equaly broadly worded and equally vague. Thus, the concept of "equivalent'

treatment to diectors nomiated by stockholders under the Proposal's provisions could extend well

before the specific examples cited in Paragraph 5 and have broad application. For example and as set
forth in the Delaware Opinon, the requiement to provide equivalent treatment could easily be read
to: (i) requie the Board to recommend the election of an Eligible Stockholder Group's candidates (i.e.,
in order to provide them "equivalent" treatment since the Board wi make such a recommendation for
its own candidates); (ü) requie the Board to provide as much information and background material on

the Eligible Stockholder Group's candidate as is provided on the Board's candidates; (il) requie the
votes (e.g., maigs, phone cals, etc.) for
Company's proxy solicitor to devote equal attention to solicit
an Eligible Stockholder Group's candidate as is devoted to the Board's candidates; and (iv) include
references to, and recommendations for election of, the Eligible Stockholder Group's candidate in any
"road shows" and other investor presentations made by the Company during the election contest.
Simarly, the Proposal also appears to requie that, after a diector election, diectors who were
candidates of an Eligible Stockholder Group (a "Stockholder Director") must be afforded
"equivalent treatment" compared to al other diectors, and ths requiement could easily be read to
requie the Board to: (a) refrai from askig Stockholder Directors with actual or potential conflcts
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from abstaig from board deliberations on the transaction givig rise to the actual or potential
conflct; (b) appoint a Stockholder Director as a co-Presidig diector irrespective of such Stockholder
Director's qualifications; (c) appoint a Stockholder Director as a co-chaian and/or member of each

Board commttee to which the Board has appointed diectors nomiated by the Company without
regad to independence requiements associated with such commttees.

As the other precedents cited above, the Proposal and its Supportg Statement give no
gudance or indication of the scope and intent of the Proposal's language. Because stockholders are
not able to comprehend what they are being asked to vote for, and the Company would not be able to
know what it would be requied to do or prombited from doing under the Proposal, the Proposal is
vague and indefite and excludable under Rule 14a-8(i)(3).
That said, we acknowledge that both Paragraph 5 and the Resolution contai "savigs clauses"

wmch could, upon implementation, address many of the ambiguties that are cuently present in the

Proposal. As noted above in Section V(l), however, the natue of those changes, if any, wi not be
clear at the tie the Company's stockholders wi be asked to vote on the Proposal and therefore, as
descrbed above in Section V (1), the savigs clauses also render the Proposal impermssibly misleadig
in violation of

Rule 14a-9 and, thus, excludable in its entiety under Rule 14a-8(i)(3).

VI. The Proposal May Be Excluded Pursuant to Rule 14a-8(i)(6) Because the Company Lacks
the Power or Authority to Implement the ProposaL.
Pursuant to Rule 14a-8(i)(6), a company may exclude a proposal "if the company would lack
the power or authority to implement the proposal." The Staff has recognzed that proposals that, if
implemented, would cause the company to breach state law may be omitted from a company's proxy
statement in reliance on Rule 14a-8(i)(6). See Citigroup, Inc. (Feb. 18,2009) (concurrg with exclusion
would
under Rule 14a-8(i)(2) and Rule 14a-8(i)(6) of a proposal urgig the adoption of a policy that
breach the company's cuent compensation agreements by requig senior executives to retai shares
acquied as compensation for two years followig the termation of their employment uness the
proposal were revised to state that it would apply only to compensation awards made in the futue);
NV Inc. (Feb. 17,2009) (same); Bank of America Corp. (Feb. 26,2008) (concug with exclusion
under Rule 14a-8(i)(2) and Rule 14a-8(i)(6) of a proposal urgig the board to disclose certai

information regadig the company's relationsmps with compensation consultants, includig
information subject to bindig confidentialty agreements);

AT&T Corp. (Feb 19,2008) (concug

with the exclusion under Rule 14a-8(i)(2) and Rule 14a-8(i)(6) of proposals requestig that the

company amend the company's governg documents to permt stockholders to act by wrtten
consent and that the board adopt cuulative votig because the proposals would cause the company

to violate state law); The Boeing Co. (Feb. 19, 2008) (concurg with the exclusion under Rule 14a-8(i)(2)

and Rule 14a-8(i)(6) of a proposal requestig that the company amend the company's governg
the proposal would cause the
documents to permt stockholders to act by wrtten consent because
company to violate state law); Noble Corp. Gan. 19,2007) (concurrig with the exclusion under Rule
14a-8(i)(2) and Rule 14a-8(i)(6) of a proposal recommendig that the board revise the articles of
association to declassify the board and provide for annual elections); SBC Communications Inc. Gan. 11,

2004) (concurig in the omission under Rule 14a-8(i)(2) and Rule 14a-8(i)(6) of a proposal requig
board seats from twenty one to fourteen unless revised as a
the company to reduce the number of
recommendation or request that the board of diectors take the steps necessar to implement the
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proposal);Xerox Corp. (Feb. 23, 2004) (concurg with the exclusion under Rule 14a-8(i)(2) and Rule
the company amend the company's certficate of
14a-8(i)(6) of a proposal requestig that
incorporation to permt stockholders to act by wrtten consent and cal special meetigs because the
proposal would cause the company to violate state law); and Sears, Rnebuek & Co. (Feb. 17, 1989)
(concurg in the omission under the predecessor Rule 14a-8(c)(2) and 14a-8(c)(6) (now Rules
14a-8(i)(2) and 14a-8(i)(6)) of a proposal requig the company to declassify the board unless revised
to urge that the board of diectors take the steps necessar to effect the proposal); see also Section B of

SLB 14D.

As discussed above in Section III and in the Delaware Opiion, implementation of the
Proposal would cause Forest to violate Delaware law because it (i) would impermssibly discriate
agaist stockholders dependig on whether or not they are diectors or officers of the Company; (ü)

would cause the Board to violate its fiduciar duties; (il) would impermssibly prohibit an Eligible
Stockholder Group from nomiatig more than one candidate for diector election; and (iv) could
requie the Company'to amend its certficate of incorporation in violation of the DGCL which, as
described above in Section III

(4)

, it may only do with the fuer consent of the Company's

has also acknowledged that exclusion
under Rule 14a-8(i)(6) "may be justified where implementig the proposal would requie intervenig
stockholders. In ths regard, we respectfuy note that the Staff

actions by independent thd pares." See Exchange Act Release No. 40018 (May 21,1998) (the "1998

Mar. 6, 1996), the Staff
Rule 14a-8(i)(6) that would have

. Release"), at note 20. For example, in Sæeorp (Dec. 20, 1995, mean. denied
concured with the exclusion of a proposal under the predecessor of

requied unaffiated fiduciar trstees of the company to amend votig agreements. Specificaly, the

proposal requested that the trstee of the company's employee stock plan, along with other trstees
and brokers, amend existig and futue agreements regardig discretionar votig of the company's

shares. Since the company had no power or abilty to compel the independent parties to act in a
manner consistent with the proposal, the Staff concued that the company lacked the power to
implement the proposaL. Simarly, in The Southern Co. (Feb. 23,1995), the Staff concured with the

Rule 14a-8(i)(6) of a proposal requestig that the board of diectors
take steps to ensure ethcal behavior by employees servg in the public sector. See also eBqy Inc. (Mar.
exclusion under the predecessor of

26, 2008) (concurg with the exclusion under Rule 14a-8(i) (6) of a proposal requestig a policy
prohibitig the sale of dogs and cats on eBay's affiated Chiese website, where the website was a joint

ventue with which eBay did not have a majority share, a majority of board seats, or operational
control and therefore could not implement the proposal without the consent of the other party to the
joint ventue); Catellus Development Corp. (Mar. 3,2005) (concurig with the exclusion under Rule
14a-8(i)(6) of a proposal requestig that the company take
managed but no longer owned);
exclusion under the predecessor of

certain actions related to propert it

American Home Products Corp. (Feb. 3, 1997) (concurig

with the

Rule 14a-8(i)(6) of a proposal requestig that the company include

certai wargs on its contraceptive products, where the company could not add the warngs
without fist gettg governent regulatory approval).

Thus, for substantialy the same reasons that the Proposal may be excluded under Rule
14a-8(i)(2) as violatig Delaware law, it is also excludable under Rule 14a-8(i)(6) as beyond Forest's
power to implement.

VII. The Proposal May Be Excluded Pursuant to Rule 14a-8(i)(8)(ii) Because the Proposal
Questions the Business Judgment of Board Members the Company Expects to Nominate for
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Reelection at the 2012 Annual Meeting of Stockholders.
The Proposal is excludable pursuant to Rule 14a-8(i)
(8)(i), wmch permts the exclusion of a
stockholder proposal that "(gJuestions the competence, business judgment, or character of one or
more nonuees or diectors."

In 2010, the Commssion adopted amendments to Rule 14a-8(i)(8) to codify prior Staff

interpretations and expressly alow for the exclusion of a proposal that "(gJuestions the competence,
business judgment, or character of one or more nonuees or diectors." Securties Exchange Act
Release No. 34-62764 (Aug. 25,2010) (the "2010 Release"). As explaied in the 2010 Release, the
amendment to Rule 14a-8(i)(8) "was not intended to change the (S)tafls prior interpretations or lit

the application of the exclusion" but rather to "provide more clarty to companes and stockholders
regardig the application of the exclusion." See also Secuties Exchange Act Release No. 34-56914
(Dec. 6, 2007) (notig that the Staff has taken the position that a proposal would be subject to
exclusion under Rule 14a-8(i)(8) if the proposal "could have the effect of. . . questionig the

competence or business judgment of one or more diectors").
On a number of occasions, the Staff has permtted a company to exclude a proposal under
Rule 14a-8(i) (8) where the proposal, together with the supportig statement, questioned the

competence, business judgment, or character of diectors who wi stand for reelection at an upconug
anual meeting of stockholders. See Rite Aid Cop. (Apr. 1, 2011 ) (concug with the exclusion of a

stockholder proposal that explicidy criticied the business judgment, competence and servce of
diectors because the supportig statement "appear(ed) to question the business judgment of board

members whom Rìte Aid expects to nonuate for reelection at the upconug anual meetig of
stockholders"); Marott Internationa4 Inc. (Mar. 12,2010) (concug with the exclusion of a
stockholder proposal that explicidy targeted two diectors for removal from the board and questioned

their suitabilty because the proposal "appear(ed) to question the business judgment of a board
member whom Marott expects to nonuate for reelection at the upconug anual meetig of
stockholders"); Brocade Communications Systems, Inc. Gan. 31,2007) (concug with the exclusion of a

stockholder proposal statig that "any diector that ignores (the 2006) votes of the Company's
shareowners is not fit for re-election," as appearg to "question the business judgment of board

members whom Brocade indicates wi stand for reelection at the upconug annual meetig of
20, 2002) (concug with the exclusion of a stockholder
stockholders"); Exxon Mobil Corp. (Mar.,
proposal that referred to the cmef executive offcer as causing "negative perceptions of the company"
Exxon Mobil's chaian, who wi stand
because it "appear(ed) to question the business judgment of
for reelection at the upconug annual meetig of stockholders"); Black & Decker

Cop. Gan. 21, 1997)

(concurg with the exclusion of a stockholder proposal requestig that the board disqualfy anyone
who has served as cmef executive from servg as chaian of the board because it "appear(ed) that
the actions contemplated by the proposal, together with certai contentions made in the supportg
statement, question(ed) the business judgment, competence and servce of the Company's cmef
executive officer who the

Company indicates wi stand for reelection at the upconug annual meetig

of stockholders").

The Proposal's second whereas clause explicidy criticizes the competence, business judgment'
and character of several members of the Board, al of whom Forest presendy expects to renomiate
for election as diectors at the upcomig 2012 Annual Meetig. Specificaly, the statement in the

u.s. Securties and Exchange Commssion
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second whereas cluse that "Ony one diector had cuent experence on an outside board
quacations concern" diectly questions the competence, business judgment and character of al
member of the Board other than Mr. Chrstopher J. Coughl, who is the aforementioned diector
with cuent exerence on an outside board, 10 by aleg tht such member may not have the
quacations to sere on the Board.
Because the Proposal questions.the competence, busess judgent and chaacter of al

members of the Board other than Mr. Chrtopher J. Coughl the Proposal is excludable from the
Company's 2012 Proxy Mater puruant to Rule 14a-8(i)(8)(i).

VIII. Conclusion
For the foregoing reasons, Forest respectfy requests the concuence of the Staff that the

Proposal may be excluded from the 2012 Proxy Maters pursuat to Rule 14a-8(i)(1), Rule
14a-8(i)(2), Rule 14a-8(i)(3), Rule 14a-8(i)(6), and Rule 14a-8(i)(8)(ii).
If we can be of any fuer assistace, or if the Staf should have any questions, please do not

hesitate to contact me at (212) 759-3300 or vi ema atsttongj~dssv1aw.com.

.i-2L.
~l! K
cc: Kenneth Steier
John Chevedden

Herschel S. Weistei, Esq.

10 In addition to servg as a member of the Board, Mr. Coughl is also serg as the lead independent dictor on the
board of Du & Bradstrt, where he is a member of the Audit Commttee and the Compesation and Benefits Com

mittee, and a member of the board of Covidien pIc, where he is Chai of the Complice Commttee.
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(FRX; Rule 14aw8 Proposal; March 20~ 2012)

, 3* - Proxy Access .
WHREAS, MoSt long-ter shaeowners have no reaonable mean to make board nomiations,
ths is based on a stadard l1proxy access" proposal, as desc.dbed in

htt://proxyexchange.orglstBdard_004.pdf.
WHEREAS, The Corporate Librar, an independent investment reseach fion rated our company
liD" with "High Governance Risk," and "High Concer" in executive pay - $8 miIion for our

CEO/ Chairman Howard Solomon, age 83. Anual bonuses contiued to be discretiona and

long-tenn equity pay was time-vested - not performance-basd. Four d:iectors had long tenu:ie

respectvely of 14, 14, 35 and 48 years ~ independence concer. Three directors wee insiders or
inside-related - more independence concern. Thre diecors were age 71 to 83 - succession

plang concern. Only one directr had curent experience on an outside board - quacations
concer. lbee directors owned no stock - lack of incentive concern.

RESOL YED, Shareowners ask our board, to the fullest extent peritted by law, to amend our
governg documents to allow shareowners to mae board nomintions as follows:

proxy, and voting instrction forms shall include,
1. The Company proxy statement, form of
listed with the board's nomiees, alphabetically by la name, nominees of:
a. Any par of one or more shareowner~ that has collectively held, continuously for two
yeaJs, one percent of the Company's securties elìgible to vote for the election of diecors,
and/or

b. Any par of shareowners of whom fif or more have eah held contiuously for one year
a number of shes of

the Company's stock tht, at some point with th precedig 60 days,

wa worth at least $2,000.
2. Any such pa may make one nomiation or, if greater, a number of nomitions equa to
the curent number of
12% of
board member, rounding down.

3. for any board electon, no shareowner may be a membe.r of more than one suh nomiatig
par. Board members and officers ofthe Company may not be members of any such par.
4. All members of

any par nominating uner item.l(a), and at leas fift members of

any par

nomiati under item 1 (b), mus affrm in writing that they are not aware, and have no reason to
suspect, that any member of their par has an expltcit or implicit, diect or indirect, agreement
regarding any nomination with any member of another nomiating par, including the

Company'g board.

5. All board candidates and members originally nom.nated under these provisions shall be
afo:ided treatment equivalent, to the fullest extent possible, to that ofthe board's nominees.
Should the board determe that aspects of such treatment canot be

equivaent) the board shall

establish and make public procedures reasonably designed to ensur that such differenc are

both fair and necessar. Nominees may include in the proxy statement a 500 word support
statement.

6. Each proxy sttement or special meeting notice to elect board members shall include
legal requirements for
nominators and nominees under fede:allaw) state law and the governg documents of our
instrctions for nominating under these provisions, fully explaig all

-

03/20/2012 19: 38
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company.
Please encourage our board to adopt this proposa 3 * .

Notes:
Keneth Steinel',

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***

sponsored this proposal.

Please note that the title of the proposal is par of the proposaL.
"'Number to be assigned by the company.

Legal Bulletin No. 14B (CF), September 15.
2004 including (emphasis added):
Accordingly, going forward, we believe that it would not be appropriate for
companies to exclude supporting statement language and/or an entire proposal in
Ths proposa is believed to conform with Staff

reliance on rule 148-8(1)(3) in the following circumstances: .
. the company objects to factual assrtions because they are not supported;
factual assertions that, while not materially false or
. the company objects to

misleading, may be disputed or countered;
. the company objects to factual assertions because those assertions may be
interpreted by shareholders in a manner that is unfavorable to the company, its

directors,
or its offcers; and/or .
. the company objects to statements because they represent the opinion of the
shareholder proponent or a referenced source, but the statements are not

identified .specifically as such. .

We believe that it ;s appropriate under role 14a-8 for companies to address
these objections in their statements of opposition.
See also: Sun Microsystems, Inc. (July 21,2005).

Stock will be held until afer the anua meeti and the propos
meeting. Please acknowledge ths proposa promptly by email (olmsted7p

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***

EXHIBIT B
MACH 30, 2012 DEFICIENCY LETTER

DORNUSH SCHA STRONGIN & VENAGUA, LL
747 'I AVE
NBWYOR NY 10017

ww.dsvla.co

Te (212) 759 330

Fax (212) 753 7673

March 30, 2012

VI EMAL & OVERNIGHT DELIVERY

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***

Phone:

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***

Emai:

Re: Rule 14a-8 Shareholder Proposal Submitted to Forest Laboratories, Inc. by

Kenneth Steiner
Dear Mr. Chevedden:

Forest Laboratories, Inc. (the "Company"), wmch received on March 20,
2012 a letter submitted by Kenneth Steiner (the "Proposal") for consideration at the Company's
2012 Annual Meetig of Shareholders (the "2012 Annual Meeting"). The cover letter to the
I am wrtig on behalf of

Proposal indicated that al communications regardig the Proposal should be diected to you.
The Proposal contais certai procedural deficiencies, wmch Securities and Exchange Commssion

("SEC") reguations requie us to brig to your attention. In particuar, the cover letter to the
letter states "I wi meet Rule 14a-8 requiements includig the contiuous ownersmp of
the requied stock value unti after the date of the respective shareholder meetig." By ths we
assume Mr. Steiner meant that, in accordance with Rule 14a-8 promulgated by the SEC under the
Secuties Exchange Act of 1934, as amended ("Rule 14a-8"), he wi contiue to own the Company

Proposal

secuties he owns, or at least $2,000 in market value of those secuties, though the date of the

2012 Annual Meetig. But Mr. Steiner has not indicated, as requied by Rule 14a-8, that he has
at least one year as
contiuously held at least $2,000 in market value of the Company's securties for
of the date he submitted the Proposal to the Company (the "Holding Period Requirement"). If
Mr. Steiner does not meet the Holdig Period Requiement, the Proposal wi be excluded from the
Company's proxy statement for the 2012 Annual Meetig (the "2012 Proxy Statement').

Conversely, if Mr. Steiner does meet the Holdig Period Requiement, please have hi submit a

revised Proposal that includes a clear statement to that effect. In ths regad, the SEC has stated that
the followig format is acceptable to meet ths eligibilty requiement of Rule 14a-8:

John Chevedden

March 30, 2012
Page 2
':As of (date the prosal is submitterl, (name of shareholdr) held, and has held continuouslY for
at least one year, (number of securitis) shares of (compa'! name) (class of securities). "

In addition to includig a statement indicatig tht he meets the Holdig Perod Requiement, Mr.
Steier's revised Proposal must include evidence substantiti hi ownership. In pacu, since it

appeas tht Mr. Steier is not a record holder of the Company's common stock, Rule 14a-8(b)

provides that Mr. Steier must prove hi elgibilty to submit hi Proposal to the Company in one of
two ways.
First, pursuat to Rule 14a-8

(b)

(2)

(i), Mr. Steier ca submit a written statement from the record

holder of the secuties verify that he has owned the secuties contiuously for one yea as of the
tie he submitted the Proposal to the Company. In ths regad, the staff of the SEC has recently

Rule 14a-8(b)(2)(i, only DTC parcipants wi be viewed as record

stated tht for puroses of

holders of secuties tht are deposited at DTC. Accordily, if

at

Mr. Steier's shaes are deposited

DTC, Mr. Steier wi need to provide us with a letter from the applicable DTC parcipant,
indicati that it is a DTC parcipat and tht it is the record holder of the shares Mr. Steier
benefici owns. Altematidy, pursuat to Rule 14a-8(b)(2)

(ii), if

Mr. Steier has fied a Schedule

13D, Schedule 13G, Form 4 or Form 5 reflecti ownership of the secuties as of or before the
date on which the one-year elbilty perod begis, Mr. Steiner may submit copies of these forms

and any subsequent amendments reportg a change in ownership level along with a wrtten
statement tht he has owned the requied number of secuties contiuously for one year as of the
tie he submitted the Proposal
In aski you to provide the foregoing informtion, the Company does not relquih its riht to

later object to includig the Proposal in the 2012 Proxy Statement on rdated or dierent grounds
pursuant to applicable SEC roes.

The SEC's roes requie that any response to ths letter be postmed or transmitted dectonicaly
no later than 14 calenda days from the date you receive th letter. Please address any response to
my

attention: Melsa Cooper, Dombush Scheffer Strong & Venagli liP, 7471bd Avenue,

11th Floor, New

York, NY 10017. Altematidy, you may transmit any response by facsime (212)

753-7673.
If

you have any questions With

respect to the foregoing, please contact me at (212) 759-3300. For

your convenence, I enclose a copy of

Rule 14a-8.

A// ~

Sincerdy,

~~li~ Cooper

cc: Kenneth Steier

Herschd S. Weistein, Esq.
Enclosure

199,274

IfJ~xtR .
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e-CFR Data is current as of March 27, 2012
§ 240.14a-8 Shareholder proposals.
This section addresses when a company must include a shareholder's proposal in its
proxy statement and identify the proposal in its form of proxy when the çompany holds
an annual or special meeting of shareholders. In summary, in order to have your
shareholder proposal included on a company's proxy card, and included along with any
supporting statement in its proxy statement, you must be eligible and follow certain
procedures. Under a few specific circumstances, the company is permitted to exclude
your proposal, but only after submitting its reasons to the Commission. We structured
this section in a question-and-answer format so that it is easier to understand. The
references to "you" are to a shareholder seeking to submit the proposaL.
(a) Question 1: What is a proposal? A shareholder proposal is your recommendation or
requirement that the company and/or its board of directors take action, which you intend
to present at a meeting of the company's shareholders. Your proposal should state as
clearly as possible the course of action that you believe the company should follow. If
your proposal is placed on the company's proxy card, the company must also provide in
the form of proxy means for shareholders to specify by boxes a choice between
approval or disapproval, or abstention. Unless otherwise indicated, the word "proposal"
as used in this section refers both to your proposal, and to your corresponding
statement in support of your proposal (if any).
(b) Question 2: Who is eligible to submit a proposal, and how do I demonstrate to the
company that I am eligible? (1) In order to be eligible to submit a proposal, you must
have continuously held at least $2,000 in market value, or 1 %, of the company's
securities entitled to be voted on the proposal at the meeting for at least one year by the

date you submit the proposaL. You must continue to hold those securities through the
date of the meeting.

(2) If you are the registered holder of your securities, which means that your name
appears in the company's records as a shareholder, the company can verify your

eligibilty on its own, although you wil still have to provide the company with a written
statement that you intend to continue to hold the securities through the date of the
meeting of shareholders. However, if like many shareholders you are not a registered
holder, the company likely does not know that you are a shareholder, or how many
shares you own. In this case, at the time you submit your proposal, you must prove your
eligibility to the company in one of two ways:

(i) The first way is to submit to the company a written statement from the "record" holder
of your securities (usually a broker or bank) verifying that, at the time you submitted
your proposal, you continuously held the securities for at least one year. You must also
include your own written statement that you intend to continue to hold the securities
through the date of the meeting of shareholders; or
(ii) The second way to prove ownership applies only if you have filed a Schedule 13D

this chapter),

(§240.13d-101), Schedule 13G (§240.13d-102), Form 3 (§249.103 of

chapter), or
amendments to those documents or updated forms, reflecting your ownership of the
shares as of or before the date on which the one-year eligibility period begins. If you
have filed one of these documents with the SEC, you may demonstrate your eligibilty
by submitting to the company:
Form 4 (§249.104 of

this chapter) and/or Form 5 (§249.105 of

this

(A) A copy of the schedule and/or form, and any subsequent amendments reporting a
change in your ownership level;

(8) Your written statement that you continuously held the required number of shares for

the one-year period as of the date of the statement; and

(C) Your written statement that you intend to continue ownership of the shares through
the date of the company's annual or special meeting.

(c) Question 3: How many proposals may I submit? Each shareholder may submit no
more than one proposal to a company for a particular shareholders' meeting.
(d) Question 4: How long can my proposal be? The proposal, including any
accompanying supporting statement, may not exceed 500 words.

(e) Question 5: What is the deadline for submitting a proposal? (1) If you are submitting
your proposal for the company's annual meeting, you can in most cases find the
deadline in last year's proxy statement. However, if the company did not hold an annual
meeting last year, or has changed the date of its meeting for this year more than 30
days from last yeats meeting, you can usually find the deadline in one of the company's
quarterly reports on Form 10-Q (§249.308a of this chapter), or in shareholder reports of
investment companies under §270.30d-1 of this chapter of the Investment Company
Act of 1940. In order to avoid controversy, shareholders should submit their proposals
by means, including electronic means, that permit them to prove the date of delivery.
(2) The deadline is calculated in the following manner if the proposal is submitted for a
regularly scheduled annual meeting. The proposal must be received at the company's
principal executive offces not less than 120 calendar days before the date of the
company's proxy statement released to shareholders in connection with the previous
year's annual meeting. However, if the company did not hold an annual meeting the
previous year, or if the date of this y'ear's annual meeting has been changed by more
than 30 days from the date of the previous year's meeting, then the deadline is a
reasonable time before the company begins to print and send its proxy materials.
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(3) If you are submitting your proposal for a meeting of shareholders other than a
regularly scheduled annual meeting, the deadline is a reasonable time before the
company begins to print and send its proxy materials.
(f) Question 6: What if I fail to follow one of the eligibility or procedural requirements
explained in answers to Questions 1 through 4 of this section? (1) The company may
exclude your proposal, but only after it has notified you of the problem, and you have
failed adequately to correct it. Within 14 calendar days of receiving your proposal, the
company must notify you in writing of any procedural or eligibility deficiencies, as well as
of the time frame for your response. Your response must be postmarked, or transmitted
electronically, no later than 14 days from the date you received the company's
notification. A company need not provide you such notice of a deficiency if the
deficiency cannot be remedied, such as if you fail to submit a proposal by the
company's properly determined deadline. If the company intends to exclude the
proposal, it wil
later have to make a submission under §240.14a-8 and provide you
with a copy under Question 10 below, §240.14a-80).
(2) If you fail in your promise to hold the required number of securities through the date
company wil be permitted to exclude all of your
proposals from its proxy materials for any meeting held in the following two calendar

of the meeting of shareholders, then the.

years.
(g) Question 7: Who has the burden of persuading the Commission or its staff that my
proposal can be excluded? Except as otherwise noted, the
burden is on the company to
demonstrate that it is entitled to exclude a proposaL.
(h) Question 8: Must I appear personally at the shareholders' meeting to present the
proposal? (1) Either you, or your representative who is qualified under state law to
present the proposal on your behalf, must attend the meeting to present the proposaL.

a qualified representative to the
meeting in your place, you should make sure that you, or your representative, follow the

Whether you attend the meeting yourself or send

proper state law procedures for attending the meeting and/or presenting your proposaL.

(2) If the company holds its shareholder meeting in whole or in part via electronic media,
and the company permits you or your representative to present your proposal via such
media, then you may appear through electronic media rather than traveling to the
meeting to appear in person.
(3) If you or your qualified representative fail to appear and present the proposal,
without good cause, the company will be permitted to exclude all of your proposals from
its proxy materials for any meetings held in the following two calendar years.

(i) Question 9: If i have complied with the procedural requirements, on what other bases
may a company rely to exclude my proposal? (1) Improper under state law: If

the

proposal is not a proper subject for action by shareholders under the laws of the
jurisdiction of the company's organization;

3

Note to paragraph (i)(1): Depending on the subject matter, some proposals are not
considered proper under state law if they would be binding on the company if approved
by shareholders. In our experience, most proposals that are cast as recommendations
or requests that the board of directors take specified action are proper under state law.
Accordingly, we wil assume that a proposal drafted as a recommendation or suggestion
is proper unless the company demonstrates otherwise.
(2) Violation of law: If the proposal would, if implemented, cause the company to violate
any state, federal, or foreign law to which it is subject;

Note to paragraph (i)(2): We will not apply this basis for exclusion to permit exclusion of
a proposal on grounds that it would violate foreign law if compliance with the foreign law
would result in a violation of any state or federal
law.
(3) Violation of proxy rules: If the proposal or supporting statement is contrary to any of
the Commission's proxy rules, including §240.14a-9, which prohibits materially false or
misleading statements in proxy soliciting materials;
(4) Personal grievance; special interest: If the proposal relates to the redress of a
personal claim or grievance against the company or any other person, or if it is
designed to result in a benefit to you, or to further a personal interest, which is not
shared by the other shareholders at large;

(5) Relevance: If the proposal relates to operations which account for less than 5
percent of the company's total assets at the end of its most recent fiscal year, and for
less than 5 percent of its net earnings and gross sales for its most recent fiscal year,
and is not otherwise significantly related to the company's business;
(6) Absence of power/authority: If the company would lack the power or authority to

implement the proposal;
(7) Management functions: If the proposal deals with a matter relating to the company's
ordinary business operations;
(8) Director elections: If the proposal:

(i) Would disqualify a nominee who is standing for election;

(ii) Would remove a director from offce before his or her term expired;
(iii) Questions the competence, business judgment, or character of one or more
nominees or directors;
(iv) Seeks to include a specific individual in the company's proxy materials for election to
the board of directors; or
(v) Otherwise could affect the outcome of the upcoming election of directors.
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(9) Conflicts with company's proposal: If the proposal directly conflicts with one of the
company's own proposals to be submitted to shareholders at the same meeting;
Note to paragraph (i)(9): A company's submission to the Commission under this section

should specify the points of conflict with the company's proposaL.
(10) Substantially implemented: If the company has already substantially implemented
the proposal;

Note to paragraph (i)(10): A company may exclude a shareholder proposal that would
provide an advisory vote or seek future advisory votes to approve the compensation of
executives as disclosed pursuant to Item 402 of Regulation S-K (§229.402 of this
chapter) or any successor to Item 402 (a "say-on-pay vote") or that relates to the
frequency of say-on-pay votes, provided that in the most recent shareholder vote
required by §240.14a-21 (b) of this chapter a single year ( i.e., one, two, or three years)
received approval of a majority of votes cast on the matter and the company has
adopted a policy on the frequency of say-on-pay votes that is consistent with the choice
of the majority of votes cast in the most recent shareholder vote required by §240.14a
21 (b) of this chapter.

(11) Duplication: If the proposal substantially duplicates another proposal previously
submitted to the company by another proponent that wil be included in the company's
proxy materials for the same meeting;
(12) Resubmissions: If the proposal deals with substantially the same subject matter as
another proposal or proposals that has or have been previously included in the
company's proxy materials within the preceding 5 calendar years, a company may
exclude it from its proxy materials for any meeting held within 3 calendar years of the
last time it was included if the proposal received:
(i) Less than 3% of the vote if proposed once within the preceding 5 calendar years;

(ii) Less than 6% of the vote on its last submission to shareholders if proposed twice
previously within the preceding 5 calendar years; or

(ii) Less than 10% of the vote on its last submission to shareholders if proposed three

times or more previously within the preceding 5 calendar years; and

(13) Specifc amount of dividends: If the proposal relates to specific amounts of cash or
stock dividends.

u) Question 10: What procedures must the company follow if it intends to exclude my
proposal? (1) If the company intends to exclude a proposal from its proxy materials, it
must file its reasons with the Commission no later than 80 calendar days before it files
its definitive proxy statement and form of proxy with the Commission. The company
must simultaneously provide you with a copy of its submission. The Commission staff
may permit the company to make its submission later than 80 days before the company
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files its definitive proxy statement and form of proxy, if the company demonstrates good
cause for missing the deadline.
(2) The company must file six paper copies of the following:
(i) The proposal;

(ii) An explanation of why the company believes that it may exclude the proposal, which
should, if possible, refer to the most recent applicable authority, such as prior Division
letters issued under the rule; and

(iii) A supporting opinion of counsel when such reasons are based on matters of state or
foreign law.

(k) Question 11: May I submit my own statement to the Commission responding to the
company's arguments?

Yes, you may submit a response, but it is not required. You should try to submit any
response to us, with a copy to the company, as soon as possible after the company
makes its submission. This way, the Commission staff wil have time to consider fully
your submission before it issues its response. You should submit six paper copies of
your response.

(I) Question 12: If the company includes my shareholder proposal in its proxy materials,
what information about me must it include along with the proposal itself?

(1) The company's proxy statement must include your name and address, as well as the
number of the company's voting securities that you hold. However, instead of providing
that information, the company may instead include a statement that it wil provide the
information to shareholders promptly upon receiving an oral or written request.
(2) The company is not responsible for the contents of your proposal or supporting

statement.

the company includes in its proxy statement reasons
(m) Question 13: What can I do if
why it believes shareholders should not vote in favor of my proposal, and i disagree with
some of its statements?
(1) The company may elect to include in its proxy statement reasons why it believes
shareholders should vote against your proposaL. The company is allowed to make
arguments reflecting its own point of view, just as you may express your own point of
view in your proposal's supporting statement.
(2) However, if you believe that the company's opposition to your proposal contains
materially false or misleading statements that may violate our anti-fraud rule, §240.14a
9; you should promptly send to the Commission staff and the company a letter
explaining the reasons for your view, along with a copy of the company's statements
opposing your proposaL. To the extent possible, your letter should include specific
6

factual information demonstrating the inaccuracy of the company's claims. Time
permitting, you may wish to try to work out your differences with the company by
yourself before contacting the Commission staff.
(3) We require the company to send you a copy of its statements opposing your
proposal before it sends its proxy materials, so that you may bring to our attention any
matenally false or misleading statements, under the following timeframes:

(i) If our no-action response requires that you make revisions to your proposal or
supporting statement as a condition to requiring the company to include it in its proxy
materials, then the company must provide you with a copy of its opposition statements
no later than 5 calendar days after the company receives a copy of your revised
proposal; or
(ii) In all other cases, the company must provide you with a copy of its opposition
statements no later than 30 calendar days before its files definitive copies of its proxy
statement and form of proxy under §240.14a-6.
(63 FR 29119, May 28, 1998; 63 FR 50622, 50623, Sept. 22, 1998, as amended at 72

FR 4168, Jan. 29, 2007; 72 FR 70456, Dec. 11,2007; 73 FR 977, Jan. 4, 2008; 76 FR

6045, Feb. 2, 2011; 75 FR 56782, Sept. 16, 2010)
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P.O. Box 1347
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302 658 9200
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April

9, 2012

Forest Laboratories, Inc.

909 Third Avenue
New York, New York 10022
Re: Stockholder Proposal Submitted by Kenneth Steiner

Ladies and Gentlemen:

This letter confirms our opinon regarding a stockholder proposal (the "Proposal")
submitted to Forest Laboratories, Inc., a Delaware corporation (the "Company"), by Kenneth

Steiner (the "Proponent") for inclusion in the Company's proxy statement and form of proxy for
its 2012 anual meeting of stockholders. For the reasons set forth below, it is our opinion that (i)

the Proposal, if implemented, would cause the Company to violate Delaware law and (ii) the
Proposal is not a proper subject for stockholder action under Delaware law. In addition, to the
extent the Proposal asks the Company's board of directors to unilaterally amend the Company's
certificate of incorporation, the Company lacks the power and authority to implement the
ProposaL.

L Summary Of The ProposaL
The Proposal asks the Company's board of directors to amend the Company's

governing documents to require that candidates for director election nominated by one of two
selective groups of stockholders must be included in the Company's proxy materials.l These

The Proposal provides,

RESOLVED, Shareowners ask our board, to the fullest extent permitted by law,
to amend our governing documents to allow shareowners to make board

nominations as follows:

(Continued. . .)
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two groups of stockholders are defined as (i) any "pary" of one or more stockholders who have
collectively held at least 1 % of the Company's voting stock continuously for at least two years
and (ii) any "pary" of 50 or more stockholders who have each held continuously for one year a
number of shares of voting stock that, "at some point within the preceding 60 days, was worth at
these two types of stockholder groups as a "nominating pary"
least $2,000." We refer to each of
in this opinion. Stockholders who are directors or offcers of the Company canot be a par of
any nominating party.
(Continued. . .)

1. The Company proxy statement, form of proxy, and voting instrction
forms shall include, listed with the board's nominees, alphabetically by last
name, nominees of:
a. Any par of one or more sbareowners that has collectively
held, continuously for two years, one percent of the Company's

securities eligible to vote for the election of directors, and/or
b. Any part of shareowners of whom fift or more have each

held continuously for one year a number of shares of the Company's
stock that, at some point withn the preceding 60 days, was worth at
least $2,000.

2. Any such par may make one nomination or, if greater, a number of
nominations equal to 12% of the curent number of board members, rounding

down.
3. For any board election, no shareowner may be a member of
one such nominating par. Board members and offcers of

more than
the Company may

not be members of any such par.
4. All members of any part nominating under item i (a), and at least fift

members of any party nominating under item i (b), must affirm in writing that
they are not aware, and have no reason to suspect, that any member of their
part has an explicit or implicit, direct or indirect, agreement regarding any

nomination with any member of another nominating part, including the
Company's board.
5. All board candidates and members originally nominated under these

provisions shall be afforded treatment equivalent, to the fullest extent possible,
such
the board's nominees. Should the board determine that aspects of
treatment cannot be equivalent, the board shall establish and make public
procedures reasonably designed to ensure that such differences are both fair and

to that of

necessar. Nominees may include in the proxy statement a 500 word supporting

statement.
6. Each proxy statement or special meeting notice to elect board members
shall include instrctions for nominating under these provisions, fully
all legal requirements for nominators and nominees under federal

and the governg documents of our company.

explaining
law, state law
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When any nominating part nominates a candidate for director election, that
nominee "shall" be included in the Company's proxy statement and proxy card, along with the
Company's nominees. The Proposal also limits the number of candidates that a nominating
par is permitted to submit for any director election. Any "such party" "may make one
nomination or, if greater, a number of

nominations equal to 12% of

the current number of

board

members, rounding down." ,

The Proposal would also dictate how the Company's board will conduct itself
during the director election contest and how any director elected under ths process wil be
treated ifhe or she is elected. Under the Proposal, "All board candidates and members originally

nominated under these provisions shall be afforded treatment equivalent, to the fullest extent
possible, to that of the board's nominees." If the board determines that it should provide for
differential treatment, the board must "establish and make public procedures reasonably designed
to ensure that such differences are both fair and necessar."
II. Summary Of Our Opinion.

The Proposal would violate Delaware law in thee respects if it were
implemented.
First, the Proposal would impermissibly discnminate against stockholders

the Company. Under the Proposal,
stockholders who are directors or offcers canot be a par of a nominating par, so they would

depending on whether or not they are directors or offcers of

not be given the same right of access to the Company's proxy materials that is given to other

stockholders. Delaware law imposes a doctrne of equal treatment on corporations: i.e.,
stockholders own a pro rata share of the Company, and that pro rata share must provide identical

rights and restrictions to every stockholdeL The Company canot include a provision in its
governing documents that discriminates against stockholders depending on whether or not they
are directors or offcers.
Second, the Proposal would cause the Company's board of directors to violate its
fiduciar duties by requiring that a nominating pary candidate be treated the same as other

director candidates and by requiring that, once elected, directors who were nominating pary
candidates must be treated the same as all other directors. Under Delaware law, the board canot
give a stockholder candidate the same support as the board candidates if the board believes that
the stockholders should not elect the stockholder candidate. Similarly, if the board determines
that equivalent treatment of a director who was a nominating party candidate poses a theat to the

Company, the board must be permitted to defend the Company by treating that director
differently from the other directors. Furermore, although the Proposal would permit

differential treatment where it is "fair and necessary," this heightened standard itself violates
Delaware law. Delaware law does not require that the board justify differential treatment for
director candidates or directors under the Proponent's novel "fair and necessar" standard. The
board need only decide in its good faith judgment that differential treatment is in the best
interests of the Company. The Proponent's "fair and necessar" requirement would also force

the board to favor the interests of a nominating par and its director candidates over the interests

of all other stockholders by imposing a heightened test that must be satisfied before those
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candidates can be treated differently. But, under Delaware law, the directors owe fiduciar
duties to tae any action they deem advisable and in the best interests of all stockholders, and

this duty canot be modified by the Company's governng documents.

Third, the Proposal would impermissibly prohibit a nominating part from
nominating more than one candidate for director election (or, if more, up to 12% of the number
of directors up for election). Under Delaware law, each stockholder possesses a fudamental
right, independent of any access to the company's proxy materials, to nominate director
candidates equal to the number of director seats subject to election. The Proposal would prevent
a nominating pary from presenting a slate of candidates to change a majority of the members of
the board. Delaware law does not permit ths type of encroachment on the stockholder franchise.

Neither of the Company's "governing documents," i.e., neither its certificate of
incorporation or bylaws, may include a provision that contravenes the Delaware common law.2
Each of the thee objections just mentioned comprises a separate and independent reason that the
Proposal would violate Delaware common law.3

For these reasons, and as explained in more detail below, the Proposal would

violate Delaware law if it were implemented, and the Proposal is not a proper subject for
stockholder action under Delaware law. Iri addition, to the extent the Proposal asks the
Company's board of directors to unilaterally amend the Company's certificate of incorporation,

the Company lacks the power and authority to implement the ProposaL. Certificate of
incorporation amendments must be approved by both the board and the stockholders under
Delaware law.
III. The Proposal Impermisibly Discriminates Among Stockholders.

The Proposal violates Delaware law because it discriminates against stockholders
who serve as directors or officers. The Proposal specifies that diectors and offcers canot be a
.2

See 8 Del. C. § 102(b)(1) ("(T)he certificate of incorporation may. . . contain. . . (a)ny provision for the
management of the business and for the conduct of the affairs of the corporation, and any provision creating,
defining, limiting and regulating the powers of the corporation, the directors, and the stockholders . . . if such
provisions are not contr to the laws of this State."); 8 Del. C. § 109(b) ("The bylaws may contain any

provision, not inconsistent with law. . . ."); Sterling v_ Mayower Hotel Corp., 93 A.2d 107, i 18 (Del. 1952)
("(T)he stockholders of a Delaware corporation may by contract embody in the certificate of incorporation a
the common Jaw, provided that it does not transgress a statutory enactment

provision deparing from the rules of

or a public policy settled by the common law or implicit in the General Corporation law itself."); see also Jones
Apparel Group, Inc. v. Maxwell Shoe Co., 883 A.2d 837, 843-46 (Del. Ch. 2004) (approvingly citing the
approach ariculated by the Sterling court).

j

In providing our opinion, we have considered the opening language in the Proposal, which asks the board to
adopt the Proponent's director nomination system "to the fullest extent permitted by law." This language does
not save the Proposal from violating Delaware law. An ilegal provision does not somehow become legal when
it is prefaced with savings language. Including the savings language at best means the Proposal is non-sense,
asking the board "to violate Delaware law, to. the fullest extent permitted by law."
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par of a nominating pary. Accordingly, stockholders who are directors or officers could not
avail themselves of the right to proxy access afforded to other stockholders by the Proposal.
This discrimination violates the Delaware law doctrine of equal

treatment. Under

ths doctrine, holders of shares of the same class of stock mustbavé ~q1.al ri.gts maccordance
with their pro rata share ownership.4 The Delaware Cour of Chaø:ery h~$. s,peçitça.lly applied

the equal treatment doctrine to corporate actions that would resultlt differtIltìalv.ótì~;power for
different stockholders. In Telvest, Inc. v. Olson, the Court enjoined a dividend, in which shares
of voting preferred stock were to be distrbuted to the common stockholders, because the

dividend would be issued on a rounded basis (Le., rounding "up" the number of preferred shares
to be received by some common stockholders) and would result in some stockholders having
"slight(ly)" more voting power than other stockholders.s The Court found that there was no de
minimis exception to the equa treatment doctrine.6
The doctrne applies with equal force here, and its application is confrmed by the

text of Section 112 of the Delaware General Corporation Law (the "DGCL"), Delaware's proxy
access statute. Section 112 of the DGCL permits a corporation to include in its bylaws
provisions granting stockholders a proxy access right to include nominees on the corporation's

proxy materials. Section 112 specifically authorizes a limited form of discrimination by
permitting a corporation to adopt bylaws that deny proxy access based on the number of shares
4

See, e.g" In re Sea-Land Corp., 642 A.2d 792, 799 n.lO (DeL. Ch. 1993) ("It has long been acknowledged that

absent an express agreement or statute to the contr, all shares of stock are equal."); Jedwab v. MGM Grand
Hotels, Inc., 509 A.2d 584, 593 (DeL. Ch. 1986) ("At common law and in the absence of an agreement to the
contrary all shares of stock are equal."); Penington v. Commonwealth Hotel Const, Corp., 155 A. 514, 520 (DeL.

Ch. 1931 ) (same).
s

Telvest, Inc. v. Olson, 1979 WL 1759, *7 (DeL. Ch. 1979).

While there is no "de minimis" exception, there are two exceptions to the equal treatment doctrne, but neither
of them applies to the ProposaL. One exception permits disparate treatment where it is expressly contemplated
by the Delaware General Corporation Law (the "DGCL"). See, e.g., Providence and Worcester Company v.
of incorporation provision that limited the voting
Baker, 378 A.2d 121, 123 (DeL. 1977) (upholding a certificate
rights of certain stockholders because Section 212 oftheDÖÓL.~¡'t1clÌllY permitsircqrpøratiønto adopt a
certificate of incorporation provision that deviates from fue.Qn~yøte.peT:¡li¡iedefatllt rul~)~ AS1l9ted above,
there is no statute that permits discrimination for prol(:ÝlÌaøt~sQr noination .righ~ b~e.ol)whether a
stockholder is a director or offcer. The second excepti(:mIl~l'init$ab,aratotakeaction that hasthe effect of
treating stockholders differently where the disparate treatment is necessar for the board to fulfill its fiduciary
duties to defend against specific theats to the corporation or to advance a specific transaction with a proper

business purose. See Unocal Corp. v. Mesa Petroleum Co., 493 A.2d 946,958 (DeL. 1985) (board could make

an offer to repurchase stock from everyone other than a would-be hostile acquiror in response to the acquiror's
coercive bid to acquire the company); Applebaum v. Avaya, Inc., 812 A.2d 880, 882-83 (DeL. 2002) (board

could effect cost savings through a series of stock splits that had the effect of cashing out stockholders who
owned very small amounts of stock). However, this line of case law is limited to discrete actions taken by a
board of directors, and has not been applied to permit a permanent form of discrimination in the corporation's

certificate of incorporation or bylaws, Le., where the discrimination is not limited to specific, discrete
transactions and therefore cannot be evaluated on a case-by-case basis. In contrast, the Proposal would impose
a permanent form of discrimination in the Company's governing documents.
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held by a stockholder, the duration of the stockholder's ownership, whether or not the

stockholder intends to acquire additional shares of the corporation and whether the stockholder

has previously sought to include nominees in the corporation's proxy materials.? These specific
provisions serve as statutory exceptions to the doctrine of equal treatment. Indeed, these

exceptions would not have been necessary but for the existence of the doctrine of equal
treatment. Importantly, Section 112 does not permit a corporation to condition a proxy access

right on whether or not a stockholder is a director or officer. The terms of Section 112 do not
condone the discrimination envisioned by the Proposal.8
The Proposal's discrimination is also offensive on a broader policy basis. The
Proposal effectively renders the position of director or offcer as a status crie in the Company's
governance strcture. Were ths discrimination permissible, a faction of stockholders who are

unappy with management's curent policies could adopt a varety of measures in the bylaws
that would have the effect of punshing management by denying them the same rights as other
stockholders. When rights are conferred on stockholders, they must be conferred on all
stockholders. Because the Proposal seeks to discriinate among stockholders, it would violate
Delaware law if implemented.
iv. The Proposal's Requirement For "Equivalent Treatment" Of Directors Would Cause

The Board To Violate Its Fiduciary Duties.
The Proposal asks the Company's board to amend the Company's governing

documents to requie that the board aford "equivalent treatment" to "all board candidates and
members originally nominated" under the Proposal as compared to "the board's nominees." If
the board determines that director candidates or directors should be treated differently, the

Proposal requires that the board adopt, and publicly disclose, policies that are reasonably
designed to ensure that the differences are "both fair and necessary."

The scope and intent of this par of the Proposal is vague. Clearly, the
"equivalent treatment" extends beyond simply including a nominating par's nominees in the

Company's proxy materials, because that requirement is addressed in another par of the
ProposaL. However, it is unclear whether the board is required to provide this "equivalent
treatment" to nominating pary candidates only durng the contest leading to the election of
directors or also to provide equivalent treatment to a nominating pary candidate after he or she is
elected to the board. Under either reading, the Proposal violates Delaware law because the board

canot promise to provide equivalent treatment to all director candidates, or even all directors
once elected. Depending on the circumstances and the identity of the director candidate or
7

8

DeL. C. § 112(1)-(4).

We note that Section 112 includes a catchall provision that allows a corporation to include in its proxy access
bylaw "any other lawful condition." 8 DeL. C. § 112(6). However, for the reasons set fort in this Part II of
our opinion, the discrimination imposed by the Proposal is not a "lawful" condition within the meaning of
Section i 12.
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director, a board's fiduciary duties may require that a director candidate or a director be treated
differently from others. Moreover, under Delaware law, the board may treat candidates and
own good faith business judgment,
directors differently whenever they determine, based on their
that differential treatment is waranted. There is no requirement under Delaware law that the
board justify differential treatment as "fair and necessar." Moreover, the Company's governing
documents canot be amended to impose such a new duty on the board of directors.
1. The Board Cannot Be Forced To Treat All Director Candidates The

Same.
As noted above, the scope of

the Proposal's "equivalent treatment" requirement is

unclear. The reference to treating director "candidates" the same suggests that the Proponent
intends to regulate the conduct of the board of directors during the election contest. This
equivalent treatment requirement could easily be read to: (i) require the board to recommend the
election of a nominating pary's candidates (i.e., in order to provide them "equivalent" treatment
since the board will make such a recommendation for its own candidates); (ii) require the board
to provide as much information and background material on the nominating pary candidates as
is provided on the board's candidates; (ii) require the Company's proxy solicitor to devote equal
attention to solicit votes (e.g., mailings, phone calls, etc.) for the nominating pary candidates as
is devoted to the board's candidates; and (iv) include references to, and recommendations for
election of, the nominating pary candidates in any "road shows" and other investor presentations
made by the Company during the election contest.

The board of directors canot be forced to recommend the election of a
nominating par candidate if the board determnes that other candidates are more suitable for
election. Delaware law recognzes that contests between competing slates of director nominees
are often not mere conflcts of personalities. Rather, a director election can, and most often does,

involve questions of corporate policy: "Indeed it often happens in practice as it necessarly must

that questions of policy come up not as abstract propositions which are referred to the
stockholders for a yes or no vote, but in the fOrm øfWliether thé

dirctors

who stand for the given

policy should be re-elected to office.,,9 l3ëcause.tle:cørporate. pø1ìtt and direction of the
Company may depend on the election, no mattrcQtùdberiore inipQttaìt. than which nominees
will be elected. The board therefore canot be required to provide a recommendation to

nominating part candidates equivalent to the recommendation it provides to the board's own

candidates. The board owes a fiduciary duty to provide trthful communications to the
10 The Delaware Cour of Chancery has specifically held that this duty includes

stockholders.

providing an honest recommendation on how the board believes the stockholders should vote on
9

Hall v. Trans-Lux Daylight Picture Screen Corp., 171 A. 226, 228 (DeL. Ch, 1934).

10 Malone v. Brincat, 722 A.2d 5, 12 (DeL. 1998) ("Directors are required to . . . provide a balanced, trthful
account of all matters disclosed in the communications with shareholders."); Gantler v, Stephens, 965 A.2d 695,
710 (DeL. 2009) ("(D)irectors of Delaware corporations have a fiduciary duty to disclose fully and fairly all
material information within the board's control when it seeks shareholder action,").
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a paricular matter. 1 I In fact, the Delaware Cour of Chancery has specifically held that, in
selecting director candidates, the board canot restrict its abilty to freely choose
for
12 Thecandidates
stockholders
election, and must use its "own best judgment" in selecting candidates.
the board's "best

would be deprived of

judgment" on director candidates if

the board is forced to

recommend in favor of the election of nominating pary candidates.
The board also canot be required to engage in other "equivalent treatment"

activities (e.g., providing equal solicitation efforts, or providing equal "air time" in investor
presentations or Company proxy materials) because this activity would mislead the stockholders
into thinking the Company supports the nominating pary candidates. The equivalent treatment
requirement would effectively force the Company's board to deliver an implicit endorsement of
the nominating par candidates. Boilerplate disclaimers that the Company does not support the
election of a nominating par candidate would not suffice to correct the misimpression.13 The
fiduciar duties of

the board are intended to ensure proxy solicitation activities that clarify, rather

than confuse, stockholders.

11

See In re Berkshire Realty Co., Inc., 2002 WL 3 1888345, *4 (DeL. Ch. 2002) (holding that although a certificate

of incorporation provision required a board of directors to submit a liquidation plan to stockholders, the board
had no duty to recommend that the stockholders approve the plan; "if the board, in the exercise of its business
judgment, determined that liquidation was not in the best interests of the corporation and its stockholders, it

could not have recommended a liquidation without violating its fiduciar duty to the stockholders"); cf 8 Del.
e. § 146 ("A corporation may agree to submit a matter to a vote of its stockholders whether or Dot the board of
directors determines at any time subsequent to approving such matter that such matter is no longer advisable
and recommends that the stockholders reject or vote against the matter.").
12

Chapin v. Benwood Foundation, Inc_, 402 A.2d 1205, 121 i (DeL. Ch. 1979) (invalidating an agreement
requiring directors of a non-stock corporation to commit themselves, year in advance, to fill board vacancies
with certain named persons).

13 In one Delaware Court of Chancery decision, the Cour enjoined the solicitation of proxies by an insurgent
grotip where the solicitation materials gave stockholders the false impression that the board supported the
insurgent's nominees. In that case, the Court stated thai

(it cannot be implied) that the law wil assume each stockholder wil read and examine the various
(proxy material) documents through the eyes of one who is placed on guard as to the possible existence
of misleading statements. To expect or to require such a procedure of stockholders would remove the
law beyond reason or reality. The accepted and desirable tendency has been to place the burden of
candor upon those who would communicate with stockholders rather than to require the stockholders

to be eternally vigilant. .

Empire Southern Gas Co, v. Gray, 46 A.2d 741, 747 (DeL. Ch. 1946) (finding that the insurgent par sent out a

notice of annual meeting on the company's letterhead which was signed by the company's secretary and listed
the insurgent nominees in the same list as the incumbent directors without indicating that such nominees were
being proposed for the first time as directors and had not been nominated by the board).
The equivalent treatment requirement urged by the Proponent would impermissibly force the stockholders to be
"eternally vigilant" in determining which candidates are supported by the board and which are supported by the
nominating par.
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The equivalent treatment urged by the Proponent would also impermissibly force
the board to expend resources, beyond the inclusion of nominating pary candidates on its proxy
materials, in violation of the board's fiduciar duties. In a recent decision certified to the

Delaware Supreme Court by the Securities and Exchange Commssion, CA, Inc. v. AFSCME
Employees Pension Plan, the Cour held that a proposed bylaw requiring a corporation to

reimburse a stockholder for its proxy solicitation expenses would violate Delaware law if
adopted because it would have prevented the board from discharging its fiduciary duties if the
board determined that it should not provide reimbursement. 14 The AFSCME decision rested on
the common law principle that a board canot be forced to use corporate resources if the board
determnes, in accordance with its fiduciary duties, that the expenditure wil har the
15

corporation or is otherwse not appropriate.

Following the AFSCME decision, the Delaware General Assembly adopted
Sections 112 and 113 of the DGCL, which permit the adoption of bylaws that require a
corporation to include stockholder candidates on its proxy materials (Section 112) or to

reimburse a stockholder for its proxy solicitation expenses (Section 113).16 Neither statute
authorizes a corporation to take the additional, drastic step of requirig the board of directors to
devote corporate time and resources to actively seek the election of stockholder nominees, which
would be required to satisfy the equivalent treatment obligation in the Proposal. To the contrary,
the
the board's fiduciary duties require the directors to take action to promote only the election of

nominees the board believes should be elected. The Delaware cours favor narow readings of
statutes that are in derogation of the common law.17 Accordingly, we believe a cour would not
read the new DGCL provisions expanively to require a board to take action on behalf of
stockholder candidates beyond what is expressly provided for in Sections 112 and 113 of the
DGCL.

Because the Proposal's equal treatment requirement ventures well beyond what is
authorized by Sections 112 and 113 and is contrary to the common law under AFSCME and the

other cases cited above, the Proposal violates Delaware law for this reason as well.
14 CA, Inc. v. AFSCME Employee Pension Plan, 953 A.2d 227, 238 (Del. 2008).

15 AFSCME, 953 A.2d at 240 (noting the proposed reimbursement bylaw was invalid "because the Bylaw contains
no language or provision that would reserve to (the corporation's) directors their fuU power to exercise their

fiduciar duties to decide whether or not it would be appropriate, in a specific case, to award reimburement at
aU").

16 See 8 Del, C. §§ 112 & 113.
17 See, e.g., A. W. Financial Services, SA. v, Empire Resources, Inc., 981 A.2d 1114, 1121-22 (DeL. 2009) (finding

that Delaware cases consistently apply the principle that '''the common law is not repealed by statute unless the
legislative intent to do so is plainly or clearly manifested', and that 'any such repeal is not effected to a greater
the (statutory) language used."') (citations omitted), Unlike other par
extent than the unmistakable import of
the rule that statutes in derogation
of the Delaware Code, the DGCL does not contain a provision opting out of
of the common law are to be strictly construed. Compare 6 Del, C. § 18-1 101(a) ("(t)he rule that statutes in
derogation ofthe common law are to be strictly constred shaii have no application to this chapter").
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2. Requiring The Board To Treat All Directors The Same Would Cause

The Board To Breach Its Fiduciary Duties.

The Proposal also appears to require that, afer a director election, directors who
were nominating pary candidates must be afforded "equivalent treatment" compared to all other
directors. This requirement would also violate Delaware law because circumstances may arse

where it is advisable to treat directors differently. For example, if a director has a conflct of
interest, or even just a potential conflict of interest, the board may decide it is advisable to ask
that director to abstain from board deliberations on the conflct transaction. In more extreme
circumstances, the board may deem it advisable to form a committee of the board that excludes

the conficted director in order to consider the transaction free of conflcts of interest or
otherwise take action to deny a director access to inormation for an improper purose.
Although directors are fiduciares of a corporation, their conduct can in some circumstances
present threats to the corporation, paricularly given a director's access to sensitive information

about the Company and a director's potential influence over management. In one notable
example, the Delaware Court of Chancery enjoined a bylaw that would have forced the
18
dissolution of a board commttee that purosefully excluded the director/majority stockholder.

The Court found that the dissolution of the committee would have been inequitable because the
director had breached agreements with the corporation and likely usurped a corporate

19 The Proposal would prohibit the Company from

opportunity belonging to the corporation.

taking the same type of action against a conflcted director because of the Proponent's insistence

on "equivalent treatment" of directors.2o
3. The Proposal Would Impermissibly Force The Board To Justify
Diferential Treatment Of Directors As "Necessary."

The Proposal would permit the board to treat directors differently only if the

board adopted, and publicly disclosed, policies "reasonably designed to ensure" that the
differential treatment is "fair and necessar." This par of the Proposal also violates Delaware
law because it impermissibly attempts to modify the fiduciary duties of directors and to whom
those duties are owed.

18 Hollnger International Inc. v, Black, 844 A.2d 1022, 1080-81 (DeL. Ch. 2004), aj'd Black v. Hollnger
Internationallnc., 872 A.2d 559 (DeL. 2005),

19 ld.
20 The Proposal could also be read to require that directors who were nominating par candidates be provided an
opportnity to serve on every board committee and to be offered the position of chairperson (or co-chairperson)
of the board and each committee, i.e., to provide that candidate treatment that is the same as every other director
on the board. In this respect, the "equivalent treatment" requirement would actually provide a nominating par
candidate greater entitlements than other directors. The board is entitled to make a good faith business
judgment as to committee assignments and who wil serve as chairpersons of

the board and its committees. The

board cannot be required to provide any director this tye of favored position over other directors,
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Under Delaware law, each director owes a duty to use his or her "own best
judgment" in makng board decisions.21 The standard for determining whether the board should
tae action is based on whether each director believes, in good faith, that such action is
advisabié2 and in the best interest of all stockholders.23 The Proposal would alter this standard
in two respects when the board is considering whether to treat director candidates differently

from other directors. First, the differential treatment must be "fair and necessar," not merely
advisable. Second, by imposing this "fair and necessar" standard as a threshold to treating
nominating pary candidates for diector differently, the Proposal creates a special rue that
would advance the interests of the nominating par and its director candidates over the interests
of all other stockholders. Both aspects of the Proposal violate Delaware law.

It is easy to see how the "fair and necessary" standard would lead to different
results in the context of the Proposal when compared to the "advisabilty" standard under
Delaware law. For example, the board may determine that it is not advisable (i.e., it is not
prudent or desirable )24 to use company time and resources to solicit votes for a nominating pary

candidate for director during an election contest. But, denying a candidate the use of those
resources may not be "necessary" (i.e., absolutely needed or required)25 in the sense that the
the expenditures and still continue the company's business. Similarly, to avoid
the appearance of impropriety, and to avoid potential litigation for breach of fiduciary duty, it

board could pay

may be advisable for the board to take action that excludes a director from deliberations on a

transaction where the director has a conflct of interest. However, taking that action would not

be "necessar" since, under Delaware law, directors are permitted to vote on transactions
21

Quickturn Design Systems, Inc. v, Shapiro, 721 A.2d 1281, 1292 (DeL. 1998) (noting that "each" director owes a
duty to "exercise his own best judgment on matters that come before the board").

22 Indeed, the most fundamental corporate actions can be approved by the board so long as the board deems the
action "advisable." See, e.g., 8 DeL. C. §§ 242(b) (board can adopt and recommend for stockholder approval
amendments to the certificate of incorporation if the board declares the amendment "advisable"); 251 (b) (board
may adopt and recommend for stockholder approval a merger agreement if the board adopts a resolution
the agreement); 275 (board may adopt, and recommend for stockholder approval,
declaring the "advisabilty" of
a resolution to dissolved the corporation ifthe board deems the dissolution "advisable").
23

See, e.g" Philips v. lnsituform of N. America, 1987 WL 16285, * 1 0 (DeL. Ch. 1987) (stating, in the context of

analyzing the duties of directors elected by different classes of stock, "(1 believe that) the law demands of
directors. . . fidelity to the corporation and all of its shareholders and does not recognize a special duty on the
par of directors elected by a special class to the class electing them"); Gilbert v. El Paso Co., 1988 WL 124325,

*9 (Del. Ch. 1988) ("(T)he directors' fiduciary duty runs to the corporation and to the entire body of
shareholders generally, as opposed to specific shareholders or shareholder subgroups."), ajf'd, 575 A.2d 113 i
(DeL. 1990).

24 See Merriam-Webster's Dictionary (Online Edition) (Defining "advisable" as "fit to be advised or done:
Prudent").

25 See Merram-Webster's Dictionary (Online Edition) (Defining "necessary" as "of an inevitable nature:
Inescapable" and "Compulsory" and "absolutely needed: Required").
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regardless of whether they have a conflct of interest. 26 It is also easy to see how imposing ths
"necessar" standard forces the board to favor the interests of a nominating par and its director
candidate over the interests of other stockholders, because a board that is acting in good faith
would not have treated the director candidate equally but for the Proposal's novel standard.

The Proposal's attempt to modify the board's fiduciar duties is not permitted by

Delaware law. Unlike non-corporate entities (such as limited liability companes, limited
parnerships and other "alternative entities"), a Delaware ,corpration canot modify the fiduciar
duties of directors, or to whom those duties are owed, though a provision in its certificate of
the DGCL permits the adoption of certificate of
incorporation or bylaws.27 Section 102(b)(7) of
incorporation provisions that eliminate director liabilty for monetary daages for breach of the

fiduciary duty of care, but the commenta surounding Section 102(b)(7) makes clear that the
fiduciary duties themselves canot be eliminated or modified.28
The Proposal asks the Company's board (and a majority of

the stockholders of

the

Company, to the extent an amendment to the certificate of incorporation is contemplated by the
Proposal) to adopt provisions that favor the interests of some stockholders. over others. The
prohibition on modifying fiduciary duties of directors in a bylaw or certificate of incorporation
the majority: the board and a majority faction of
exists precisely to avoid ths potential tyrany of
stockholders canot take actions that condone a course of conduct where directors favor one
group of stockholders over another. Accordingly, the Proposal violates Delaware law.
~ The Proposal Impermissibly Limits The Nomination Rights Of Stockholders.

As noted above, the terms of the Proposal state that a nominating pary's
candidates for director election "shall" be included on the Company's proxy materials, and
"such" nominating pary is limted to nominating only one candidate for director election. In
other words, the Proposal does not give a nominating pary a choice of whether to seek access to
the Company's proxy materials. Instead, a nominating pary's nominee "shall" be included in

26 See 8 DeL. C. 144(b) ("Common or interested directors may be counted in determining the presence ofa quorum

at a meeting ofthe board of directors or of a committee which authorizes the contrct or transaction.").
27 Suther/and v. Suther/and, 2009 WL 857468, *4 (DeL. Ch, 2009) (finding that ifthe defendants' contention were

tre, namely that a certificate of incorporation provision acted to sterilze director interest when approving self-

dealing trasactions, such a provision "would effectively eviscerate the duty of loyalty for corporate directors as

it is generally understood under Delaware law. While such a provision is permissible under the Delaware
Limited Liability Company Act and the Delaware Revised Uniform Limited Parership Act, where freedom of

contract is the guiding and overriding principle, it is expressly forbidden by the DGCL."). See also Siegman v,
Tri-Star Pictures, Inc., 1989 WL 48746, *8 (DeL. Ch. May 5, i 989, revised May 30, 1989), rev'd in part on
other grounds, In re Tri-Star Pictures, 684 A.2d 319 (DeL. 1993).

28 Lewis S. Black & A. Gilchrist Sparks, Analysis of the 1986 Amendments to the Delaware Corporation Law,
(1986) ("(I)t should be noted that Section 102(b)(7) only provides directors with relief from judgments for
their duty of care. It does not do away with the duty.").
monetary damages for breaches of
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the proxy statement, and, based on the curent ten-director board, any nominating pary will be
limited to nominating only one candidate for director election.
The Proposal would violate Delaware law because it would prevent a nominating

pary from exercising its right, outside of a proxy access system, to nominate more than one

candidate for director election.i9 Delaware law views a stockholder's abilty to make
nominations as a fundamental right that is necessar to make the stockholder franchise

meaningfuL. Because only the directors, and not the stockholders, possess the authority to
manage the business and afairs of a corporation,30 stockholders who wish to change the course
of management can do so only though the ballot box, by nominating competing candidates for

election. The "ideological underpining" for director power rests on the stockholders' right
either to affirm curent management's business plan by re-electing incumbents or to reject
management's business plan by replacing the incumbents with new directors.31 Accordingly, the
Delaware courts zealously protect the fudamental right of stockholders to nominate candidates
for director election:

Because of the obvious importce of the nomination right in our
system of corprate governance, Delaware cours have been

reluctant to approve measures that impede the ability of
stockholders to nominate candidates. Put simply, Delaware law
recognizes that the "right of shareholders to paricipate in the

voting process includes the right to nominate an opposing slate."

And "the unadorned right to cast a ballot in a contest for
(corporate) offce . . . is meaningless without the right to

paricipate in selecting the contestants. As the nominating process
circumscribes the range of choice to be made, it is a fudamental
29 Had the Proposal been drafted as providing a stockholder the option of either (i) nominating, and soliciting its

own proxies for, nominees up to the number of director seats subject to election or (ii) seeking access to the
Company's proxy materials while subject to the limitation on nominees, the stockholders' nomination rights
would not be abridged. Section 112 of the DGCL expressly permits bylaws that condition a stockholder's
persons nominated by
eligibilty to gain access to a company's proxy materials on ihe number or proportion of
the stockholder. 8 Del. C. § 112(3). Under the Proposal, however, the only means for a nominating part to

proxy access and the limitation on nominees. Accordingly, it violates a
stockholder's broader right, independent of proxy access, to nominate a number of candidates up to the total
board seats subject to election.
number of
nominate a director is to avail itself of

30 See 8 Del. C. § 141(a) ("The business and affairs of every corporation organized under this chapter shall be
managed by or under the direction of a board of directors. . . ."); Aronson v. Lewis, 473 A.2d 805, 811 (DeL.

1984) ("A cardinal precept of the General Corporation Law of the State of Delaware is that directors, rather
than shareholders, manage the business and affairs of

the corporation,"),

31 See Blasius Indus. v. Atlas Corp., 564 A.2d 651, 659 (DeL. Ch. 1988) ("The shareholder frnchise is the

ideological underpinning upon which the legitimacy of directorial power rests. Generally, shareholders have
only two protections against perceived inadequate business performance. They may sell their stock. . , or they
may vote to replace incumbent board members.").
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and outcome-determinative step in the election of offceholders.
To allow for voting while maintaining a closed selection process
thus renders the former an empty exercise.,,32

To date, the Delaware cours have only permitted one type of limited
encroachment on the stockholders' right to nominate director candidates: a corporation may
adopt an "advance notice" provision in its certificate of incorporation or bylaws that requires
stockholders to submit to the corporation names of nominees and certin information about them
in advance of the stockholder meeting. However, these advance notice provisions are only
permitted when they impose reasonable limitations on the stockholders' right to nominate
candidates, and in all events advance notice provisions must "afford the shareholders a fair
opportty to nominate candidates.',33

The Proposal would violate Delaware law if implemented because it clearly does
not afford a nominating pary a fair opportnity to nominate more than one candidate for director
election. Because all stockholders of the Company possess a right to vote in the election of all
director seats up for election, Delaware law requires that the stockholders possess a

corresponding right to nomiate alternative candidates for all of those director seats. Under the
Proposal, a nominating pary canot nominate more than one director candidate, and therefore
canot ru a contest to replace a majority of the board. This arbitrary limitation deprives all
stockholders of the chance to vote in favor of an alternative slate fielded by a nominating pary.
The Proposal could have the effect of perpetuating the incumbent directors while depriving the

stockholders of a meaningfl right to replace a majority of the board.

The Proponent could have (but did not) draf his Proposal to offer a nominating
pary a choice either to (i) have its nominee included in the Company's proxy materials and be
subject to the one-nominee limitation or (ii) forego access to the Company's proxy materials and
nominate as many candidates as there are director seats.34 Had the Proposal been drafted in this

32 Harrah's Entertainment Inc, v, JCC Holding Co" 802 A.2d 294, 310-11 (DeL. Ch. 2002) (citations and
footnotes omitted). This opinion does not address the very different circumstance where stockholders have

voluntarily entered into arrangements that restrict their voting and nomination rights. See id (interpreting a
certificate of incorporation provision pursuant to which two large groups of stockholders negotiated and
approved a series of checks and balances relating to their individual voting and nomination rights). The
Proposal, in contrast, would force the one-nominee limitation on all stockholders.

33 Hubbard v. Hollywood Park Realty Enterprises, Inc., 1991 WL 3151, *11 (DeL. Ch. 1991) ("(p)recedents
reaffnn the fundamental nature of

the shareholders' right to exercise their franchise, which include the right to

nominate candidates for the board of directors. That those rights are fundamental does not mean that their
exercise cannot be restricted for valid corporate puroses by board-created procedural rules. However, those
restrictions must not infringe upon the exercise ofthose rights in an unreasonable way. From these principles it

may be inferred that an advance notice by-law wil be validated where it operates as a reasonable limitation
upon the shareholders' right to nominate candidates for director.") (internal citations omitted).
34 Because the Proposal is titled "proxy access," we recognize that it might leave stockholders who do not read the

terms of the Proposal with the misimpression that the Proposal offers nominating parties a choice instead of
imposing a mandatory regime that nominating parties cannot "opt out" of. When members of the press or the
(Continued. . .)
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fashion a stockholder would stil be afforded the option to nominate as many candidates as there
are directorships up for election.3s However, the Proposal requires a nominating par to accept

proxy access along with ths limited nomination right. The Proponent canot force this trade-off
on other stockholders without violating their franchise rights under Delaware law.
VI. The Proposal Is Not A Proper Subject For Stockholder Action.

Because the Proposal, if implemented, would cause the Company to violate
Delaware law, we believe the Proposal is also not a proper subject for stockholder action under
Delaware law.

VII. The Company Lacks The Power And Authority To Implement The Proposal As It
Concerns Amendments To The Certificate 0/ Incorporation.
The Proposal calls on the Company's board of directors to amend the Company's

"governing documents" to implement the Proposal. To the extent the Proposal is asking the
board to unilaterally amend the Company's certificate of incorporation, the board lacks the
power to do so under Delaware law. Section 242 of the DGCL requires that amendments to the
certificate of incorporation be approved by the board and the holders of a majority of the stock
entitled to vote on such amendments.36 Accordingly, the Company lacks the power and authority
to implement the Proposal to the extent the Proponent is asking the Com~any's board to
unilaterally amend the certificate of incorporation without stockholder approval. 7
* * *

(Continued. . .)
corporate governance community discuss ''proxy access" they are typically referrg to an optional right of
access to a company's proxy materials. However, the literal terms of

the Proposal do not provide an option to

nominating pares. A nominating par candidate "shall" be included in the Company's proxy materials and
they may only nominate one candidate.

3~ The Proposal would stil violate Delaware law, however, for the reasons set fort in Parts ii and iv of this
Opinion.

36 See 8 Del. C. § 242(bXl) (providing that the board must adopt a resolution "setting forth the amendment
proposed, declaring its advisabilty, and either callng a special meeting of

the stockholders entitled to vote in

respect thereof. . . or directing that the amendment proposed be considered at the next annual meeting of the
stockholders" before the stockholders vote on the amendment),
37 Such a request that the Board unilaterally amend the certificate of incorporation would also cause the Company

to violate Delaware law and is not a proper subject for stockholder action under Delaware law.
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VIIL Conclusion.
For the foregoing reasons, it is our opinon that (i) the Proposal, if implemented,

would cause the Company to violate Delaware law, (ii) the Proposal is not a proper subject for

stockholder action under Delaware law and (ii) to the extent that the Proposal asks the
Company's board to unlaterally amend the Company's certificate of incorporation, the
Company lacks the power and authority to implement the Proposal.
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